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$70 million goes to high tech initiative Wreck kills
sophomore

Advanced materials research
center being developed to
benefit Upstate businesses.

Management major dies
in one-car accident late
Monday night.

DANIEL LOWREY

News Editor
The University announced plans
Wednesday to devote $70 million
to an advanced materials research
center that it hopes will generate an
influx of new high-tech companies
and jobs to the area. University
President James Barker announced
the initiative at a briefing attended
by industry and Anderson County
leaders.
According to Barker, the initiative
could make the Upstate the epicenter
of a regional knowledge-based cluster attracting high-tech, high-paying jobs. The project will focus on
providing the research infrastructure
needed by existing industries to nurture growth in the emerging photonics industry.
Advanced materials, the backbone of such industries as automotive, microelectronics, chemicals
and ceramics, has already been
heralded as an emerging economic
force by prominent policy groups.
However, the $70 million investment represents a hefty bet on what
is still a relatively unproven field

CAROLINE STONE

Assistant News Editor

TOOO BUCHANAN BlaAStar Photos

COMING TO CLEMSON: Mee Chin, ofNanovation, oversees development of nanophotonic chips, similar research that
Clemson University hopes to bring down to the South.
financially.
The projected dollar amount of the
investment is based on a $21 million
research facility funded through several university resources, including
research revenue, anticipated external research support of at least $25$30 million over the next five years

and $10 million in proposals submitted through the state's Research
Centers of Economic Excellence
program, which earmarks lottery
funding for research related to economic development.
The external research figure is
based on the University's photon-

ics research track record, which
brought in more than $13 million
in sponsored research during its first
three years, and the additional funding expected should the University's
request for endowed chairs receive
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DCIT blocks players'
Expert: run on grass
pornographic Web sites
University officialsfind
inappropriate material on
football players 'sites.
DANIEL LOWREY

News Editor
Last week University officials
took down pornographic images
from Web pages of several football
players on the University's server.
DCIT confirmed that the Web
sites of at least six players — Kyle
Browning, Brandon Cannon,
Airese Currie, Jamaal Fudge,
Clifford Harrell and Eric Sampson
— contained images of "scantily
clad women."
University officials blocked the
Web sites until the objectionable
material had been removed.
Two of the players, junior tailback Yusef Kelly and junior tight
end Ben Hall, denied knowledge
of putting pornographic images on
their student Web sites.
Both players said they have not
looked at their Web sites since
they created them as freshmen.
"I haven't even checked it," Hall
said, "and it was brought to my
attention that it had some pornographic pictures on it, and I can't
even recall or think about who
or how it would have got there
without me doing it myself. And
I didn't do it."
Commenting on the incident,
athletic director Terry Don Phillips
said, "We are going to check into
this type of activity, and I will say
this: This type of activity is totally

inappropriate for someone that
represents Clemson University."
Sports information director Tim
Bourret said the players will not be
disciplined.
The episode prompted a mass
email from University computer
officials reminding students,
"Nothing on your Web site is
secret, and it is your responsibility to keep these resources secure
and free of embarrassing material
... Regularly checking your Web
site allows you to detect incidents
of hacking before they become a
problem."
According to DCIT's student
use policy, "Students have no
expectation of privacy when
utilizing university computing
resources, even if the use is for
personal purposes."
The policy also states "[DCIT]
may temporarily suspend, block or
restrict access to an account, independent of university disciplinary
procedures, when it appears reasonably necessary to do so in order
to protect the integrity, security or
functionality of university or other
computer resources, to protect the
university from liability, or where
the emotional or physical wellbeing of any person is immediately threatened."
Some question, though, whether
images of "scantily clad women"
on a webpage constitute a threat
to the integrity of university computer resources or the "emotional
or physical well-being of any
SEE
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Pavement running raises
osteoarthiritis risk, says
Clemson researcher.
DANIEL LOWREY

News Editor
Looking to get in shape? You
may want to think twice before
heading out to Highway 93 for your
next run — this according to Dr. A.
Cuneyt Tas of the University's
school of materials science and
engineering.
Tas specializes in the manufacture of synthetic bone materials
used as bone substitutes, especially
those made for use in knees.
"I live in Central, and every
morning when I drive on Highway
93 to work I see something that's
quite a shock to me — people running on the pavement," he says.

Women's soccer move
up to third place in the
ACC after upsetting No. 9
Duke, 1-0.
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PAVEMENT POUNDING: Runners should stay away from the sidewalks.
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"Anatomy tells us that the soft
tissue separating bones in the knee
is not designed to absorb the shock
(of running on pavement)." Tas
explains.
The human knee joint is made up
of two bone heads separated by soft,
gel-like tissue. Though the bones
are close, they are not designed to
touch. When these bones come into
contact, they grind together creating micron-sized bone chips (tiny
particles only visible with the use
of an electron microscope).
"The muscles in and around the
knee are what prevent the bones
from coming into contact with
each other. Unfortunately, the
normal person's muscles aren't
fully developed, and this leads to
the instantaneous grinding of bone
chips," Tas explains.

TIMEOUTS

Israel continues to build a
wall intended to shut out
the Palestinians. Should
they be stopped?

Haunted houses and
scary costumes. What are
you going to do this Halloween? Trick or treat.
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Michael Paluzzi, sophomore
management major from Seneca,
was killed in a one-car accident at
11:20 p.m. on Monday, Oct. 27. At
the time of the accident, Paluzzi
was driving alone on Madden
Bridge Road in Central.
According to the Central Police
Department, three local residents
heard the wreck, notified the
police and waited with Paluzzi
until police officers arrived on
the scene. One officer noted that
he detected a
strong odor
of alcoholic
upon exiting
his
patrol
vehicle; however, a toxicology report
has yet to be
completed.
Paluzzi was MICHAEL PALUZZI
a
member
of Delta Sigma Pi business fraternity. The fraternity's advisor,
Steve Davis, commented on his
experience with Paluzzi who "set
a fine example as a leader but will
be missed even more as a friend."
"I admired his leadership skill
and his unselfish devotion to our
organization and its members.
Mike recently won election to
Senior Vice President by acclamation, because members admired
him and no one thought they
could do the job as well. Everyone
seemed to have their spirits lifted
when Mike was in their presence,"
Davis said.
Senior management major and a
brother of Delta Sigma Pi, Austin
Grantham expressed his regret
over the loss of Paluzzi.
"I knew Michael for quite some
time. He was a great guy and a
very hard worker. Everything that
he took on, he completely committed himself to," said Grantham.
Grantham noted that in the executive committee of Sigma Delta
Pi, the position to which Paluzzi
had recently been elected was second in line to the President.
Davis also commented on
Paluzzi's participation in the
fraternity. "As the officer responsible for coordinating support for
the Clemson University Career
Expo, one of the largest and most
important University events, Mike
was so effective at developing a
spirit of teamwork that the level
of member participation was
higher than ever, and the success
of this event won praise from the
Career Center," he said.
Paluzzi is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Michael Paluzzi. His sister,
Nichole Paluzzi, also attends
Clemson. The family requests
that, in lieu of flowers, contributions be made to the Delta Sigma
Pi Business Fraternity Scholarship
Fund.

Clemson weekend forecast
TODAY
78°
49°

SATURDAY I
78°
52°

SUNDAY
76°
55°

this forecast courtesy of the National Weather Service
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(U-WIRE) — The U.S.
Department
of
Homeland
Security will announce regulations next week that will include
an additional visa fee for all international students.
The $100 fee will cover the
cost of adding them to the Student
and Exchange Visitor Information
System, a database created to
track all international students
within the country.
Officials say the government
hopes to have the final system up
and running next fall.
"In 1997 an immigration reform
act was passed that mandated
an international student tracking
system," says Rebecca Brown,
director of the International
Studies Office at the University
of Virginia. "Before 9/11, the federal government wanted to charge
students, and it was regulated that
a fee of $100 could be imposed."
The events of Sept. 11 brought
the tracking system to the forefront of government policy,
according to Brown.
"After 9/11, the student tracking base was put on the fast track
because one of the hijackers was
on a student visa," Brown says.
"On January 30, 2003, federal
law mandated that universities
(sic) must be in compliance of the
act and they are now readdressing
the fee issue."
Homeland Security officials
explain that the fee will finance
efforts to ensure that international
students who receive student
visas arrive on campus and that
they meet the conditions of their
visas.
The fee is twice as high as
originally projected.
Many believe that this fee may
be high but also is reasonable.
"I think that the fee is justified
because this is a privilege for the
international students to come to
the United States," says Richard
B. Tanson, senior International
Student and Scholar advisor.
"I'm not sure that all Americans
would be willing to bear the cost
to implement the system. It may
be excessive, but it is not outrageous."
The government has proposed
that colleges and universities
collect the proposed $100 fee

from their perspective international students and then make the
payments to the Department of
Homeland Security.
Some disagree with the proposed fee collecting process.
"My perception is that colleges and universities across the
country are against being made a
tool of the federal government,"
Brown says. "If the government
feels that they have to collect
these fees, they are the ones that
should be doing it, not colleges
and universities."
The university works closely
with NAFSA, the Association for
International Educators, an advocacy group that helps advocate
educators' views to the government. NAFSA also keeps educators informed of the regulations
imposed on international students
so that the university can help the
students stay legally in the United
States.
"We have had the same position on the fee for a while
now," NAFSA Director of Press
Relations Ursula Oaks says. "The
main thing that we are concerned
about is the mechanism that has
developed for collecting the fee
is workable and does not create a
barrier for potential students."
International students around
UVA, like others across the
country, will be required to pay
the $100 fee and register in the
national database, though they are
as yet uncertain of the procedures
they will follow.
Some
expressed
concern
regarding
the
government's
upcoming announcement.
"I do not think it is a very
good idea because I do not see
how it benefits the international
student," says first-year College
student Huan Le, an international
student from Vietnam. "They
have to pay money but they don't
really get anything out of it."
The government will take final
suggestions from colleges following a proposal period and will
attempt to have final regulations
in effect by next fall.
"International students represent the most law-abiding and
hard-working group of international visitors in the country,"
Brown says. "If the goal of the
government is to make the U.S.
safer, most people feel that the
time and attention would be better spent elsewhere."

ARIELLE CHAVKIN

Tufts Daily (Tufts U.)
(U-WIRE) — Universities are
supposed to be like best friends:
they should not tell secrets without
permission. But not all friends are
good at keeping secrets, and neither
are all universities. A bill proposed
earlier this month would open colleges to lawsuit for releasing certain
personal information.
Proposed by Representative
Robert Andrews, D-NJ, bill
HR1848 would give students the
right to sue their universities for
releasing records which negatively
impact the student. The bill extends
the Family Education and Privacy
Act to protect college applicants
and third parties, such as business
partners, who might be hurt by disclosed information.
FERPA made waves when
Congress passed it in 1974 because
it gave parents and students (when
they reached age 18) powerful rights over access to student
records. It also states that universities that release student records
without the consent of a parent or
adult student can lose their federal
financial-aid funds.
However, no college has ever
been penalized under the law,
according LeRoy S. Rooker, the
director of the Family Policy
Compliance Office, which administers FERPA at the Department of
Education.
HR1848 directly responds to a
June Supreme Court decision in the
case University of Gonzaga v. Doe.
The name Doe was used to protect
the former Gonzaga University
student, who sued the school for
releasing personal information he
feels cost him a job opportunity.
While applying to become a
teacher, Doe requested an affidavit of good moral character from
Gonzaga. However, Gonzaga
administrator Roberta League
overheard students talking about an
alleged sexual misconduct by Doe.
League investigated the claim, notified the state teacher certification
agency, and identified Doe. Doe
did not even know about the investigation until he was informed that
he would not get the affidavit from
Gonzaga. League doubted Doe's
moral character, but there was no
proof to the allegations.
Doe sued League and the university, claiming a violation of FERPA
by releasing his personal records

to an unauthorized third party.
Although Doe originally won the
case, Gonzaga asked the Supreme
Court to review the material, and
the decision was reversed. Had Doe
won the case, the decision would
have set a precedent allowing
students to sue universities for disclosing personal records and information to third parties. While the
illegal release of information might
be a problem at some universities,
Tufts University Dean of Students
Bruce Reitman says that Tufts has
a strong commitment to protecting
students' privacy.
"Tufts has always safeguarded
the rights and records of students
with extreme care so that anybody
coming in asking for information
wouldn't be able to get it without
the student's expressed permission," Reitman said. "Even if a
court order comes in, we're going
to check with the student to make
sure that they're aware of the court
order requesting the information. If
they feel it's in error, we will give
them the opportunity to clarify
the situation with the court before
complying."
There are some situations in
which releasing information is
required by law. "There are some
things that universities have a duty
to warn or inform others about,
such as possible endangerment
situations that students enrolled at
universities may pose to others,"
Reitman said. "However, in careful and well-known universities
like Tufts, there has never been a
problem with unjust information
disclosure."
Students seem to have mixed
views on the law. "I think the law
needs to be clarified," TCU Senator
Matt Pohl said. "I think the law is
vague, up for interpretation, and as
such, it's a target for abuse."
Sophomore Ghenet Powell
said that the University released
Dean's List recognition to her local
paper, which she does not mind.
"Depending on what personal
information is released, it makes
sense that they should get the
person's permission before making
things public," Powell said. "If it
does truly bother someone, then I
guess it's their right to sue."
Reitman said that every university must define its policy on disclosure of information. "The only
reason Tufts would release records
is to send it, at the student's request,
to graduate schools or employers,"
he said.
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Around the World
Baghdad, Iraq - After two American soldiers died on Tuesday when
their tank ran over a bomb, the U.S. military deaths from hostile fire
in Iraq reached a grim landmark with the post-war toll surpassing the
number of troops killed during the invasion itself.
Novoshakhtinsk, Russia - Rescue workers on Wednesday
found alive a majority of the 13 Russian miners who had been
trapped deep underground for six days, emergency officials
said, but there were conflicting reports as to how many of the
miners had survived.
yV,
Falluja, Iraq - A car bomb exploded on Tuesday killing
four people. The attack appeared to fit the pattern of the
suicide car bombings in the capital on Monday in which the
attackers denotated vehicles laden with explosives at or
near four police stations and at the Red Cross headquarters killing at least 34 and wounding over 200.
Madrid, Spain - Prime Minister Aznar's conservative Popular
Party regained control of the Madrid legislature on Sunday,
reversing a vote five months ago that had briefly given control to
the leftist party. The election has been widely viewed as an indication of the upcoming national elections in March.
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233
attacks against American soldiers in Baghdad from Oct. 23
through Oct. 30 according to
the military.

200
dollars lost by an unidentified
Tiger senior staff member in
Las Vegas over fall break.

60
deaths according to the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration
that Johnson & Johnson's
newest heart device may have
caused through blood clots
and other side effects.

46
days until the film trilogy of
all time climaxes with the
release of Lord of the Rings:
Return of the King.
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ACLU sponsors Anderson forum on separation of church, state
Local activists, educators
educators
offer
insight
offer
insight into religion,
■iL
°
Constitution, controversy.
CAROLINE STONE

Assistant News Editor
Two words, added to the pledge
of allegiance in 1954, changed "one
nation indivisible, into "one nation
under God, indivisible." These same
two words, "under God," are today
at the center the ongoing debate over
the definition of the separation of
church and state.
The Upstate chapter of the South
Carolina Secular Humanists, the
Piedmont Chapter of the ACLU
and Americans United for Church/
State Separation co-sponsored a
forum on Sunday at the Anderson
County Library. A five-member
guest panel presented their views
on current separation doctrine and
the California court case, Elk Grove
Unified School District vs. Newdow.
The Supreme Court will hear the
case which deals with the constitutionality of the pledge of allegiance
in early 2004 and a decision is
expected by June.
Steve Wainscott, director of the
Calhoun Honors College, took the
podium to explain different perspectives and possible outcomes in the
pledge case.
He emphasized the importance
of knowing United States history, pointing out that the desire
of a majority of Americans is not
sufficient to keep the words "under
God" in the pledge. He noted that
the father of the Constitution, James
Madison, "warned against powerful
and interested majority factions."
According to Wainscott, the
defenders of keeping "under God"
in the pledge often make two contradictory arguments. Some individuals argue the United States "is and
always has been a Judeo-Christian
nation, so there is nothing wrong,
constitutionally or otherwise, with

school children asserting their
national
national heritage."
heritage."
He
lie noted that others argue
artiue for the
current version because it is "a long
hike" from the words "under God" in
the pledge to the state imposition of
an official religion.
Wainscott explained that the
words either express a belief in a
monotheistic faith or they do not,
but that the supporters cannot "have
it both ways."
He noted that if the words do not
have a religious meaning, then the
most religious individuals are the
ones who should most adamantly
promote removing the reference.
Student Body President Fletcher
Anderson, who during campaigning emphasized his desire to attend
seminary after graduation, expressed
his support for "under God" remaining in the pledge.
"I don't believe the phrase "under
God" violates the first ammendment.
I fail to see how it establishes a state
church or prohibits someone's exercise of their own faith. If it were
taken out of the Pledge of Allegiance
it wouldn't bother me that much,
with or without it I'm still going to
heaven," he said.
Wainscott also speculated on the
outcome of pledge case when it goes
before the Supreme Court.
He noted that the Court will most
likely rule that "under God" "does
not amount to an establishment of
religions and overturns the 9th circuit court outright."
According to Wainscott, Scalia's
recent decision to remove himself from this case, after publicly
denouncing the California court
for ruling against the pledge, suggests that the court will overturn the
California ruling.
"Scalia begged off Newdow
because he knows a pro-under-God
majority is in place. He is free to
pose as a judicial ethicist," Wainscott
said.
Ron Romine, a professor at the
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DAVID KAIK photo editor

WHO WAS IN CONTROL BEFORE?: Sign at local church reflects influence of religion in region.
University of South Carolina in
Spartanburg and a retired military
officer discussed the Constitution
and how it affects religion in
America.
"No matter how we talk about it
we live in a region, in a state, in a
nation in which religion animates
what we do," Romine said.
According to Romine, approximately 70 percent of Americans
claim to have some type of religious
faith. He also noted that in addition
to the pledge of allegiance, references to a monotheistic god are
made on United States currency
and in the opening moments of the
Supreme Court.
While Romine emphasized the
prevalence of religion in the country as a whole, he stressed that "the
South is different still."
South Carolina is currently one
of many Southern states that boasts
blue laws regulating Sunday sales.
Additionally, on Monday the state's
attorney general Charlie Condon

issued new guidelines for public
schools that allow students to post
the Ten Commandments and school
board members to begin their meetings with a prayer.
Romine explained that separation
doctrine is based on two clauses in
the first amendment also known as
the free exercise and establishment
clauses. Free exercise, according to
Romine, "has not been the problem."
Rather he noted that the establishment clause is the more controversial
and that individuals tend to make
one of three different interpretations
of its wording.
The most liberal interpretation
interprets the "wall" between church
and state as a "high wall" that is
basically impenetrable. The most
conservative interpretation, which
Romine felt Supreme Court Justices
Thomas, Scalia and Rehnquist all
follow, maintains the clause only
prevents the establishment of a
"national religion." Romine noted
that the majority of Americans fol-

low a "middle" reading: "there is a
wall, but it is porous."
He also pointed out that while past
Supreme Court decisions involving
separation of church and state have
been "close," a slight shift in the
decisions of one or two justices could
lead to changes in future cases.
Chief Justice William Rehnquist
spoke on Oct. 24 at the University
of Alabama's law school. He chose
to give his thoughts on the wisdom
ofjustices participating in extra-judicial duties.
"Their service made possible a
peaceful resolution. Perhaps it was
not good for them individually, perhaps it was not good for the Court,
but it was good for the nation," he
said.
Rehnquist's speech came a day
after Scalia's remarks to a conservative group in Washington in which
he expressed his dissenting opinion
concerning the Court's gay sodomy
ruling; before the remarks Scalia
stood and participated in the pledge.

Ski/Snowboard Workshops
Appalachian Ski Mountain & Sugar Mountain - Bonne, NC
December 14-17,2003
1 Hour Credit A vailable - LS147, LS149, or LS 34 7
Package Includes:
Equipment (skis, boots, poles or boots & board); Lift Tickets; Lodging (3 nights - double
occupancy); 3 Lessons from Ski-French-Swiss
Cost:
Skiers:
S268
Boarders: S295
Information Meetings:
Thursday, November 6: 6:30pm in 246 Lehotsky
Thursday. November 13: 6:30pm in 246 Lehotsky
Email: Gordon Howard - diovvard@cleiTison.edu
\vww.hehd.clemson.edu/PRTM/special/GK/indexl.htm
Deadline for payment is NOVEMBER 25, 2003 (Discover, MC, Visa, Check, Money
Orders)
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC - BRING YOUR FAMILY
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GE funds minority scholarships Budget's late turn-in
policy causes uproar

Project Pipeline advances
mathematical sciences'
recruitment efforts.

LINDSAY HYMA
Staff Writer
Thanks to a $500,000 grant from
the GE Foundation, some minority
students in South Carolina will now
be better prepared to pursue college
degrees, specifically in mathematics.
Recently, Clemson University
and the GE Foundation partnered
to form a new initiative entitled
Project Pipeline. This unique program is designed to help teachers
motivate minority students and also
help them become better prepared to
pursue technical degrees after high
school.
The program, designed for K-12
students, will focus on improving
the math curriculum by training
teachers to teach critical thinking
skills more effectively and get students involved during math instruction. Essentially, the initiative hopes
to stop children from asking the
"When am I going to ever use this?"
question that commonly creeps up
in math classes.
The foundations of the program
lie in the Emerging Scholars program that Clemson began two
years ago. This program works with
schools in Bamberg, Hampton and
Allendale counties to help students
see college or higher education as a
real possibility in their lives.
The program usually recruits
about 50 rising sophomores and
allows them to go through a oneweek residential experience to learn
more about college life. Through
testing and instruction, the students
are able to receive positive feedback
about their skills and learn ways to
improve in their weaker areas. The
students are then brought back again
during their junior and senior years
and spend two and three weeks on

campus, respectively. During this
time, the students engage in SAT
preparatory courses and receive college-like course instruction to help
prepare them for the transition from
high school.
Kim Dawson, senior director of
development for Engineering and
Science, says the program is helpful
because it actually "gets students
thinking, T could attend college.'"
Currently, the Project Pipeline initiative will focus on teachers in six
area school districts — Allendale,
Bamberg 1, Bamberg 2, Hampton 1,
Hampton 2, and Greenville — and
will equip these areas with more
technology and more problembased curriculum instead of traditional stand-alone math skills.
A portion of the GE grant is designated to fund math kits composed
of hands-on models to help support
teachers at all levels. Science kits
are already in place in some schools
through the Anderson Oconee
Pickens Hub, and graduate students
and professors are currently working to finalize the math curriculum
and kits. By working with the interactive models, students are better
able to understand the underlying
implications of mathematics instead
of simply memorizing rote, standalone formulas.
In order to better equip the teachers, the grant will also help fund
reimbursement and travel expenses
for teacher training. Instead of simply sending the kits to area schools,
teachers are required to attend training courses to learn how to implement the new tools effectively.
The program also brings
together the strengths of Clemson's
Emerging Scholars with GE's Close
the Gap program to help maximize
the impact of the initiative. The
program works with Greenville's
Southside High School to increase
the number of the school's graduates attending college.
Mendal Bouknight, Clemson's

chief development officer, is excited
to see the collaboration between so
many already established and successful programs. "This program
shows how you can build extensions and add relevant programs to
essentially connect the dots, which
is what we should be doing as a
university," Bouknight said.
By beginning with these initiatives at the grade school level, collaborators also hope the eventual
transition from high school to college will be made easier. Bouknight
noted that the Academic Support
Center on campus often caters to
first-year freshman classes because
concepts are taught differently at
a college level compared to high
school instruction.
"By investing in the curriculum
earlier, we can make the principles
consistent at all levels and help to
minimize the adjustment needed,"
Bouknight said.
Overall, collaborators hope the
program will help to provide enrichment opportunities to minority
students and increase the number
of these students who enroll in
college, especially in engineering,
information technology and other
mathematics-based disciplines.
"As a parent, it's exciting to have
an impact on children's lives. We are
able to work with less fortunate children who are without the tools and
teachers they need and are able to
excite them and open up higher education opportunities," said Dawson.
The impact of the program is
expected to be far reaching and
should directly affect about 350
Emerging Scholars and 38 teachers
over the five-year life of the grant.
After the five-year period, the program hopes to have established itself
through the "pilot program" in order
to market the kits to other parts of
the state and country. Smaller
contributions from companies like
BMW, DuPont and Michelin have
also served to validate the program.

BRIAN D. WOOD
The Exponent (U. Wisconsin)
(U-WIRE) — The Segregated
University
Fees
Allocation
Commission voted at its Oct. 22
meeting to not accept late budget
submissions from the Exponent
and Black Student Union.
A telephone request from
the Alliance of Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, Transgendered, Straight,
and Curious Students to submit a
late budget was turned down by a
SUFAC member, President Michael
Brunner said.
"According to our policies we
do not accept late submissions,"
Brunner said. "I hate to be a stick
in the mud, but they were due by
noon.
"(There is) no formal procedure
for appeal for turning in of late
budgets. There is an appeal process
for any decision on campus," said
Duane Ford, dean of the College
of Business, Industry, Life Science
and Agriculture. The Exponent is
housed in BILSA as part of the
Department of Communication
Technologies.
According to the SUFAC budget request packet provided to
the Exponent, SUFAC would not
accept budgets submitted after
noon on Oct. 22. The Exponent's
$24,350 request was three hours
and 45 minutes late, said Arthur
Ranney, Exponent adviser.
"BSU's submission was three
minutes late," Carl Wesley, BSU
president said. "The whole issue is
they (SUFAC) are being a little bit
extreme. Whose interest is SUFAC
looking out for?" Wesley said the
late submission policy is not in
SUFAC's constitution or bylaws
and BSU has contacted a lawyer.
If all else fails, the organization
intends to protest the decision.

"If the decision stands, the
Exponent operation could be seriously crippled," Ranney said. "The
Exponent is vital to campus life.
The fact that the Exponent has been
funded since 1889 demonstrates the
importance of the newspaper to the
university."
"Cutting our funding for such a
minor infraction is equivalent to
expelling a student for turning in
a late assignment." Carlos Wiley,
BSU adviser, said SUFAC should
allow organizations more time to
create a budget because they are
often dealing with changes in leadership at the beginning of the year.
"Historically
SUFAC
has
not accepted late budgets" said
Michael Viney, assistant vicechancellor of student affairs. "[The
organizations] can always ask for
a reconsideration. What [SUFAC]
deals with is an organization's life
blood."
Wiley said the cut in funding limits events BSU can put on for the
student body and will decrease the
quality of speakers being brought in
for events like Martin Luther King
Day. BSU also funds events like
the annual soul food dinner, Black
History Month speaker, and several
Black History Month activities.
BSU requested $14,000 this year.
"Six members voted to not accept
late budgets, two voted no, and one
abstained," Rich Egley, assistant
to the assistant vice-chancellor of
student affairs said.
Hopefully the groups involved
can work things out," Chancellor
David Markee said. "In my eight
years [an appeal] hasn't gotten
to me and hopefully this will not
occur."
According to SUFAC minutes,
50 of 79 budgets submitted were
not complete. All 79 were accepted
for consideration.
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Private, public tuition increases
College Board report shows
national trend towards
higher education expenses.

College Costs Take-off
National average cost of attending
university full-time

COREY GREENE

-r

Staff Writer
Bad news first: It's the same old
news for students, according to a
recent College Board report on
college tuition. The report said private school tuition is up by 5.7 percent this year, while public school
academic fees rose by 9.8 percent.
The good news is, although
costs have increased, so has the
amount of financial aid students
Source: College Board
have received, said the College
JUSTIN AMES/graphics
Board. In 2002 — the latest year UP, UP, AND AWAY: Full-time fees have been rising quickly in the past years.
for which aid data is available —
about 60 percent of undergraduates received an average of $7,300. recipients, and more is set aside for
Additionally, the neediest stu- merit-based awards, which tend to
received some form of aid, according to a second College Board dents are getting a smaller piece of go disproportionately to middleupper-income
students.
report, Trends in Student Aid. the grant pie. Less of the new grant and
Of those, nearly half received money is earmarked for need-based
grant money which, unlike
a loan, does not need to be
repaid and effectively reduces
the price paid for college.
Despite aid increases, the rising cost pill remains difficult to
swallow. State schools posted
the biggest increase in 30 years
as costs increased by nearly five
times the inflation rate. The cost
at the average four-year public
university — including tuition,
fees, room and board — rose to
$10,636 from $9,689 in 2002.
"We are seeing a different
philosophy in state funding in
higher education, giving students and families state scholarships rather than public institutions," said Marvin Carmichael
Director
of
financial
aid.
Additional expenses like books,
transportation and the total for one
year at state schools brought the
total to $13,833, up from $12,841.
Meanwhile, private school costs
rose to $26,854. Include books
and other materials, and the total
jumped 6.7 percent to $29,541.
However, "private institutions
are not influenced by state appropriations," according to Carmichael.
The biggest cause for the
increases at state schools: State
appropriations have not kept up
with rising costs. State funding typically accounts for more
than a third of public schools'
funding, according to the board.
Rising costs are not simply a
function of across-the-board state
budget cuts. Faculty compensation is up, primarily because of
health-insurance and pension
costs. Universities also have spent
heavily to keep technologies up to
date, both for research and teaching purposes. Such expenses are
substantial inputs into the cost
of providing a college education.
Thanks, Tigers, for voting SunCom
Total aid to eligible full-time
Best Wireless Provider on Campus.
student averaged $9,100, with
$3,600 of in the form of grants.
Grant aid per full-time student
rose 9 percent. For aid-eligible
students at four-year schools,
the average student received
$2,400 in grants. A student
at a four-year private school
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Study aid drugs being misused, often sold illegally for profit
LESUE ZIOBER

The Reveille (Louisiana State U.)
(U-WIRE) — Coffee and willpower are not always enough to
help students survive the stresses
of school, so many students turn
to prescription drugs intended
for people with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder.
In many cases, students rely on
friends with connections or prescriptions for the illegally received
study aids.
Three of the most common "study
aids" are Adderall, Dexadrine and
Ritalin, said Patrick, a Louisiana
State University student who did
not want to provide his last name.
According to the Merriam
Webster
Medical
Dictionary,
amphetamines such as Adderall are
used as a central nervous system
stimulant and treat certain conditions, such as attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, depression
and narcolepsy. Amphetamines can
be abused illegally as a stimulant.
According to the American
Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language,
dextroamphetamines
such as Dexadrine are used as a
central nervous system stimulant.
Methylphenidates such as Ritalin
are chemically related to amphetamines. They act as mild stimulants
of the central nervous system and
are used especially to treat hyperkinetic disorders like ADHD in
children.
"I know people who have
prescriptions and sell to a lot of
people," said Patrick. "Some of
these people don't even use their

prescription — they just sell their
medicine to make a profit."
Patrick said students who sell
these prescription drugs do make
a profit. The highest price he has
paid for Adderall pills was $5 per
pill.
The reason for the popularity of
these concentration-boosting drugs
is that they "make you actually
want to study," Patrick said. He
said Adderall helped him study for
about 11 hours straight for a test.
Engineering sophomore Heath
Hobbs also attests to the effectiveness of prescription drugs, but
unlike Patrick, Hobbs has a legal
prescription for the amphetamine
stimulant Adderall.
Hobbs takes Adderall to counteract Attention Defecit Disorder and
ADHD. He began taking Adderall
after a challenging first semester
of college last fall, when he had
trouble concentrating on his studies. He tested positive for ADD in
December.
"My concentration and study
skills have increased, which
improved my grades," Hobbs said.
Hobbs is one of many adults,
students and children who use prescription drugs to increase concentration and focus.
In 1991, the U.S. Department
of Education officially recognized ADHD as a handicap, under
the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act of the 1973
Rehabilitation Act.
According to the American
Psychiatric Association, ADHD is
categorized under three subtypes of
behavior: inattentive, hyperactiveimpulsive and combined inatten-

tive and hyperactive-impulsive."
A behavior diagnosis evaluates the
mannerisms and behaviors of the
subject to come to a diagnosis.
According to the 1999 Report
of the U.S. Surgeon General on
Mental Health Report, 3 to 5 percent of school-age children have
ADHD. In 2003, the numbers
increased to between 4 and 6 percent of school-age children and 2 to
4 percent of adults.
"Approximately 5 percent of
people have ADHD. A person is
born with the disease and cannot
contract it as an adult," said Dr.
Alicia Pellegrin of Baton Rouge's
Assessment and Psychological
Services. "There are two types
of treatment: medication, such as
Adderall or Ritalin, and behavioral
therapy to help the person learn to
control ADHD."
Some experts attribute the large
number of diagnoses to some cases
of ADHD and some cases of other
learning disabilities, misdiagnosed
as ADHD, which are not sufficiently treated with stimulants.
"Some people who have learning
and concentration problems think
they have ADHD, but they may
have other learning disabilities,"
Pellegrin said.
As a result of misdiagnosis, the
patients' concentration problems
are not resolved.
"ADHD is greatly over-diagnosed. Only 20 percent of people
who come in for treatment are
wholly affected by ADHD,"
Pellegrin said. "Often they have
another learning disability in addition to ADHD. The only way to
determine a learning disability is
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by an academic evaluation by a
qualified psychologist. A medical
doctor cannot diagnose a learning
disability."
Pellegrin said another theory
about the over-diagnosis of ADHD
is that doctors do not know enough
about the disease to diagnose it.
Since ADHD is a familiar diagnosis, doctors determine that patients
having trouble concentrating have
ADHD and prescribe them medicine that treats ADHD.
"ADHD should be the last diagnosis made, but it is often the first
diagnosis made," Pellegrin said.
Hobbs disagrees with this theory,
because his doctor conducted tests
to determine the reason for his difficulty in concentrating.
"My doctor gave me 12 to 15
different tests over an eight-hour
period," Hobbs said. "In one test,
he read me a story, and I had to
tell him the main characters of
the story. Thirty minutes later, he
would ask me the main characters'
names again without rereading the
story."
Adderall and other prescription
drugs are very effective and can be
very effective in helping patients
with ADHD concentrate, Pellegrin
said. "The reason that the medication has such a bad rap is because
more people take it than need it,"
Pellegrin said. "If these people are
misdiagnosed with ADHD when
they actually have other learning
disabilities, the patient will not
benefit from the medication."
Though there are many positive
attributes to these drugs, there are
also negative side effects that can
make the user suffer.
"I have trouble going to sleep if I
take Adderall too late, and it makes
me not want to eat. Sometimes I
have to force-feed myself," Hobbs
said.
"The only bad thing that's
happened to me is it makes you
sweat," Patrick said. "It's basically
prescription speed."
According to results from tests
run by scientists in the Physiology
Department at State University of
New York at Buffalo, the possible
negative side effects include headaches, high blood pressure, tics,
dizziness and impotence.

Some experts pinpoint these
drugs as gateways to other drug
usage.
"Stimulant-induced
overstimulation, for example, is often
treated with addictive or dangerous
sedatives, while stimulant-induced
depression is often treated with
dangerous, unapproved antidepressants," said Dr. Peter Breggin,
former Director of the International
Center for the Study of Psychiatry
and Psychology.
Doctors and pharmacists are
working together to stop misuse of
these drugs, which can be harmful
if recklessly used.
Breggin testified to the U. S.
House of Representatives in 2000
that short-term clinical doses of
amphetamines produce brain cell
death. Studies of methylphenidate
show long-lasting and sometimes
permanent changes in the biochemistry of the brain.
Breggin also claimed that these
drugs stunt growth and endanger
the cardiovascular system.
"America's children are being
exposed to a 'prescription epidemic' of dangerous, addictive
stimulant drugs such as Ritalin and
Adderall," Breggin said. "Ritalin
does not correct biochemical
imbalances; it causes them. There
is some evidence that it can cause
permanent damage to the child's
brain and its function."
According to an article in The
Hampton Union, undercover police
agents have caught students selling
the drugs and arrested them for
possession of a controlled drug.
These felonies carry a possible jail
sentence of 7 and a half to 15 years
in prison and a $4,000 fine.
"Adderall has the potential to
be very addictive," said David
Lawrence, Pharm D-Rph. "To
prevent abuse, laws now require
that you must have a prescription
to receive Adderall, and you cannot refill the prescription without a
doctor's consent."
Although ADHD's controversial
treatment raises questions and
lawsuits, the disease's prevalence
in both schools and the workforce
has compelled the public to accept
these drugs as effective, though
risky, means of treatment.
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PAVEMENT POUNDING
Bone Chips

The following are arrests that
were made by the Clemson
University police department
from Thursday, October 9 to
Wednesday, October 29.
October 9
1:07 a.m., Andrew Crider, DUI, Hwy. 93, officer:
Felton
2:36 a.m., Hunter Harper, public disorderly conduct:
drunk, Calhoun Street, officer: Lyle
October 12
12:01 a.m., Lisa Scott, public disorderly conduct:
drunk, Hwy. 93, officer: Owen
October 22
12:22 a.m., Michael Jenkins, public disorderly
conduct, Sirrine Circle, officer: Hillyer
8:05 p.m., Steven Oliver, simple assault, Fike,
officer: Ashley

The following calls were among those that the
Clemson University fire department responded to from
Wednesday, October 22 to Wednesday, October 29.
October 22
3:15 p.m.,
6:08 p.m.,
9:55 p.m.,
October 23
1:30 a.m.,

smell of gas, Long Hall
fire, Ingles
fire alarm, Sanders Hall
smell of smoke, Lever Hall

The following calls were
among those that
Clemson University
police responded to from Wednesday, October 22 to
Wednesday, October 29.
October 22
10:41 a.m., missing golf cart, Iptay, officer:
Ikenegbu
October 23
10:47 a.m., motor vehicle accident, Perimeter Rd.,
officer: Young
2:09 p.m., stolen decal, Johnstone A, officer: Young
5:37 p.m., motor vehicle accident, Cherry Rd., officer: Simpson
6:58 p.m., motor vehicle accident, Byrnes Hall, officer: Ashley
October 24
1:03 a.m., minor in possession, open container,
altered driver's license, Hwy. 93, officer: Felton
1:03 a.m., minor in possession, altered driver's
license, Hwy. 93, officer: Felton
1:03 a.m., minor in possession, Hwy. 93, officer:
Felton
1:07 a.m., personal injury, Johnstone A, officer:
Smith
1:50 a.m., minor in possession, Cherry Rd., officer:
Hogue
1:50 a.m., minor in possession, Cherry Rd., officer:
Hogue
1:50 a.m., minor in possession, Cherry Rd., officer:
Hogue
10:02 a.m., unlawful use of phone, the Union, officer: Hendricks
10:19 a.m., damage to vehicle, lot C-12, officer:
Ikenegbu
1:19 p.m., stolen bicycle, Mauldin Hall, officer:
Ikenegbu
2:39 p.m., grass fire, Hwy. 123, officer: Gowen
7:28 p.m., burglar alarm, Sikes, officer: McAbee

Offijeer
Itracket

11:50 pm., Michael Akers, public disorderly
conduct, Perimeter Rd., officer: Hogue
October 24
2:14 a.m., Douglas Rushton, public disorderly
conduct: drunk, lot R-l, officer: Hughey
11:36 p.m., Keith Looper Jr., simple possession of
marijuana, Calhoun Courts, officer: Hogue
October 25
1:27 p.m., Jeffrey Carter, petit larceny, Gate 1, FHS,
officer: Simpson
October 26
12:00 a.m., David Smith, public disorderly conduct:
drunk, Hwy. 93, Felton
October 29
1:38 a.m., Jessica Malm, public disorderly conduct:
drunk, Bowman Field, officer: Lyle

October 24
2:13 p.m., elevator entrapment,
Manning Hall
October 25
6:18 p.m., fire alarm, Clemson Downs
October 27
1:19 p.m., fire alarm, Byrnes Hall
6:14 p.m., gas smell, Folger Street
7:21 p.m., fire alarm, Lightsey Bridge

October 25
8:55 a.m., motor vehicle accident, Harcombe, officer: Hogue
2:49 p.m., damage to vehicle, Daniel Drive, officer:
Hillyer
3:12 p.m., motor vehicle accident, Williamson Rd.,
officer: Hughey
4:41 p.m., found property, McMillan Rd., officer:
Hillyer
5:54 p.m., grand larceny, FHS, officer: Vissage
11:25 p.m., public disorderly conduct: drunk, Byrnes
Hall, officer: Owen
October 26
12:00 a.m., public disorderly conduct: resisting
arrest, Hwy. 93, officer: Felton
12:28 a.m., malicious damage, Calhoun Courts, officer: Hogue
12:35 a.m., public disorderly conduct: drunk,
Mauldin Hall, officer: Owen
1:14 a.m., public disorderly conduct: drunk, Byrnes
Hall, officer: Felton
1:36 a.m., motor vehicle accident, lot E-4, officer:
Owen
11:53 a.m., damage to vehicle, Clemson House, officer: Demaio
11:54 a.m., motor vehicle accident, Hwy. 93, officer:
Young
1:17 p.m., stolen book bag, lot C-4, officer: Young
October 27
9:14 a.m., concerned parent, Manning Hall, officer:
McGill
4:18 p.m., damage to vehicle, Daniel Drive, officer:
Gantt
4:43 p.m., damage to vehicle, lot C-5, officer:
Kaylor
4:59 p.m., grand larceny, library, officer: Simpson
October 28
1:25 p.m., suspicious e-mail, Holmes Hall, officer:
Ikenegbu
5:02 p.m., vehicle accident, Hwy. 93, officer: Kaylor

|^ 1 arrest
5

5 arrests

Ashley

yf

Hogue

Brooks

yf

Hollis

^

Felton
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Hughey

^^^

Hillyer

**

Lyle

•***

These are the running tallies
of each officer's arrests since
September 10, 2003.
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Micron-sized bone chips splinter into cartilage
when bones grind against one another.
Source: Dr.AC.Tas
MflUHUA graphic

KNEE: Hard surfaces cause grinding of bones that can lead to osteoarthiritis.
These bone chips quickly find
their way into the soft-tissue that
cushions the bones, and "It only
takes a very small amount of
bone crystals in the soft-tissue for
someone to start feeling pain."
For the professional athlete,
Tas says, there is little to fear.
However, for the average weekend-warrior or college student
looking to get fit, pavement running poses a significant risk of
osteoarthritis later in life.
Osteoarthritis (OA), or degenerative joint disease, is one of the
most common types of arthritis. It
is characterized by the breakdown
of the joint's cartilage. Cartilage
breakdown causes bones to rub
against each other, causing pain
and loss of movement.
"It (OA) is a long process. If you
start creating tiny micron-sized
bone chips, it may take several
decades. But in studies of people
with osteoarthritis in the knees, the
people who are interviewed almost
always tell us that they were runners," Tas cautions.
"There should be more awareness among runners about such
problems," he says. "If they are

Spartanburg mayor supports
Sunday alcohol sales
Spartanburg Mayor Bill
Barnet said Tuesday that he
would encourage city residents
to support the Sunday alcohol
sales referendum. He noted that
the change could boost the city's
economic development.
Two Anderson residents die
in wreck
Anthony Bramlett and W.L.
Duncan both of Anderson,
were killed Monday after the
car they were in slammed into
a truck parked in the median
on Highway 182. The victims'
vehicle drifted off the road and
crashed into the trailer of the
truck about five miles from Fair
Play, S.C.
Local man charged in sevencar accident on 1-585
A local man was charged
Wednesday with a traffic violation that led to a seven-car
accident on 1-585. Pini Keo of
Spartanburg was charged with
failure to yield right of way after
the incident, which occurred
around 6:40 a.m. on 1-585 near
Business 85. Troopers investigating the accident said it began
when Keo's car struck another
vehicle, beginning a chain
reaction. No one was seriously
injured.
Pickens, Greenville counties
partner for roads
State lawmakers have promised this week to help Pickens

making a habit of using pain killers or creams to ease knee pain
after running that is a warning sign
that there is a problem."
Before coming to Clemson, Tas
worked in Germany as a professor
at the Max Planck Institute and
as a research scientist for Merck.
Upon his arrival on campus, he
was startled by many college
students' insistence on choosing
the sidewalk over softer trails or
grass paths.
Finally, Tas expresses concern
over the health risks posed by car
fumes inhaled by those running
along the roads, and advised runners to avoid running along roads
altogether.
"Running and heavily breathing
(i.e., inhaling the carcinogenic
exhaust fumes of the cars passing by) alongside a busy highway
may also be regarded as an open
invitation to future respiratory
problems."
"When you run your breathing is
almost maximized, and the nitrous
sulfers and oxides are very bad. I
would advise anyone who wants
to run that they should stay on the
grass and away from the roads."

County receive approximately
$8 million in funding to widen
roads and improve driving
conditions. The initiative will
partner Greenville and Pickens
County road planners to compile data and direct efforts to
improve safety.
Flu season arrives
The state Department of
Health and Environmental
Control has confirmed the season's first case of influenza in
a 23-year-old Richland County
woman.
Halloween Activities
From 8-11 p.m., UPAC is
hosting Trick-or-treat at the
president's house and the
Huanted Trail in the President's
Park, and from 8-12 p.m.,
Spooky Fun will be held in the
parking lot of Sikes Hall with a
wax hands booth, photo booth,
body artist and concessions for
sale.
Organic gardening class
This Thursday from 9-10:30
a.m., the University's Nature
Learning Center will host a
short-course on organic gardening techniques including soil
testing, pest control and plant
selection.
Clemson plays Wake Forrest
Clemson football plays Wake
Forrest away this Saturday. The
game is at 3:30 pm. Clemson's
record against the Deacons is
currently 51-14-1.
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WHODUNNIT?: Some players say they don't know how porn arrived on sites.
person.
University's computing resources.
"Is the University going to go Are we going to go onto Bowman
through every single student's Web field every spring and cover up all
page and check for pictures of girls the girls sunbathing too?"
in bikinis?" asked senior Chelsea
Huang questioned whether or
Mylett. "What about a picture of a not the material should have been
guy with his shirt off? Is that endan- removed from the Web sites.
gering the integrity of computing
"If the pictures were deemed
resources?"
objectionable, why in the world
"The University has the right aren't the players being disciplined?
to remove any images from any It seems that if the images really
pages it deems objectionable," shouldn't be there, they should have
said electrical engineering senior been punished for having them."
Minglei Huang. "However, I have
DCIT representatives could not
a problem with a girl in a bathing be reached for comment on the
suit being defined as a threat to the legitimacy of the content removal.
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state approval.
The project's initial phase — a
$21 million complex that will house
two proposed electron imaging
and photonics research centers
— is already being put into place.
These centers will be backed by a
state-of-the-art electron microscopy
research laboratory. Officials hope
access to electron imaging will help
make existing state industries more
competitive while attracting new
industries.
The project is a marriage between
the University's existing academic
research and Anderson County's
established manufacturing facilities.
"We didn't need to go out and
build a research park. We already
had one," President James Barker
said. "The key was to find a research
field that was good for this community and utilized the strengths of
Clemson University and Anderson's
existing manufacturing base."
"Electron imaging is absolutely
essential in any aspect of advanced
materials R&D, and a list of the
industries needing access to this
kind of facility would essentially

be identical to the list of industries
that are critical to South Carolina's
economic future," said Chris
Przirembel, the University's vice
president for research.
Over 52,000 South Carolinians
are already employed in the
advanced materials industry, generating approximately $15 billion
in revenues.
According to Barker, in South
Carolina alone there are 50
advanced materials companies
currently in need of R&D support.
The automotive industry is closely
tied to advanced materials through
products such as fuel sensors,
advanced braking sensors, LEDs
(light-emitting diodes) and catalysts. Nationwide, the automotive
industry is expected to spend $275
billion on materials-related components by 2010.
The new 111,000-square-foot
advanced materials research lab
will be located less than a mile from
Interstate 85 's exit 14. The facility
will include two wings with the previously mentioned electron microscopy facility, laser and chemical

BARKER: University president hopes
to help create new jobs soon.
labs, office space and an advanced
optical fiber draw towers, used to
produce
optical-communication
materials. The facility will also
house the University's nanotechrelated research.
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STAFF EDITORIALS

U.S. support of Israeli barrier should continue
Israel is insisting that it will press forward with plans to extend the barrier that
separates it from much of the West Bank
and many of the Palestinians on the other
side. Nations from all corners of the world
are protesting this decision, but the United
States continues to give its support to Israel.
In fact, a U.S. veto was recently necessary
to stop a U.N. Security Council resolution
from impeding the building of the wall. In
addition to this stand, this week the United
States was one of only four nations (Israel
itself and the mighty Marshall Islands
and Micronesia were the other three) to
vote against 144 other countries in a U.N.
General Assembly resolution condemning
the project.
While much of U.S. involvement in the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict in past years
has been quite fruitless and peace does not
appear to be coming anytime soon, at least
this controversial stance is a step in the
right direction. The wall Israel is building
may not be the solution to the conflict, but
it is a good idea for the time being, and the
United States must continue its support of
the project.
Palestinians argue that Israel is redrawing
boundary lines with this wall and is thereby
making an attempt to take land that is not
properly theirs. This argument holds no
water because if peace ever comes to this
region, not only will new boundary lines
be drawn in the process, but also the barrier itself will become pointless and be torn
down.
Other opponents of the project, which has
been underway since last year and is projected to cover 217 miles of border territory,

mamas
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argue that the wall violates international law
and should be removed completely. This
point is certainly debatable, but what is certain is that if international law is being broken in Israel, the terrorist activity between
the two groups would be a better place to
aim the primary shots.
All Israel is trying to do by building the
wall is to prevent as much as possible the
entrance of suicide bombers and other terrorists that have been plaguing the nation
for years. Perhaps it will also have the benefit of keeping some Israeli terrorists away

from Palestinians.
Will this be an ultimate solution that ends
the violence in this region? Not at all. The
violence there is much too deeply rooted to
be silenced altogether by a wall physically
separating people from each other. The terrorist activity has continued and at times
worsened even since the construction of the
wall began.
But at least it's an effort to stem the tide
of terrorism. As many news correspondents
have noted recently, the diplomatic efforts to
reach a peace agreement struggle at best and

cease at worst, and as a result people tum to
violence more and more to settle their differences.
Maybe, just maybe, this barrier will keep
people apart and calm things down long
enough to get some serious peace negotiations going. Maybe it won't, but it certainly
won't hurt to try. And just because Israel
can't stop all the violence going on in the
nation, it should not stop trying to prevent
every little bit that it can.
Arafat and the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) have declared that they
will not stop driving the Jews back and out
until they have finished the job completely.
The situation is serious, and any peaceful
measures in an attempt to help are worthwhile projects.
For the United States, its support must
continue because no one else will support Israel in its efforts at all. Granted,
Israel is quite powerful militarily itself, but
Micronesia and the Marshall Islands aren't
going to provide the assistance Israel would
need against 144 other nations. Without the
U.S. veto, less of the wall would be built
today, and less would be on its way up in
the near future, and this U.S. decision was
remarkably wise and controversial.
Violence may continue, and the conflict
may intensify, but the barrier brings hope
that some short-term peace may prevail.
And a little hope is better than none at all.
The opinions expressed in these editorials are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority
opinion of The Tiger senior staff. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may not represent
the individual view of any particular member.

Web site policies desperately need clarification SPEAKINGOUT
The recent controversy surrounding improper
material on the Web sites of some Clemson football
players seems to have blown over for the time being.
But what it has done is to raise some lingering questions about what is and is not appropriate for students' personal Web sites.
And the problem is that no one is making these
restrictions very clear these days. The rules in this
area should be not only reasonable but also clear
and specific so that students can know what they are
allowed to do.
Sure, every student has to sign a computer use
contract before enrolling at Clemson, but a quick
perusal of those information resources policies for
students will mean little or nothing practically to
most students. The policies are, in general, so general that they could apply to almost anything if interpreted very loosely.
For instance, Rule 1 reads, "(Inspection, without
notice, of computer files) is considered reasonably
necessary to maintain or protect the integrity, security or functionality of university or other computer
resources or to protect the university from liability."
Great. But what does that look like on a student's
Web site?
Later in the policies, some specific examples of
violations are given, but they still fail to address
much of Web site content. There is certainly no
specific statement that in any way explains, "Web
sites should not include pornography, scantily clad
women, fully clad women . . ."
While on the subject, there's a big difference

between pornography and scantily clad women. Now
the athletic department can make its own determinations about what is proper for members of their
teams, and athletes could be punished for the infamous "violation of team rules," but the real question
is what about the other students?
It makes sense not to allow pornography on student Web sites, which are also University property.
But could a student Web site be shut down simply
because of the presence of scantily clad women?
Hopefully not.
Illegal activities should certainly not be allowed,
but legal, controversial content should be. No, students should not have unlimited reign on the content
of their Web sites, as they are also property of the
University, but limitations ought to be few and rather
obvious.
A detailed list of violations would not have to
be comprehensive to be helpful in this process. It
shouldn't take long to review past violations and try
to explain to students exactly what is appropriate
Web site content and what is not. As it is right now,
students are basically left to guess what someone
might deem inappropriate material for the site, and
when guessing and assuming starts, trouble is never
very far away.

The opinions expressed in these editorials are written by the
opinions editor and represent the majority opinion of The Tiger
senior staff- In representing the majority view, the staff editorials
may not represent the individual view of any particular member.

What will be the impact of the new
wall in Israel?

Roshan Contractor
computer science
junior

"This is like putting oil on the fire.
It may cause even more tension
between the Palestinian and Jewish
people, just like we hear between
Hindus and Muslims quite often."

Rick Mayer

hydrogeology
grad. student

"I don't support the establishment
of the wall at all. I think that it may
provide a short-term solution to the
ongoing problems there, but the longterm impact will be devastating."

Rebecca Smith

Bryson Thompson

wildlife biology
senior

special education
junior

BRIEF PAWS
"It is very discouraging to see the
establishment of the wall, especially
in an era where racial and ethical
barriers are being broken."

Six British 13-year-olds were rushed to the hospital after taking Viagra
during lunch at school. We don i even want to think about this.

"I think the wall will ease some of
the tension between the two groups
because it will separate them and
leave people to tend to their own
business."

Ichiro Irie, 45, was arrested for stealing 440 female left shoes. . . Way weird.
Way cool.
A 25-year-old German woman threw her TV out of her window after finding
nothing good to watch on a Saturday night. We agree but have never had the
guts to toss the TV.

4

Clary Pearson

financial mgmt.
junior

Heather Lilley
animal, vet. sci.
senior

Kirk Jones is believed to be the first person to survive the Niagra Falls
without a boat, barrel or lifejacket. That's stupid, not brave.
Toronto native Rob Krueger won $3,825 at the World Rock, Paper, Scissors
Championships. Always go with "Rock. "

"The building of the wall will have a
two-fold effect. It will further separate the people, but it may ease some
of the tension already present."

"It's kind of pointless. People can get
over walls. The people that create the
violence in Israel aren't working by
any kind of rational logic."
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Dialogue, compromise to determine future
Keep printing the
crime column
First off I would just like to
applaud Adora Cheung for dealing with a particular letter to the
editor arguing morality versus
legality on printing student
arrests. I was well on my way
with a reply to his letter before I
made it to the next page ... where
I saw Ms. Cheung's very elegant
rebuttal. Secondly, I would like
to praise her for standing firm
in publishing the arrest records.
Obviously, printing arrests will
cause arrestees a certain amount
of embarrassment and, granted, I
personally find a slight bit of satisfaction in reading about people
who can't hide their weed and get
caught or those who get nabbed
for public drunk and disorderly
(unless the person is behind the
wheel, which is certainly not
funny).
I'd like to think that people
would want to share their experiences and spread the embarrassment over as many shoulders as
possible ... so they would not
have to bear their disgrace in its
entirety. Evidently many do not
feel this way, and that is fine.
Regardless, I enjoyed reading
your article ... so thank you and
keep it up.
Peter Shorter
Clemson, S.C.

Another form of
sex advice
I would just like to remind Ms.
Jones (author of "On the Prowl")
that abstinence is still the best
way to prevent pregnancy and
disease; and also that being a slut
will have its consequences sooner
or later.
Andrew Davis
Clemson, S.C.

Blame students,
not CU 101 course
In response to the article "CU
101 course needs closer look,"
it is disheartening as a freshman
that is currently enrolled in CU
101 to read such articles as this.
Do not get me wrong, you make
several good points about the
lack of uniformity of the class,
and the level of freshmen coming
to Clemson this year; however,
your opinions as a whole are
rather jaded.
CU 101 is not unlike any other
class that you can enroll in at
Clemson University. And as
such, there is a direct correlation
to what you get out of the class
as to what you put into it. The
blame of insignificance should
not be placed on the class or the
professors, but in turn be placed
on the "self." Stop using the format of CU 101 as a scapegoat for
ill learning and start owning up
to the responsibility.
Yes, I do agree that the freshmen class this year is much more
elite, however, most of these
"elite freshmen" had to put little
too no effort into their grades
during high school. College, as
you may well know, is a different
story. Good grades are not easily come by anymore. Thus, CU
101 is a class to teach these habits; and if the professor does not
teach them, well then, at least the
student is provided with an excellent book to aid them when ever
they feel like taking the responsibility to open it.
I was fortunate enough to get excuse the term - "a good one";
a good professor that is. Three
times a week I am privileged
enough to sit for fifty minuets
and listen and interact in a class
of students just like me. And, I
can truly say that I have gained a

plethora of information concerning not only academics, future
planning, and study habits, but
also a wealth of knowledge about
life. So, take a bow, Mr. Michael
McLeod, you deserve a world of
happiness for the amount of lives
that you have touched.
So, as it stands, it seems clear
to me that if you need supporters for the CU 101 program, you
are more then welcome to come
and talk to the fifty-plus students
that McLeod teaches. I am sure
he would not mind the company.
And as for the course needing a
closer look; it does. People as
yourself need to reevaluate the
course and truly take "a closer
look."
Kely Sheldon
Charlotte, N.C.

We need a more
energetic mascot
As a preface to this letter I
would like to say that this is not
meant as an attack or diatribe on
the Tiger himself. However, as
a student who is concerned with
Clemson's self-respect and tradition I am voicing a common sentiment among the masses.
All Tiger fans have a common bond in the traditions that
surround the Tiger and Clemson
football games. All season long
the tradition of the Tiger doing
push ups after Clemson scores
on the field has been hopeless. In past years the Tiger
doing push-ups was part of the
crowd's involvement in the
game. It helped carry the fan's
and the team's momentum. This
may seem like a trivial aspect
of a football game; however,
the involvement of the crowd,
mascot and football team is the
whole reason for the existence of
football games. So far this year
the push-ups have amounted to
nothing more than a series of
weak, arched-back head bobs.
The point of push-ups is to show
strength and vigor. We have seen
neither strength nor vigor out of
this icon of our football team this
year.
How are these push-ups compatible with the strength and
power associated with Howard's
Rock, Death Valley, running
down the Hill, or 80,000 tigers in
the stands? What kind of image
does our mascot floundering on
the stage of a raised metal sheet,
for the whole crowd and nation
to see, cast on the University and
the football team? It demoralizes
the fans and makes the Tiger look
like he belongs in an elementary
school PE. class.
The problem is not that the
Tiger cannot do push-ups. The
issue is that the ineptness our
school's mascot not only removes
the crowd from a time honored
tradition but also damages our
school's image. My plea, no, the
student body's plea for the next
person who assumes the duties
of the Tiger is this: Please accept
all of the responsibilities of the
Tiger. You are representing not
yourself but the athletic department, student body, faculty,
staff, fans, alumni, and most of
all the heart and essence that is
Clemson.
Mark Stuermann
Spartanburg, S.C.

Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 400 words. They
must include the author's name,
hometown and phone number (or
e-mail address). All letters will be
checked for authenticity and may
be edited for clarity and grammar.
THE TIGER reserves the right
to print or edit all submissions.
Send letters to our U.S. Mail
address or e-mail them to letters
@TheTigerNews.com.

It finally hit me. That burst of
epiphany that reveals to you something that has been clear for some
time but has never been realized. It
started at the most recent Student
Senate retreat. In committee, we
were discussing the validity of
President Barker's
Top 20 goal. Why
was it needed, and
in what ways can
we get there? We
were lucky to have
a very open-minded
group that encouraged the exchange
of ideas. Our group
was split on the issue, and the definition of the "Clemson experience"
was not by any means universal.
On one hand, half of the group
focused upon maintaining the
culture and heritage of Clemson.
They argued that through a rich
embrace of heritage and culture,
the Clemson student can benefit
by learning from Clemson's past.
The life lessons taught by such
legends as Benjamin Tillman,
Walter T. Cox, Walter Merrit Riggs
and others are the essence of what
Clemson is today. A walk through
Military Heritage Plaza shows not
what we must depart from, but
rather what we should honor and
remember.
By furthering Clemson's academics and honoring its past, Clemson
will eventually become what in our
mind it already is, a top 20 school.
Critical changes in the student body
and in the cultural focuses of the
University do not help the average

student, but rather dilute the original purpose of a Clemson education. The University will naturally
become more diverse as minorities
in terms of race, socioeconomics
and other differing factors will
eventually strive to come to such
a coveted place.
Active change may
be a hindrance to
the progress of a
Clemson education. The increasing
competitiveness of
admission as well
as the focus upon
radical change may
raise Clemson in the polls but will
eventually prove to be detrimental.
On the other hand, half of
the group focused upon a radical changing of the structure of
Clemson's admissions process.
They argued that progress will only
come through striving for constant
change. In order to prepare for the
rapidly changing "real world," the
Clemson student needs to experience a variety of beliefs and cultures that may not necessarily be
included in its heritage. The past
should be remembered and honored, but we should not focus on it.
Rather, the future of the University
should reflect today's world and
keep with its pace. A walk through
Military Heritage Plaza for this
group reflects Clemson's past but
serves as a stepping stone from
which we should depart. This
group is for the active recruitment of racial, socioeconomic and
other minorities in order to rapidly

change the make-up of the student
body to keep with today's world.
The increasing competitiveness of
admission and its focus upon radical change can only be helpful as it
will benefit the Clemson student in
its post-graduation endeavors.
We were at a stalemate for a
long time when I realized this
very conversation's benefit. Both
groups of people had very different
ideas for the future of Clemson,
but in the end both groups simply
wanted what in their mind was better for Clemson and the Clemson
student. They had very different
views of what the Clemson experience was or what it should be, but
that reflects the varying ideals for
Clemson within our University.
In the end, if both groups express
their views of Clemson's future
throughout the University we will
end up with a university that has
greatly benefited because of this; a
compromise of the two views may
end up being what is most beneficial for Clemson. Because of the
ideological differences, a student
earlier this year was able to stop
and honor Clemson's past by visiting the house of John C. Calhoun
on the way to Jesse Jackson's
speech calling for a change in
admissions as well as in thought.
The future of Clemson has not yet
been written. Keep fighting for
what you want it to be, for it is in
the argument that we benefit.
Ahmed Mohiuddin is a sophomore in
biochemistry. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.

EDITORS' CORNER

New tolerance destroys morality, freedom
"Tolerance is the virtue of the
man without convictions," G.K.
Chesterton once said.
That's certainly not what we're
hearing these days, when tolerance has become the ultimate
- sometimes the only - virtue
acknowledged in our culture. But
tolerance nowadays has quite
subtly begun to
destroy morality
and to limit the
freedom it is so
often celebrated
for preserving.
What?
Tolerance limits freedom?
Certainly that's
not true. After all,
didn't our love for freedom lead
to the call for tolerance in the first
place? Yes, it did.
Freedom led to a tolerance
of people's holding opposing
opinions and not suffering physically for having those opinions.
What our conception of tolerance
is now telling us is that other
people's opinions are not only
permissible but also equally valid,
right and true.
The first type of tolerance
means that Democrats shouldn't
assassinate Republicans because
they dislike their political platforms, and Christians shouldn't
terrorize Muslims because they
dislike their religious views.
What this initial version of
tolerance does not require is two
parties' agreeing that their stances
are equally right or two religions'
deciding that their beliefs are
equally true about the world.
Neither does it eliminate one's
sharp criticism of opposing arguments or belief systems.
One of the biggest problems
in America now, however, is that
we have taken this concept of
tolerance and run with it until we
assert tolerance for tolerance's
sake and elevate it to a position
where it means something completely different from what it used
to represent. Now if an action or
comment offends even a small
group of people, we immediately
degrade and discard it as intolerant. How dare anyone claim to
know the truth or have the right

position on an issue these days?
diately branded her "intolerant."
And this is the point where we
Is she or anyone else not free to
sacrifice our freedoms. The most
believe in a religion that contraobvious freedom we lose is the
dicts Catholicism if she chooses?
freedom of speech. We silence
And can she not express her discontroversial opinions in the
appointment with their practices?
name of tolerance even when they
Even the Christian church,
pose no true threat to anyone.
probably labeled intolerant more
Maybe instead of silencing the
often than any other organization
opposition's voice, these days, has compromised its
those who disagree long-held moral principles in the
with a statement
name of tolerance and love as
could calmly or
the Episcopal Church recently
even passionately
approved its first openly gay
present their case.
bishop. In a world devoid of right
Maybe then both
and wrong, that is certainly lovparties could learn
ing, but Christianity has always
and grow from this revered Biblical statements of
exchange.
morality. In a world of eternal
In fewer and
realities such as Christianity
less obvious cases, we sacrifice
asserts, condoning an action that
our freedom or religion. Certainly the Bible says can condemn one
religious groups do not have
forever is the least loving thing a
the right to use physical force
Christian can do.
on those who don't agree with
This new form of tolerance is
them, but certainly they can make slowly silencing and suffocating
claims on truth - even exclusive
the passionate and spirited distruth, as if there was another kind. course that is necessary for educaNo one is forced to agree with
tion, growth and moral standards
them that their beliefs are univerin our government and culture.
sally true, but this fact shouldn't
Again, if there is no truth or
stop them from making that
morality, this new form of tolerassertion. If they cannot claim
ance is the best policy, but almost
their religion is true, have we not
all of us would admit that some
removed the right for many of
activities are wrong or intolerthem to practice their religion?
able. Incest? Murder? We may
Am I just making all this up?
not always agree on what actions
No. Just ask General Boykin,
or activities should be intolerwhose comments about Islam
able, but we must continue to
have his job in danger. Or Rush
seek these things rather than just
Limbaugh, who stepped down
allowing almost anything in the
after voicing a strong opinion that name of tolerance. Without assertrelated to race even though it was
ing intolerable or evil actions,
not racist. Or John Ashcroft, who
justice and right fade beneath the
was badgered during his nominapowerful voices of the loudest
tion for attorney general because
and strongest lobby or special
some congressmen said his strong interest group.
beliefs made him intolerant and
As we debate and discuss our
therefore unfit for office. I know
varied viewpoints, some of the
that in some cases other concerns
words we use may sound intolercan play a role, but the bottom
ant from time to time. But we are
line is that all people, especially
not physically forcing anyone to
including leaders, must be able to
accept our views; rather, we are
hold and express passionate and
encouraging ourselves and others
even controversial views.
to engage people with different
And it's not always
opinions in the classroom, workConservatives who are deemed
place or neighborhood as opposed
intolerant, although in recent
to on the battlefield.
years they have received the brunt
of criticism. Cher wrote a song
Will Spink is a junior majoring in
that belittled nuns and the Roman English. E-mail comments to letters
Catholic Church, and they imme@TheTigerNews. com.
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Fall break travels north Should we love the New York Yankees?
With fall break completely free
from the trials and tribulations of
that dirty five-letter word, "class"
(which I enjoy attending almost as
much as I enjoy having a piranha
in my underpants), some friends
and I did what any self-respecting,
senseless Clemson students would
do - we drove up
the East Coast in an
attempt to see three
major cities in just
four days.
Yes, on the
Friday of fall break,
five of us crammed
into an Explorer
en route to Boston,
New York City and
Washington, D.C. It was an adventure of epic proportions for this
unsophisticated southern boy that
involved exciting activities like
massive amounts of driving and,
believe it or not, even more sitting.
Sometime in the wee hours of
Saturday morning we arrived in
the industrial wasteland that is
New Jersey tired, cranky, and so
ready to finish the drive that I, had
we been in any other state, would
gladly have jumped from the moving vehicle onto the highway for
the pure, simple pleasure of feeling
my painfully numb rear again.
Clearly, the unrest had begun,
and the atmosphere inside the car's
confines grew more apprehensive
by the moment, as evidenced by
the following:
"How much longer until we're
out of New Jersey?"
"I don't know."
"Well, what is it shaped like?"
"A poop."
"So are we driving up the poop
or across the poop?"
I'm sorry, my faithful New
Jersey readers, if you are insulted
by the comparison of your fine
state (nickname: "The Armpit of
America") to a poop. I promise,
for the sake of fairness, that I will
be more than thrilled to discuss the
topic with you after you learn to
pump your own gas. (New Jersey
residents are, by declaration of law,
incapable of operating a gas pump.
We did escape New Jersey and
eventually arrived at our destination for the night, Rhode Island,
which, to my personal surprise,
didn't look at all like the surface of
Mars. Apparently the New England
states aren't all frozen tundra after
all. Who knew?
We finally made it to Boston
on Saturday afternoon and spent
some time walking the perimeter
of Fenway Park, which is apparently a religious experience for the
devoted Red Sox fan. I'm guessing
it was slightly less awe-inspiring
since the Yankees-Marlins World
Series match-up had already put
the existence of God into question.
Boston appeared to be a very
nice city when I wasn't busy stepping over homeless people lying in

the street. Among the homeless, I
had the distinct pleasure of seeing
the self-proclaimed "Sexiest Bum
in Boston," who, my lady friends
agreed, was almost as sexy as the
average New Jersey native.
Next up on our ambitious jaunt
was New York City. We arrived
in Grand Central
Station and immediately descended
into the subway,
which houses rats
roughly the size
of Buicks. In fact,
we were chatting
away, waiting
for our subway
car, when to our
surprise, one of the more timid
Volkswagen-sized rats lumbered by
with a small child in his grasp.
We eventually made our first
subway ride for Greenwich
Village, when - I am not making this up - a fight erupted on
our subway car that involved one
man beating another senseless and
subsequently, in typical New York
fashion, returning to his newspaper as if nothing had happened.
The nearby New Yorkers, who
wouldn't have been alarmed had
a nuclear bomb plopped into their
laps, simply got up and moved
while my group, composed primarily of merry southerners, were
busy soiling ourselves.
Yes, between rodents and mass
bedlam, there really is nothing
quite like the warm welcome of
The Big Apple. As a southerner
who, until fall break, had never
even crossed the Mason-Dixon
Line, I feel confident that there
was no one more out of place in
New York City, other than perhaps
the Amish (I swear I'm not making this up), who were wandering around late at night in Times
Square ogling the big screen TVs.
I caught one of their conversations:
"Look at the moving picture
box."
"I just saw a woman disrobe!"
"You mean thou saw her ... [big
gulp] ... knees?"
"Boys, turn thine heads or the
Lord shall smite thee!"
Unfortunately, time constraints
demanded that we skip the majority of Washington, D.C., as on
the last leg of our trip we were so
ready to get back to Clemson that I
swear we had the Explorer moving
near the speed of light.
Tiger fans, I hope that in the
future you will follow our lead
and show some adventurous spirit
by traveling to parts unknown and
braving the danger and excitement of the big city. Or at the very
least, leave your apartment once in
awhile, but please, whatever you
do, stay away from New Jersey.
Matt Williams is a junior in mechanical engineering. E-mail comments
to letters@TheTigerNews.com.

In just eight years, the New York
Yankees have had one of the greatest streaks in baseball history,
clinching six pennants and four
World Series titles. However,
while Yankee fans have reveled
in their team's greatness, many
have criticized the team, believing
this organization does not deserve their
championships. The character, courage
and commitment this team, and Yankee
teams of the past have demonstrated should
set an example, not just for other teams, but
for all Americans as well.
This past World Series, the Florida Marlins,
on a great and improbable run, defeated
tne
w JY*\ ft
Yankees, four games to two. The
Y |l V
Yankees were outpitched and outplayed
A iJiJ
but never gave up. Their "never say
die" attitude always kept the game in
doubt, no matter the situation. When
the Yankees were defeated in game six, they took the
defeat in the manner they have approached everything
throughout their storied history, with dignity and class.
The Yankees began their century of domination with
the acquisition of Babe Ruth in 1920 from the Red
Sox, beginning a curse that will NEVER be broken.
Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig began a tradition of excellence, dominating the 1920s and christening Yankee
Stadium, the most intimidating venue in sports.
No other team in the world can match the atmosphere created by the tradition this stadium exudes.
You can feel the history in Monument Park, knowing this is the same field greats such as Mantle,
DiMaggio, Berra, Munson, Mattingly and many other
Hall of Famers called home.
During the middle of the 20th century, the Yankees
had a great run, winning 16 titles and 22 pennants
between 1936 and 1964. In the same time, they transformed their team into a cultural icon. Children all
over America dreamt of wearing pinstripes and playing with "The Mick" or "The Yankee Clipper."
For the past few years, the Yankees have been
accused of buying championships. But if you look at
the Yankees, they have a very solid core of "purebred"
Yankees like Derek Jeter, Alfonso Soriano, Andy
Pettitte, Mariano Rivera and Bernie Williams. But
even with these All Stars, this team wins not because
of individual effort, but because of their harmonious
play, orchestrated by a great manager in Joe Torre.
As other teams have, the Yankees have acquired
talent from other teams. They are called on it not
because Steinbrenner spends so much money, but
because of something else: success. Because of the
fact the Yankees "always" win, their players must be
paid as winners. The fact that these men are wearing
pinstripes increases their salaries dramatically.
Without men like Steinbrenner and teams like the
Yankees, baseball could not survive. Their determination in becoming the best and the class these men display should set an example to all Americans.

It's hard to write a column about why people hate
the Yankees. In fact, a book is needed to fulfill
this task. Yet there are some reasons that
are just too obvious.
$180 million. $50 million. Who
should have won the World

LOU nt6r Series? Need I say more?
• \ .

Yankee fans are blistering over
how badly the Yankees played
—f and that the Marlins just got
lucky. That Clemens just had one
bad inning, or Pettite just made a
couple bad pitches. Give me a break!
Looking at the stats after mid-May, the
Marlins were the better team. In fact, the
BEST team - yes, better than the ohso-great Yankees. Those New York fans
are a bunch of sore losers who think
their knowledge of baseball is superior
to everyone else's. When they win, they
think of it as confirmation of their wisdom. And when they lose, well, they shut up until the
next win. It's good to know that all those suckers will
have an entire off-season to think.
Another reason? George Steinbrenner and his evil
empire. This needs no explanation.
Dumb luck. For example, Jeffrey Maier. For those
who can't remember, this is the boy who skipped
school to attend the 1996 ALCS against the Orioles.
During the infamous inning, the 12-year-old reached
over to catch a fly ball that would have been caught by
an Oriole outfielder but it turned into a home run due
to fan interference. Yankees treated him as a hero and
praised him for days. Isn't it great to know that they
cheated to win a World Series and were proud of it?
Money. The Yankees don't need to farm talent. They
just need hundreds of millions of bucks each year and
poof they've got it. This is why people want socialism
in baseball, in other words, revenue-sharing. It's only
fitting that this team induces Americans to come up
with a communistic idea. Fact is Yankees win because
they have a bigger market and thus more revenue to
spend. So much for the smaller market teams who are
crushed by this awful organization. Forget about salary
caps. We need a lock to shut the Yankees' wallet. For
the past few years, teams haven't been competing as
they should. It's all about the Benjamins. The Yankees
are DESTROYING true baseball.
Fake fans. Some Yankee fans aren't truly baseball
Yankee fans. How many of those suckers just jumped
onto the bandwagon after Sept. 11? At least other
teams don't need a terrorist attack to gain fans. The
New York spirit. Ha! Except for Bernie Williams, none
of those players, even George himself, resides there.
So much for the spirit of New York - the players don't
even want to live in the city.
I've run out of space. So now all I can say is that
when thinking about the awful Yankees, I'm reminded
of a great quotation by a former Red Sox player Bill
Lee: "Every time I see a Yankee's hat, I see a swastika
just a little off kilter."

NO

America must regain concept of good, evil
You can always spot the archetype villain dressed in black with
the hat and the ever present mustache of classic vaudeville heritage, and there locked in eternal
combat is the archetypal good guy
dressed in antithetical fashion.
The lines between good and evil
have always been clearly drawn
in cultural mediums such as film,
theater and literature. However, in
this postmodern,
morally transient
world that we
now live in, these
standards are now
politically incorrect, and the lines
are being deliberately smudged.
Our country, founded on strong
Judeo-Christian morals, is persecuting anyone who claims that
we indeed are such a country
and denying any such possibility
to every Muslim they can find.
Lieutenant General William G.
Boykin is a timely example of
this new form of tolerance and
moral ambiguity that our country
has adopted. The liberal ranks of
politicians are up in arms against
this officer for stating his beliefs in
such an unapologetic manner and
for not embracing those who want
to kill Americans abroad and at
home in the name of Allah.
Boykin is accused of drawing
parallels between the terrorists and
Satan himself, and not only that,
but for accusing our great nation
of possessing any kind of moral
heritage. Boykin has been "caught"
speaking in churches this summer,
an act that does not violate a single

rule even though he was in uniform, where he explained that he
is in fact a Christian, and believes
that we are not fighting just Osama
or Saddam, but in fact a spiritual enemy and that we are still a
Christian nation despite those who
claim otherwise.
Furthermore, he is on record for
having related a story in which he
declared that Allah
is in fact nothing
more than an "idol"
and claimed, to the
face of a Somolian
warlord that he
encountered several
years ago, that his
God was the only
real and true God.
Not only that, liberals are appalled
that this man went so far as to
state that he believes that God, not
just the voters of America, placed
President Bush in the White House
as our leader during this turmoil
and conflict.
All of these comments are
clearly intolerant of those who
believe differently and insulting
and inflammatory enough to warrant treason if you buy into the
prevailing "logic" of the herd of
Democratic presidential candidates. Clearly the new order of the
day is tolerance in the form of such
complete open mindedness that we
must embrace those who hate us
and want to kill us.
Truth and righteousness, liberty,
freedom and justice are no longer
virtues but criminal and treasonous
goals that must be stopped because
they are not tolerant of other cultures and fanatical factions.
Now I am sure it would be ter-

rible to upset those who already
hate us, because they might start to
hate us more and they might actually become a dangerous enemy.
This particular brand of "logic" is
flawed and almost laughable, yet
no one sees anything wrong with
it. When will our nation accept
that we are not just fighting against
political or economic terrorists, but
against a culture of religious fanatics who hate our very way of life?
We must stop swallowing CNN
reports wholesale and begin thinking for ourselves and demanding
the truth. While clearly this does
not mean that every Muslim alive
is a religious fanatic or even a
threat to our lives, in the end this
war is not just a disagreement over
political or economic agendas but
a war rooted in fundamental ideological, religious, philosophical
and cultural differences.
We should proudly stand beside
men such as Boykin who are not
afraid to be seen as intolerantly
American and unafraid to proclaim their beliefs. The truest
patriots have often been those of
religious conviction, like George
Washington, Stonewall Jackson,
Robert E. Lee and Theodore
Roosevelt. Rather than persecute
a man who has given almost 30
years of honorable service to the
defense of his nation, we should
listen to the voices of reason and
truth and march forward with pride
in our nation and confidence in
what is good and right, praying
that God will bless our nation.
Travis McConkey is a sophomore with
an undeclared major. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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TIGERWANTS
ussifieci
100
200
250
300
350
400
450

Help Wanted
For Sale
Automotive
For Rent
Roommates
Services
Retail

!l!l

500
550
600
700
800
850
900

On Campus
Events
Greek Life
Lost & Found
Misc
Travel
Personals

HELPWANTED

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985

Drivers needed. Must have good
driving record. Top pay plus mil.
and tips. F/T, P/T avail. Domino's
Pizza. Apply in person before 2pm
Mon. thru Thur. Bi-Lo shopping
center. 653-7575

ATTENTION: RESORT RECREATION* HOTEL MANAGEMENT MAJORS!
Internships available in Resort Activities, Front Office & food Service.
Myrtle Beach & Hilton Head SC;
Orlando, FL
Join us for a semester or summer
gaining hands on experience in sunny
resort locations!
Call 1800-864-7762 or Email:
info@americanhospitality academy.
com
www.AmericanHospitality Academy
.com
$300/month stipend! Furnished
housing, Shuttled transportation, Cultural Events & Socials,
Gain a cultural experience! Make
friends from around the world,
gain AH&LA certification Receive
Internship Credits!

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Office Address

By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By Email: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, SC 29634

Movie Extras/ Models needed
No exp. required, all looks and Ages.
Earn $100-$300 per day.
1-888-820-0167 ext. U224

III

FORSALE

1991 HONDA ACCORD 4 DR. SEDAN EXCELLENT CONDITION;
LOADED. ASKING $3695 (OBO)
864-444-4434
Cool Campus Car. 1973 Triumph
Spitfire. Red. All Boots Included.
Looks AND Runs Great. Parks
Almost Anywhere. $6900 OBO. Big
Watt Stereo.
Call 864-944-9775
VENDING Route. 25 high traffic
locations. 18,000.00 yearly income.
Hurry won't last.
1-800-568-1392
www.vendingthatworks.com

HI

F0RRENT

Lake Keowee 4 BR 4 Ba. homeVacation/football. For Parents.
www.Keoweelakerentals.com or call
864-675-0580
Furnished House to rent to
Non-smoking faculty. Westminster at
Foxwood Hills. 4BR/3Ba. Garage.
(248)363-6535
dudleyth39@hotmail.com

(864) 656-2150
CONDO AT DANIEL SQUARE
www.DanielSquare.com
SC Waterfront log home on 400 acre
lake Cherokee. 2200 sq. ft. 2+ BR, 2
1/2 Ba. GR boat house. 40 min. from
Clemson. $279,900. Owner
864-944-2190
ebay.com IM # 2345765563

Nice Studio Apts., Full Kitchen, Heat
Pump, Water Included! Economical
& close to Univ.
888-8461. $295/mo.

ROOMMATES
2 Female Roommates Needed! Get
own bedroom and bathroom. $275/
month plus 1/4 utilities. One mile
from campus.
653-5336

U«

Students:
Other:

12 p.m. Tuesday

Cash, Check

classified@TheTlgerNews.com

Video CDs, DVDs Video albums,
for school projects, graduate work,
job resumes. Mini DV filming.
www.avsdesigns.com 864-207-0597/
864-653-3306

SPRING BREAK 2004! America's
Best Student Tour Operator! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
Florida,. Campus Reps Wanted!
Call 1-800-733-6347

Professional Bartender with
experience available for private
parties.
864-50-2013

Airfare, Cruises, Hotels and tours
WWW.CLEMSONSPRINGBREAK
.COM

***ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
the 12th trip free. Group discounts for
6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202

EVENTS
Fraternities-sororities
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $2,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven Campus fund-raiser 3
hr. fund-raising event. Our free programs make fund-raising easy with
no risks. Fund-raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It
works. Contact Campus fund-raiser at
888-923-3238

!!! BIGGEST SPRING BREAK
PARTY!!!
Cruise with 100s of students on the
largest & wildest student party cruise!
Spend 5 days in the Bahamas from
$279! Includes most meals, free parties, port taxes! Ethics Award winning
company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-687-6386

SERVICES

Does your computer have a virus?
Does it run much slower than when
you bought it? Do you need help
installing a network for cable/DSL
in your home or apartment? Any
computer problem fixed, average cost
$25-40. Dad's Computer Service
(864)353-2730
svobodm@clemson.edu

TRAVEL
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Florida, S. Padre. 110%
Best Prices! Book now and Get Free
parties And Meals! Group discounts.
Now Hiring Campus reps! 1-800-2347007
endlesssummertours.com

GRADUATION FAIR FOR DECEMBER GRADS.

IT'S NEVER TOO LATE!!

STUDENT BOOKSTORE -SLOAN STREET
DOWNTOWN ON THE CORNER
YOUR OFF CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
!!! FREE!!!
CLASS OF 2003 T-SHIRT
WITH PURCHASE OF BASIC GRAD PAC

SAVE $15.00 AND MORE
ON GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS &
YOUR CAP, GOWN, AND TASSEL

CANCUN, ACAPULCO, NASSAU,
JAMAICA!
7 nights from $459+ tax! Includes
breakfasts, dinners, 20-50 hours free
drinks! Guaranteed lowest Prices
& best party schedule. The only
spring break company recognized for
Outstanding Ethics! Visit the BEST
spring break site on the web- view
100s of hotel videos and reviews at
www.springbreaktravel .com
1-800-6386

SPRINGBREAK '04 WITH
STUDENTCITY.COM AND
MAXIM MAGAZINE!
Get hooked up with free trips, cash
and VIP status as a Campus Rep!
Choose from 15 of the hottest destinations. Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150% lowest
price guarantee! To reserve online or
view our Photo Gallery, visit
www.studentcity.com or call
1-800-SPRINGBREAK!

FrTiTfl

COMPARE WITH ON CAMPUS PRICES AND SAVE $$$
ORDF.R DURING THE GRADUATION FAIR OR ANYTIME- NO LATE CHARGES
OFFICIALLY LICENSED BY COLLEGIATE LICENSING CO.

MISC.

SEEKING WITNESS TO
ACCIDENT
Thursday 10/19/03, 7:35am Route
133 under railroad tressle by
Elm Street. Contact Adam Dickey
908-268-2640

!* ©Ik jiattfruTtrij $\\vfft
124 N. Townville St. - Seneca, SC 2%78
TUESDAY: ALL YOU CAN EAT CRAB LEGS r_f 5 cYnf "uiTnGS1
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS: KIDS EAT FREE
rTHURSDAY: PRIME RIB SPECIAL

BASIC GRAD PACK $87.50
25 PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCEMENTS WITH MATCHING ENVELOPES,
25 THANK YOU NOTES, 25 GOLD FOIL ENVELOPE SEALS,
60 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS & CAP, GOWN, AND TASSEL

15 cents/word
30 cents/word

* have over 100 sandwichs, salads, soups,
icecream, homemade fudge, and great
didder specials!

! a^amouV'oliii
25 cents per wing!
I EXPIRES 11-1-03 1
J

Directions: From Clemson take 123 to
Seneca. Turn left at fngles. V\fe're on
the left hand comer at the 4th
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Rowing continues strong fall season Swimming kicks past
Varsity 4+ competes at
Head ofthe Charles regatta
Va. Tech, Maryland
for thefirst time.
ROY WELSH

promising seasons ahead.
The Tigers will look to compete
for the ACC Championship this
coming April. After finishing third to Duke
and
powerhouse
Virginia last spring,
Clemson
will
look to further
themselves as a
national power.
Clemson will
conclude their nontraditional
season
tomorrow at the Head
of the Hooch regatta in
Gainesville, Ga.

9

Assistant Sports Editor
Two Sundays ago, the Clemson
women's rowing team competed
in the 39th annual Head of the
Charles regatta on the Charles
River in Massachusetts. The
Varsity 4+ competed in the
famous regatta for the first time
and finished in 14th overall with
a time of 19:07.98.
Clemson's Varsity 8+ competed
in the Head of the Charles as
well, finishing 25th overall with
a time of 17:10.84. The London
Training Center won the 4+ and
the 8+ races, with finishing times
of 17:27.35 and 15:31.08, respectively.
Tiger head coach Susie Lucek
was pleased with the rowers' performance. "It was a great competition," she said. "It was good to
see where the Tigers stacked up
against national contenders."
Clemson has had a fairly successful season and will look
for strong showings in the
more active spring season. On
October 12 at the Head of the
Mon in Morgantown, W.Va., the
Rowing Novice 8+ defeated the
University of West Virginia. The
novices strong showing early
on would certainly lead one to
believe that the Tigers could have

'*

Baseball
Announces
Season Schedule

2004

The Clemson baseball team
announced its 2004 regular season
schedule last week. The schedule
includes 32 home games and an
extremely tough non-conference
schedule. A total of 22 of the 56
games on the 2004 schedule will
be played against 2003 NCAA
tournament teams.
The Tigers will open the season
at home against UNC-Charlotte
on Tuesday, February 24. That
weekend, the team will travel
to Greenville, N.C. for the first
annual Keith LeClair Invitational.
The Tigers will play four games
over the weekend (two against
Georgia Southern and two against
host East Carolina). LeClair,
a former East Carolina coach,
was stricken with Lou Gehrig's

Disease three years ago and
was forced to give up coaching.
He played under
Clemson
head
coach Jack Leggett
. ^m- while Leggett
coached
at
Western
Carolina.
Other non-conference
games include three-game
series against Texas Tech
and Auburn, who eliminated the Tigers from
the NCAA Tournament
last season. Clemson will
once again play South Carolina in
four games stretching across the
season. The first two will consist
of a home-and-home series on the
second weekend of the season.
The other games will be on April
7 at Clemson and April 14 at
South Carolina.
The
ACC
regular-season
schedule includes home series
with Wake Forest, Maryland,
N.C. State, and Florida State,
and road series with Virginia,
North Carolina, Georgia Tech
and Duke. From April 20 to May
12, Clemson will have a 14-game
homestand, which includes series
against NC State, Florida State
and Central Florida. The Tigers
will close out the regular season
with three-game series at Georgia
Tech and at Duke.
The 2004 ACC Tournament
will be held in Salem, Va. for the
second-straight year during the
week of May 25-30.

-,r,ts

Men sweep Hokies and
Terps, Lady Tigers come
home with split.
HEATH MILLS

Sports Editor
Clemson's swimming and diving teams traveled to Blacksburg,
Va. over the weekend and had
their second consecutive strong
performance of the early season
in a tri-meet against Maryland
and future ACC opponent Virginia
Tech. The men's team defeated
Maryland 183-60, and also outswam the host Hokies, 153.5-89.5.
The Lady Tigers were victorious
over the Hokies as well, winning
127-116, but could not handle the
Lady Terrapins, losing a 136-107
decision.
The men dominated the 400yard medley relay, 500-yard freestyle, 200-yard backstroke and
200-yard breaststroke, taking first
and second place finishes in all
of the events to help lead to their
overall victories.
The medley team of Mark
Henley, Ryan Cassela, Rob
Kummer and Derrick Mulder
won the event with a time of 3:
23.88. Another Tiger team finished second. Joel Johnson, Brett
MacLennan, Tommy Rappold and
Drew Scheerhorn relayed in less
than two seconds behind.
Henley also was first in the
200 backstroke, while Reed finished just behind. Cassela and

MacLennon were first and second
in the 200 breast, with times of
2:06.41 and 2:08.29, respectively.
Jonathan Mengering and Greg
Middleton dominated the distance
freestyle events for the Tigers. The
two men finished first and third,
respectively, in the 1000 free to go
along with their first and second
place finishes in the 500.
In the diving competition, Eric
Schulik claimed the top spots in
the 1-meter competition, while
teammate Marsh Lindsay was
third in the 3-meter platform
event.
The Lady Tigers were led by
Kim Routh, who won both the
500- and 1000-yard freestyle
and set new pool records in both
events. Kim Cober was second in
the 500 free and third in the 1000
free.
Shelly Klaus and Janell Brodrick
locked up the top two spots in the
200-yard butterfly, posting times
of 2:07.24 and 2:07.26, respectively, in one of the most exciting
races of the meet.
The men's team improved to 41 overall and 1-0 in the ACC. The
Lady Tigers are 3-2 overall and
0-1 in the conference.
The swimming and diving
teams return to action today in
Charleston where they will take
on the College of Charleston at
4 p.m. They will return home
on Saturday for an ACC match
against the University of Virginia
at 1 p.m. at Fike's newly-renovated McHugh Natatorium.

The Galley
Re st aur ant
Fine Waterfront Dining
And Nami Asian Bistro
Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Only 12 miles from campus
No Sundays
Evenings Only

NOW HIRING!
DAVID KALK photo editor

STROKE IT: Clemson Women s Rowing team practices in preparation for the upcoming Head of the Hooch.

Join A Leader in Healthcare Innovation!
Occupational Health Nurse
CHD Meridian Healthcare, a leader in occupational health, has immediate openings for Occupational Health
Nurses to provide services at several Michelin sites including Sandy Springs, Greenville Donalson campus
and Greenville NA Headquarters. Each On-Site Facility Occupational Health Nurse will be responsible for the
day-to-day operations of the health care clinic to include, providing/coordinating case management of all
medical absences; facilitating appropriate medical management; and utilizing medical services with a focus
on quality of care and timely return to work. These full-time day shift positions require excellent
communication skills; ability to work effectively in a team; motivation; and flexibility. Qualified candidates will
oossess an MS or BS in Nursing; current unrestricted South Carolina nursing license; certification as an
occupational health nurse; 3+ years' occupational health experience; and excellent computer skills with a
knowledge of OHM operations systems and tools a plus.
CHD Meridian Healthcare provides competitive wages and benefits. If interested please mail, email, or fax
/our resume to: Beth Ratliff, PT, CSCS; Assistant Vice President, Operations; 40 Burton Hills Blvd, Suite
200; Nashville, TN 37215; Email: beratliff@chdmeridian.com; Fax: 502-868-4659; Voice: 859-797-4327. We
are an equal opportunity employer.

Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211

• Ice Cold Beer
• Jumbo Margaritas
• Hearty Steaks
• Killer Ribs
• Prime Rib

£»

(Paid Advertisement)

FFL#l-57-037-01-9H-12198

(864) 638-5821

BUY • SELL • TRADE NEW & USED FIREARMS

ynsHop

300 West Main Street
Walhalla, SC 29691
Kevin Reitano
MasterCard

"The Best Steaks in
Town are in Anderson"
4199 Clemson Blvd.
Anderson, SC 29621
Call 864-225-2455
Fax 864-225-4432
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Coleman breaks 100-yard mark in Tiger win
Freshman tailback Duane
Coleman has monster day
recieving and rushing.
CHASE ELDRIDGE

Staff Writer
Freshman
tailback
Duane
Coleman sat out an entire year
waiting for an opportunity to play
for the Clemson Tigers. Coleman,
out of Naples, Fla., came to
Clemson as a partial qualifier and
was forced to sit out last year.
Coleman, who rushed for 2,814
yards and averaged 11.4 yards a
carry as a senior at Naples High,
attracted much attention from college coaches. He was rated the
No. 1 running back in the state
of Florida, and the No. 10 player
regardless of position. He had
scholarship offers from Clemson,
Miami (FL), Purdue, Ohio State,
Michigan State, West Virginia,
and Pittsburgh, among others.
However, Coleman's grades were
not up to par for much of his
senior year, and many schools
backed off of him because they
didn't think that he would make
it into school.
Several schools, including Ohio
State, wanted to place Coleman in
a preparatory school or a junior
college. But Coleman did not
want to go that route. One of the
main reasons Coleman signed
with Clemson was that they were
going to accept him as a partial
qualifier.
Coleman used sitting out last
year as a learning experience.
He earned player of the year for
the scout team offense last year.
Signs of rust showed a little bit
early in the season for Coleman,
which is natural considering he
hadn't played in a real game in
about two years.
Coleman has steadily improved

DAVID KALK pholu editor

FANTASTIC FROSH: Duane Coleman had 13 carries for 111 yards and caught
the ball four times for 87 yards last Saturday in Clemson's 36-28 victory
over North Carolina in Memorial Stadium.
game by game this year, which carry. Coleman has also been sucwas evident by his 111 yards rush- cessful as a receiver, as he has 15
ing against North Carolina last receptions through eight games.
week. He has 450 yards rushing One thing that Coleman brings to
and an average of 4.9 yards per the table as a running back is pure

speed and elusiveness. He makes
moves that Tiger fans have not
seen in almost a decade. Coleman
reminds many of former Tiger
running back Lamont Pegues.
Coleman's numbers aren't
record breaking so far, but last
week Coleman broke 100 yards,
the first 100+ yard game for a
Tiger this season. He has broken
several long runs, including a 50
yarder against North Carolina.
Coleman is not the only back
for the Tigers. Clemson uses 230pound tailback Yusef Kelly as a
tailback who provides a different
look. Fullback Chad Jasmin, who
tips the scales at 225, has also
played some tailback. Coleman
said that inserting these bigger
guys into the backfield gives the
Tigers a different look. "They
(Kelly and Jasmin) come in
and pound the ball; then I come
in with a different look," said
Coleman. He compares the Tigers'
three-headed rushing attack to the
New York Giants' "Thunder and
Lightning" that was composed of
Tiki Barber and Ron Dayne.
Coleman believes that he is
improving week by week. "I am
starting to trust my offensive
line a little more. You have to
believe that they are going to
make the holes for you. Earlier in
the season, I didn't trust them as
much, and my stats showed that, "
Coleman said.
Coleman is pretty hard on himself and said that the part of his
game that need the most work is
his blocking. "When I run the ball,
I want great blocking for me. But
when's its time to pass, I have got
to do a better job blocking," said
Coleman.
He will have his chance tomorrow when the Tigers take on
Wake Forest in Winston-Salem,
N.C. Game time is scheduled for
3:30 p.m.
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cleared the ball out of danger.
With only seconds remaining,
Duke had one final opportunity
to send the game into extra time
but sophomore Carolyn Ford's
shot sailed over the crossbar
with three ticks left on the clock
to seal the victory for Coach
Bramble's team.
Duke outshot the Lady Tigers
12-10 in the contest and had a
7-1 corner kick advantage but
continued their series of recent
struggles against Clemson. The
loss marked the fifth straight for
the Blue Devils against the Lady
Tigers.
Foster was the key player
for the Lady Tigers again on
Wednesday against College of
Charleston. She recorded the
school's 14th hat-trick of all-time
and first in two seasons in route
to Clemson's 6-0 blasting of the
Cougars at Historic Riggs Field.
Foster now has 12 goals on the
season and five assists.
Allison Graham, Amanda
Garcia and Sarah Turner also
recorded goals for the Lady
Tigers.
"I am very happy with the
intensity level of our team and
the way they were mentally
prepared," Bramble said. "Our
freshmen are not playing like
freshmen now. We are defending
well and now we are finishing
well. Foster is playing with a
lot of confidence and is playing
like a seasoned freshman. Shee
is a good candidate for ACCFreshman-of-the-Year.
Clemson will play host to
Virginia on Saturday afternoon in
a pivotal conference finale. With
a win the Lady Tigers can lock up
the No. 3 seed for the upcoming
ACC tournament in Cary, N.C.
next week. The game against the
Lady Cavs will begin at 7:00 p.m.
at Historic Riggs Field.

Cowboys eye victory Paterno fights through tough year
"Sooner" than later
Coach Les Miles hopes to
ruin Oklahoma's title hopes
for third straight season.
BRIAN NACHTWEY

Daily O 'Collegian
(Oklahoma State Univ.)
(U-WIRE) — The Oklahoma
State Cowboys football team is
preparing entering the mid-week
of Bedlam and the anticipation
is building for the 98th meeting
with in-state rival Oklahoma.
The Cowboys are trying to
maintain their composure by
keeping practice as normal and
trying not to get overhyped.
"We still have the same style
of practice that we have had all
year," OSU head coach Les Miles
said. "Differences are going to
happen naturally because it is a
big game, but we are doing nothing dramatically different this
week."
Although OU has an overall
73-17-7 Bedlam series lead, the
Cowboys have won two straight
and five of the last eight games.
The Sooners will play host to
the Cowboys on Owen Field in
Norman, Okla., on Saturday in
a game that will be telecast on
ABC.
OU enters the game 8-0, 4-0
in the Big 12 Conference and
ranked no. 1 in the nation, as
they have been since the preseason polls.
OSU is riding a seven-game
winning streak and have an
overall mark of 7-1, 3-1 in the
'Big 12.
OSU is ranked in the Bowl
Championship Series for the first
time in school history going into

Saturday.
In Miles' three years as head
coach, he has never played OU
while they were undefeated and
ranked no. 1 in the top 25.
"I don't think that will be a
factor in our confidence to win,"
Miles said. "I think the factors
will be who comes out to execute
and has a better game plan."
The game has increased in
interest over the past few years
because of the resurgence of the
Sooners as a football powerhouse
and the continuous improvement
of OSU football.
"There isn't a player on this
team that doesn't believe we are
going to win on Saturday," Miles
said. "We are a better team than
two years ago and expect to win
big games."
OSU has been going through
the same practice routine this
week as all year — the same
activities, including the 15minute Fellowship of Christian
Athletes session to wrap up
practice.
The Cowboys' practices will be
closed to the media for the rest of
the week leading up to the game.
"We are trying not to get over
anxious for the game," Cowboy
receiver D'Juan Woods said. "We
could go crazy doing that — when
it's game time we will be ready,
but we are trying not to think
about it too much."
Verbal wars have been going
on all week between OU and
OSU, but the Cowboys have not
let it get to them.
"It is an exercise of words,"
Miles said. "We have respect for
Oklahoma, know that they are
a good football team and enjoy
playing them, but make no mistake, we will be ready for them."

Legendary coach's career
may be nearing end in State
College, Pa. after season.
ROB RIVA

Daily Collegian
(Penn State Univ.)
(U-WIRE) — Joe Paterno is the
perennial beacon of hope for Penn
State football.
He has always pushed the positives and played down the negatives
of his team, to the point where he
looks more like a public relations
official than a football coach.
But Paterno, usually candid and
cryptic when answering questions
from the media, was anything but
Tuesday at his weekly press conference as he openly admitted that
this season has been the most trying
time of his 38-year coaching career
at Penn State.
"I don't think there is any question about that," Paterno said.
To put things in perspective,
Paterno said the last time he was
part of a football team that went
2-6 was back in high school. That
team ended up 2-7.
The Lions have gone winless in
their last four games, having not
garnered a win since the 32-10
victory over lowly Kent State more
than a month ago.
However, the bigger picture

speaks volumes about Paterno's
troubles. Since 2000, Penn State
has a record of 21-23, which some
say is justification to start looking
for a new head coach. Still, Paterno
stuck by his teams and his work.
"In the last couple of years, every
game we have played we have been
competitive whether it is 10, 12,
six or seven points," Paterno said.
"We have a challenge, there is no
question about it, but that doesn't
bother me. I have never been a guy
that wanted to back away from a
fight."
This year, it's not just the losses
that have caused Paterno's woes.
He has received criticism for offthe-field issues involving some of
his players. In the last two weeks
alone, Paterno has had to deal with
questions regarding the DUI citation of the team's leading receiver
Tony Johnson and a harassment
charge against recently dismissed offensive lineman Tommy
McHugh, among others.
"It is interesting that most of the
off-the-field things that have happened have really not been people,
outside of Tony Johnson, who have
contributed much to the football
team," Paterno said. "I think it
has had more of an impact on me
personally in the sense that I have
had to spend more time answering
questions such as this and trying to
figure out how to be fair to every-

body involved in all of the different
things. I have had a tough time
convincing people that I am not
dealing with inanimate objects."
Further taxing Paterno was the
failure of senior offensive tackle
Damone Jones to make the travel
roster for the Iowa game due to a
violation of team rules regarding
drinking during the week. What
seemed to disappoint Paterno the
most was that Jones is one of the
team's senior leaders.
Paterno has criticized the play of
his more experienced juniors and
seniors this season.
"I am disappointed in a couple of
people who are upperclassmen who
I thought would be playing better
than they are playing," Paterno
said.
Yet some things never change;
he remains the beacon of hope for
Penn State.
Although Paterno vocalized his
frustrations about the current state
of his football team, he remained
defiant to face the challenge and
salvage the remainder of the season.
"I can go home and cry or I can
come out fighting," Paterno said.
"I still like my team. I am disappointed in some things that have
happened. Overall, we have been
competitive in every game. It is not
a question that we have quit, died
or been overpowered."

Looking forward to ACC Basketball season?
Look; for the ACC Basketball preview in next week's issue.
Want to watch the games from a courtside seat?
Come write for The Tiger!
Contact Heath at 6%-6lto$ or sports@thetigernews.com.
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective.
Not only is it 99.7% effective, but you need just
1 shot every 11 to 13 weeks to protect you
from pregnancy. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera
is not your every day birth control.
Depo-Provera does not protect you from HIV/AIDS
or other sexually transmitted diseases.
You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be
pregnant or if you have had any unexplained
periods. You should not use it if you have a history
of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver
disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be

a loss of some of the bone mineral stored in your
bones. This could increase your risk of developing
bone fractures. Some women using Depo-Provera
have side effects. The most common are irregular
periods or spotting. Many women stop having
periods altogether after a few months. You may
gain weight when using Depo-Provera. About two
thirds of the women in clinical trials reported a
weight gain of about 5 lb during the first year of use.
Talk to your health care provider to see if
prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.
Birth control you think about just 4 times a year.

-PK2
See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or visit
www.depo-provera.com.
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Tigers continue season of struggles Volleyball team falls just
Two out-of-conference wins
are outweighed by another
ACC loss to Maryland.
ROY WELSH

Assistant Sports Editor
Two Wednesdays ago, the
Clemson men's soccer team defeated
the Appalachian State Mountaineers
1-0 at Riggs Field. The win improved
the Tigers' record to 6-6-2. The loss
dropped the Mountaineers to 4-9-1
on the season.
The Tigers'Andre Borges gave the
Tigers the only goal they needed at
the 51:07 mark. After being assisted
by Grant Kevin, Borges scored on a
backheel shot from two yards out to
give Clemson the decisive goal.
Clemson coach Trevor Adair

seemed pleased with the Tigers
effort, particularly in a season in
which Adair's side has struggled.
"It's a win, it's a shutout and we
played hard," Adair said. "At this
point we can't afford to do otherwise. I thought we did a great job of
being patient and we found a way to
win. It's a shutout for our defense.
I told our team tonight that if they
played hard, this will create breaks
and in turn the breaks will produce
favorable results. We are playing
people out of positions because of
the injuries. Our players have great
attitudes and I tell them it's about
execution."
Last Sunday, Clemson fell to the
University of Maryland 4-1 at Riggs
Field. The loss dropped the Tigers to
6-7-2 on the year. Clemson stands
at just 1-4 in ACC play. Maryland,

VICTOR TRAC senior staff photographer

KUNG FU: Adrian Chevennes shields off an Elon defender in a 3-2 win.
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[Contraceptive Injection,

the nation's second-ranked team at
the time, improved their record to
14-1 and 4-1 in the conference with
the win.
Maryland whipped the Tigers
early and often, scoring their first
goal just 45 seconds into the game,
when Kenney Bertz headed in an
A.J. Herrera free kick.
The Terps never allowed the
Tigers any breathing room.
Maryland extended their lead to 20 in the game's 15th minute, when
Bertz again scored on a header.
Maryland scored again in the 23rd
minute, with Seth Stammler nailing
a 35 yard shot to give his side a decisive 3-0 advantage. And there were
still over 20 minutes to intermission.
Clemson's frustrations were seeming
to come to a head, as was evidenced
by the Tigers' Justin Moore. After
his confrontation with Maryland's
Dominic Mediate, Moore was sent
off in the 43rd minute.
Clemson finally got on the scoreboard at the 57:29 mark, when
Charlie Roberts scored from eight
yards out. Sumed Ibrahim later
added a fourth goal for Maryland in
the 74th minute, giving his Terrapins
the finishing touches on a dominating performance.
Although Adair was pleased with
his side's effort, the Tigers' mental
mistakes seemed to nag at Adair.
"It's very frustrating. We make bad
decisions and mental errors and
that's hurting us," Adair said. "You
cannot spot Maryland three goals
and expect to come back. We battled
the second half, but it's too late after
being down 3-0.1 feel as if the effort
is there and the desire is there, but
it's the mental mistakes that's hard
to fix."
On Wednesday night, Clemson
defeated Elon 3-2 at Riggs Field.
Borges gave the Tigers the early 10 nothing lead, when he scored an
unassisted goal in the game's 18th
minute. Just a minute later, Elon
managed to knot the score at 1-1 on
Eric Sass's equalizer.
The Tigers took the lead for good
in the 63rd minute when James
Georgeff scored from 18 yards out.
Charlie Roberts scored the Tigers'
third goal and Clemson went on to
the victory.

short against Tar Heels
Coach Hoovers team loses
an exciting five-game match
against North Carolina.
CHASE ELDRIDGE

Staff Writer
The Clemson volleyball team
dropped a five-game heartbreaker
to the North Carolina Tar Heels on
Saturday afternoon in Jervey Gym.
North Carolina improved to 16-8
overall and 7-3 in ACC play, while
the Tigers dropped to 14-12 on the
season and 3-7 in conference play.
Clemson won the first game with
a score of 30-22, as Leslie Finn and
Ryane Beasley posted five kills
apiece. Liz Beckham posted eight
digs with two kills, while Lindsey
Abbott added seven digs in game
one. Lori Ashton and Beasley
led the Tigers at the net with
two blocks each, and Stephanie
Haskell handed out 13 assists for
the Tigers.
The Tar Heels were led by Aletha
Green, who had three kills and two
blocks, while Katie Wright added
three kills and a block. Meg Eckert
tallied six digs and two blocks
for North Carolina, while Norma
Cortez had four digs with eight
assists in game one.
North Carolina evened the match
in game two with a 30-21 win.
Finn paced Clemson with six kills
and a .312 hitting percentage, while
Beasley added five kills and a .417
hitting percentage. Beckham led
the Tigers in digs with 12, while
posting one block with two kills.
Haskell handed out 13 assists with
five digs for Clemson.
Dani Nyenhuis led the Tar Heels
with eight kills, a .389 hitting percentage and seven digs in game
two. McKenzie Byrd recorded 11
assists, while Cortez tallied eight
assists for North Carolina.
The Tar Heels took game three
by a score of 30-23. Beasley tallied four kills with a .375 hitting
percentage and two blocks for the
Tigers. Finn and Abbott recorded
four digs each, while Haskell had

four digs with 13 assists.
North Carolina was led by
Nyenhuis with seven kills, a .333
hitting percentage and six digs.
Cortez handed out 14 assists, and
Eckert served up a game-best three
aces for the Tar Heels.
Clemson rebounded in game four
and won by a score of 30-26. Finn
led all hitters with 11 kills and a
.524 hitting percentage. Beckham
added five kills with eight digs, and
Haskell handed out a game-best 20
assists for the Tigers.
Molly Pyles paced the Tar Heels
in game four with six kills, a .357
hitting percentage and eight digs.
Wright added four kills with two
blocks, and Cortez tallied 13
assists for North Carolina in game
four. North Carolina won the decisive game five by a score of 15-9.
Finn had two kills, and Beasley
posted two blocks for the Tigers.
Haskell handed out five assists in
the game.
Wright paced North Carolina
with four kills, while Green recorded two blocks. Cortez dished out
seven assists for the Tar Heels.
Individually for Clemson, Finn
recorded 27 kills with 13 digs and
two blocks, while Beasley added 16
kills and eight blocks. Liz Beckham
tallied a match, career and Jervey
Gym record, posting 33 defensive
saves for the Tigers. Her 33 digs
place her fifth in Clemson record
books for most defensive saves in a
match. Abbott posted 21 digs, and
Haskell dished out a match-best 64
assists with 13 digs for the Tigers.
Nyenhuis led the Tar Heels with
22 kills and 22 digs, while Pyles
tallied 17 kills, 23 digs and three
blocks (one solo). Wright tallied a
team-best .385 hitting percentage
with 14 kills and Green led North
Carolina in blocks with nine (one
solo). Cortez handed out 50 assists,
while Byrd tallied 17 assists for the
Tar Heels.
Clemson returns to action on Oct.
31 as the Tigers travel to College
Park, Md. The match between the
Tigers and Terrapins is scheduled
to begin at 7 p.m.
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medrox/progesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEP O-PROVERA?1 Contraceptive I njection
(medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension, USF)
This product Is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.
What is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is a form of birth control that is grven as an
ntramuscular inaction (a shot) in the buttockor upper arm once every 3 months (13 weeks) lb
continue your contraceptive protection you must return for your ne>t injection promptly at the
end of 3 months (13 weeks)
DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a
chemical sunibrto (but notthe same as)the natural hormone progesterone, which is produced
by your ovaries during the second half of your menstrual cycle. DEPO-PROVERA acts by
preventing your egg cells from npenng If an egg is not released from the ovaries dunng your
ERA
menstrua'cycle, rt cannot become fertil
* rtilzed by sperm and result in pregnancy DEPO-PROvEF
abo causes changes in the liningofyour uterus that male it lass likely for pregnancy.to occur
How effective IJ DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection depends on following the
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see "How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?"). To make sure you are not pregnarrt when you first get
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injecton. your first injection must be given ONLY dunng
the firstS days of a normal menstrual period; ONLY within the first 5 days after childbirth ■*" not
breast-feeding, and, if exclusively breast-feeding, ONLY at the sixth week after childbirth. It is a
bng-term injectable contraceptive when administered at 3-morrth (13-week) intervals.
DErO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is over999o effective .making it one of the most reliable
methods of birth control avaJable The means that the average annual pregnancy rate is less than
one for every 100 women who use DEPO-PROVERA The effectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiveness of
DEPO-PROVERA depends only on the patient returning every 3 months 03 weeks) for her next
injectbn "four heafth<are provider will help you compare DEPO-PROVERA with other
contraceptive methods and give you the information you need in order to decide which
contraceptive method is the right choice foryou.
The following table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while using different kinds of
contraceptive methods. It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy phe rate expected
r> women who use each method exactly as it should be used) and the typical rate of pregnancy
(which includes women who became pregnant because they forgot to use their birth control or
because they did not fbllowthe directions exactly)
Percent of Women Experiencing an Accidental Pregnancy
in the First Yearof Continuous Use
Lowest
^^fttpected

Method
DEPO-PROVERA
Implants (Norplw*)
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Who should not use DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
Not all women should use DEPO-PROVERA. *fou shoufcf not use DEPO-PROVERA if you have
any of the folbwng conditions
' ft"you think you might be pregnant
• if you have any vaginal bleeding without a known reason
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if you have had cancer of the breast
if you have had a stroll
if you have or have had blood cbts (phlebrte) in your legs
if you have problems with your Iweror Sverdeaase
if you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any of its other
ingredients)
What other things should I consider before using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
'fou will have a physical examination before your doctor prescribes DEPO-PROVERA It is
important to tell your health ore provider if you have any of the following;
* a family history of breast cancer
* an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray),fibrocystic breast disease, breast nodulasorlumps.or
bleeding from your nipples
■ Icriney disease
* irregular or scanty menstrual periods
* high blood pressure
* migraine headaches

* asthma
* epilepsy (convufeions or seizures)
* diabetes or a family history of diabetes
* a history of depression
* if you are taking any prescription or over-the-counter medications
This product "is intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such'as
chtamydia. genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis.
What if I want to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?
Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long-acting birth control method, rt takes some time after your last
inaction for its effect to wear off Based on the results from a large study done in the United States,
for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA in order to become pregnarrt. it e expected that
about hal" of those who become pregnant will do so in about 10 months after their last injection;
about two thirds of those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months, about 8396 of
those who become pregnarrt wiB do so in about 15 months, and about 93% of those who become
pregnant will do so in about 18 months after their last injecton The length of time you use
DErXD-FROVERA has no effect on how bngit takes you to become pregnant after you stop usng it
What are the risks of using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
l.Wegdor Menstrual Bleeding
The side effect reported most frequently by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception B a change in their normal menstrual cycle
During the first year of using
DEPO-PROVERA, you might have one or more of the following changes
irregular or
unpredictable bleeding or spotting, an increase or decrease in menstrual bteeding.or no bleeding
at all Unusually heavy or continuous bleeding, however; is not a usual effect of DEPO-PROVERA,
and ifths happens, you should see your hearth-care provider right away With continued use of
DEPO-PROVERA, bleeding usually decreases, ard many women stop having periods completely
In clinical studies of DEPO-PROVERA. 55% of the women studied reported no menstrual
bleeding (amenorrhea) after I yearof use,and 6896 of the women studied reported no menstrual
bleeding after 1 years of use. The reason that your periods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA
causes a resting state in your cranes. When your ovaries do not release an egg monthly, the
regubr monthly growth of the lining of your uterus does not occur and. therefore, the bleeding
that comes with your normal menstruation does not take pbee
When you stop using
DEPO-PROVERA your menstrual penod will usually, in time, return to its normal cycle
2.6one Mineral Changes
Use of DEPO-PROVERA may be associated with a decrease in the amount of mineral stored in
your bones ThecouU increase your nsk of developing bone fractures. The rate of bone mineral
loss is greatest in the early years of DEPO-PROVERA use. but afterthat.it begins to resemble the
normal rate of age-related bone mineral loss
yCortOBf
Studies of women who have used different forms of corrtracepbon (bund that women who used
DEPO-PROVERA for contraception had no increased overall risk of developing cancer of the
breasVovary uterus, cervix, or livar. However; women under 35 years of age whose first exposure
to DEPO-PROVERA was wthm the prevous 4 to 5 years may have a slightly increased nsk of
developing breast cancersimtarto that seen with oral contraceptives *lbu should discuss the with
your hearth-cane provider
4 Unexpected rVegrwncy
Because DEPO-PROVERA is such an effective contraceptive method, the nsk of accidental
pregnancy for women who get their shots regubrty (every 3 months [13 weeks]) rs v^ry low
Whie there have been reports of an increased risk of few brth weght and neonatal infant death
or other health problems tn infants conceived dose to the time of injectKXLSuch pregnancies are
uncommon If you think you may have become pregnant whie using DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception, see jour hearth-cane provider as soon as possible
5AIergK fteocoons
Some women usi>g DEPO-PROVERA ContraceptK* Infection have reported severe and
potentially Me -threatening alergc reactons known as anaphytaxs and anaphylactod reactions.
Symptoms include the sudden onset of hwss or swelling and Aching of the skin, breathing
difficulties, and a drop n blood pressure
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6\Other Rsks
Women who use hormone-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood clots or
stroke Also, ifa contraceptive method fate, there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin
to develop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy). While these events are rare, you should
tell your health-care provider if you have any orthe problems listed in the next secton
What symptoms may signal problems while
using DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
Gait your hearth-care provider immediately if any of these problems occur (blowing an injection

of DEPO-PROVERA:

* sharp chest pain,coughing up of blood, or sudden shortness of breath (mdicatinga possible cbt
in the lung)
* sudden severe headache or vomiting, dizziness or fainting, problems with your eyesight or
speech, weakness, or numbness in an arm or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
* severe pain or swelling m the catf (indicating a pcesible clot in the leg)
* unusually heavy vaginal bleeding
* severe pain ortendemess in the lower abdominal area
* persistent pam, pus, or bleeding at the injection srte
What are the possible side effects of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
I Weight Cain
*ibu may experience a weightgain while you are using DEPO-PROVERA About two th»ds of
the women who used DEPO-PROVERA in clinical trals reported a weightgain of about 5 pounds
dunng the first yearof use *fou may continue to gain weight afterthe first year Women in one
brge study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of 8.1 pounds over
those 2 years, or approximately 4 pounds per year Women who continued for 4 years gained an
average total of 13.8 pounds ©verthose 4 years, or approximately 35 pounds per year Women
who continued for 6 years gained an average total of 165 pounds ovsr those 6 years, or
approximately 2 75 pounds per year
/Other Sde Effects
In a clinical study of over 3.900 women who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years, some
^^"n^?^^ th* fo|bwinE effects that may or may not have been related to their use of
DEPO-PROVERA: Irregular menstrual bleeding.amenorrhea. headache, nervousness, abdominal
cramps, dizziness, weakness or fatigue, decreased sexual desire, leg cramps, nausea, vaginal
discharge or irritation, breast swelling and tenderness, bbating. swelSng of the hands or feet,
backache, depression, insomnia, acne, pelvic pain, no hair growth or excessive hair loss, rash, hot
flashes and joint pah Other problems were reported by very few of the women in the clinical
tnafe. but some of these could be senbus These include convulsions, jaundice, urinary tract
infections, alergc react orts, fainting, paralysis, osteopoross. lack of return to fertility, deep vein
thrombosis, pufmonary embcJus. breast cancer, or cervical cancer If these or any other problems
occur during your use of DEPO-PROVERA. discuss them with your health-care provider
Should any precautions be followed during use of DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
1 Missed fViods
Dunngthe time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception, you may skip a penod or your
penods may stop completely If you have been receiving your DEPO-PROVERA injections
regulariy every 3 months (13 weeksYthen you are probably not pregnant However; if you thnk
that you may be pregnant, see your>iearth-care provider
2 Laboratory lest /nteroctrons
If you are scheduled for any laboratory tests, tell your heafth<are provider that you are using
contrac
DEPO^ROVERA
*F«bn Certain bfood tests are affected by hormones such as
3.Drug Interactions
Cytadren (»™5^gk^j^m(de) is an antcancer dnjg that may s»nificantly decrease the
effectiveness of DEPO-PROVERA if the two drugs are grven dunng the same time
4 Nurang Mother s
Afthough DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to the nursing infant m the breast rrulk no harmful
effects have been found in these children DEPO-PROVERA does not prevent the breasts from
Kce&15S^&£>Jt can ** "^ ty ^Vrjang mothers However, to minmize the amount of
DO^-PROVERA that B passed to the nfant in the first weeks after birth, you should wait until
tweete after chiklbrth before you start usinj DEPO-PROVERA for contracepbon
How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The recommended dose of DEPO-PROVERA rs 150 mg every 3 months (13 weeks) given in a
sngle intramuscular injection in the buttockor upperaim To make sure that you are not pregnant
« the time oftnefirstiniection.it s essential that the injection be given ONLY dunngthe first
hZSK tJ^f^^t?-^ penod lfu9*d fotbw^8th« <felNwryofachild,the first m%ct»onof
DEPO-PROVERA.MUST be given wthm 5 days after childbirth if you are not breast-feeding or
6 w*«teafti»rchiabtrth f you are exclusively breast-feeding rf_you wart bngerthan 3 months
i weeks) between Elections, or bngerthan 6 weeks after delivery, your hearth-care provtder
should determine that you are net pregnant before giving you your injection of DEPO-PROVERA

Rx only
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CLEM SON

™WAKE FOREST

1. Oklahoma
2. Miami
3. USC
4. Georgia
5. Florida State
6. Washington State
7. LSU
8. Ohio State
9. Michigan State
10. Virginia Tech
11. Michigan
12. Nebraska
13. Iowa
14. Oklahoma State
15. TCU
16. Texas
17. Bowling Green
18. Purdue
19. Tennessee
20. Mississippi
21. Missouri
21. Northern Illinois
23. Florida
24. Minnesota
25. Pittsburgh

Team
Conf. Overall
7-1
FSU
6-0
6-3
NC State
3-2
5-3
Clemson
3-2
5-3
Virginia
3-2
5-3
Ga. Tech
3-2
5-3
Maryland
2-2
4-4
Wake Forest 2-3
1-7
UNC
0-4
2-6
Duke
0-5

number gam
J
Consecutive Clemson
football coaches who have
been fired or have resigned
after a season in which the
Tigers lose to Wake Forest.
79.8
Yards per TD
Kansas City Chief Dante Hall
has averaged for his career.

39

Consecutive regular
season games won by the
University of Miami football
team.

Tigers battle Deacons in pivotal game
Clemson defense will have
to stop another athletic
quarterback to win this week.
ANDREW GIBBONS

Staff Writer
All year it seems like the next
game on the schedule is a must
win for the Tigers, and it doesn't
change any this week when the
Tigers travel up to Winston-Salem
to take on the Wake Forest Demon
Deacons. Clemson comes into the
game with a record of 5-3, while the
Deacs come in with a 4-4 record.
There is a log jam at the top of the
standings right now in the ACC,
with the Tigers in the thick of it, and
after this weekend with NC State
and Virginia playing, the standings
might get a little less cluttered.
The Tigers have to win this game
to come back to Death Valley next
Saturday for their matchup with the
Seminoles. 6-3 sounds a lot better
than 5-4, and for the Tigers to reach
the Gator Bowl or Peach Bowl this
season, the Tigers must come to
play.
When football pundits talk about
Wake Forest, they always mention SUPER ELUSIVE: Clemson s Derrick Hamilton (21) changes directions during his run to gain some more yards last
that the Deacs' offense is an offense year against Wake Forest at Memorial Stadium. The game ended in a 31-23 Tiger victory.
full of misdirection and complex
formations, able to run the same had a great season with 31 catches by punter/place kicker Ryan the Deacons will be ready Saturday.
3) Remember last year when
play from many different forma- for over 500 yards with four touch- Plackemeier. Plackemeier, who
tions. The offense is run by sopho- downs. Idlette is a redshirt freshman leads the ACC with a 46.6 punt- Wake fumbled the ball into the
more quarterback Cory Randolph, and has contributed over 200 yards ing average, is hurt right now, but end zone on their final possession?
who has thrown for a little over to Wake's passing attack. Wake's should play. His injury, however, is They do.
1,100 yards this year, with five offensive line is headed up by three causing him to hit line drive punts, 3 Reasons why Clemson wins on
touchdowns and seven intercep- seniors, including senior Tyson which have set up big returns for Saturday:
1) Charlie and company haven't
tions. Randolph runs Wake's offense Clabo, who is regarded as one of the opposing teams. Ryan Wisnosky
took over place kicking duties in the exploited poor secondaries like they
very well, and also has the ability to top guards in the country.
Wake Forest's ability to protect Duke game earlier this season, and should have the last couple of games
run the ball well, something the
the
football, and its ability to take made his first field goal (32 yards) (NC State, UNC). Not this time.
Tiger defense must contain, consid2) This Tiger defense didn't come
ering UNC's QB Darian Durant had the ball away from its opponents (10 last week against Florida State.
to
play last week, but I think it's one
Eric
King
returns
kickoffs
for
Wake
interceptions,
10
fumble
recoveries)
over 100 yards rushing last week.
However, Randolph's shoulder was has put Wake at the top of the ACC in and is averaging 21.4 yards, while of best we've had around here in a
hurt in the FSU game, and that could turnover margin at +1.13. However, Wide Receiver Willie Idlette returns while. Leake and the boys will be
come into play if he has to beat the that same defense is currently last punts, and has an average of around ready.
3) Now that Justin Miller finally
Tigers with his arm. Even though his in the ACC in pass defense, giving 8 yards, with one touchdown on the
has
his first interception, look for his
season.
up
294
yards
a
game.
Leading
the
shoulder was hurt, Randolph should
be available for the game tomor- Deacs in tackles is bandit Caron 3 Reasons why Wake wins on big plays to return.
Prediction:
row. Accompanying Randolph in Bracy, who has 69 tackles to go Saturday:
No TV, maybe some purple attire,
1) Wake's offense gave Clemson
the backfield is sophomore running along with his two forced fumbles.
Hamilton
returning line drive punts,
all
it
could
handle
last
year,
and
I
Look
out
for
cornerback
Eric
King,
back Chris Barclay, who has gained
close to 600 yards on the season, who has two interceptions on the don't know if the Tigers can contain Airese is finally healthy - Groves
Stadium is going to the "Orange
with six touchdowns. Randolph's season and seems to have a nose for Cory Randolph.
2) Head Coach Jim Grobe is one Groves" this Saturday. Clemson 38
main targets are Jason Anderson the football.
Wake's special teams is headed of the best coaches in the ACC, and Wake Forest 13.
and Willie Idlette. Anderson has

ON THE FIELD
OFFENSE
QB Charlie Whitehurst
TB Duane Coleman
FB Cliff HarrelL
WR Airese Currie
WR Kevin Youngblood
LT Roman Fry
LG Cedric Johnson
C Tommy Sharpe
RG Chip Myrick
RT Gregory Walker
TE Ben Hall

i*k

KEY MATCHUP

DEFENSE

At

LOU Dion Williams
DE Jyles Tucker
NT Cori Stukes
DE Jerome Nichols
OLB Kellen Brantley
MLB Brad White
CB Eric King
SS Warren B rax ton
BAN Caron Bracy
FS Quintin Williams
CB Marcus McGruder

Ml

Clemson WR Currie vs. Wake Forest FS Williams
In the time that Airese Currie was injured, Clemson was able to
establish a running game, but the Tigers lost their ability to strectch
opposing defenses vertically. Now that Currie has returned, the Tiger
offense has multiple threats that should put a lot of pressure on
the Demon Deacon secondary and senior Quintin Williams.
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Kickin' it

with Cole Chason
UNC
The past four games, they
(UNC) have lost by maybe
one point. Coach Bowden said
that they (UNC) were going to
score points and he said that
the defense just needed to be
patient and hang
in there. Luckily,
Aaron was threefor-three
on
field goals and
then that return
by
Derrick
Hamilton was
key. The special
teams played a
good factor in the game and the
offense showed up and played
pretty well. Even though we
probably didn't play our best
game, we got the victory.
Not Overlooking Wake Forest
Obviously it is hard to focus
because you look forward to
playing FSU at home with the
crowd. But with our situation
now, with the ACC having all
of these teams tied, we have
more to focus on. This game
is just as important as beating
FSU. We are not really thinking
about FSU.
Becoming More Comfortable
I think I feel more comfortable as each game goes on.
Obviously, it can be a little

nerve racking playing at an
away stadium for the first time.
It seems like our punt protection
has been doing excellent and
we haven't had a punt blocked.
You just feel more and more
comfortable after every time
you go out there.
I have been up
and down on my
COLE
performances,
CHASON
but if I punt
Clemson
poorly, I just try
punter
to forget about
it. Being that it
is my first year,
there is a little
bit of pressure. The main thing
is that our protection has been
doing an excellent job and I
give all the credit to them for
making me feel comfortable
out there.
Cornerback Justin Miller's
First Interception
I think that was big. I think
that was the loudest it got all
day. He has had a pretty solid
season and that was pretty good
for him. He has been putting in
great effort and that paid off. He
has had a couple of chances for
other interceptions and it is a
tough position.
Cole Chason is a redshirt
freshman from Roswell, Ga., and
is the starting punter.

31, 2003

Tiger traditions: Orange britches for
motivation and the famous Tiger paw
Orange pants debut on
the brink ofthe national
championship season.
ROY WELSH

Assistant Sports Editor
In the week prior to the 1980
Clemson-South Carolina game,
the Tigers were heavy underdogs.
Clemson was in the midst of a
mediocre season and stood at 5-5
heading into the big game, while
Carolina was enjoying one of their
best seasons ever. Clemson was
a heavy underdog heading into
a game that almost always has a
razor-thin spread. The Gamecocks
had already accepted a bid to the
Gator Bowl, and a Carolina victory
seemed to be a done deal, even in
Death Valley.
Danny Ford must have figured
that an extra jolt of emotion could
put the Tigers over the top against
the Gamecocks, and after prodding from junior linebacker and
Clemson legend Jeff Davis, Ford
decided to dress the Tigers in
orange britches for the game. This
was a change from white bottoms,
a staple of the Tiger uniform. The
Clemson players were inspired
and showed it. Jeff Davis said
later, "South Carolina was coming into Death Valley, and they
were saying how they were going
to run us back up the hill and they
were actually quite disrespectful

before that game. But we broke
the orange britches out and put a
whoopin' on them."
The Tigers never trailed in the
game and when it was all said and
done, Clemson thrashed Carolina
by a score of 27-6 in front of a
raucous crowd of over 64,000 at
Memorial Stadium. The hero of the
day for Clemson was senior defensive back Willie Underwood, who
had his first two career interceptions against the Gamecocks in his
final game as a Tiger. Underwood's
first pick came off Carolina's Eddie
Leopard with 32 seconds left in the
third period. Underwood returned
the interception for 64 yards, setting up a Clemson touchdown. On
Carolina's very next possession,
Underwood picked off his second
pass of the day, returning it for a
37-yard touchdown.
Clemson had the lead 20-6
lead and the game was essentially
over. Underwood's 101 interception return yards still stand as the
best single game total in Clemson
history and his efforts earned
him Sports Illustrated National
Defensive Player of the Week
honors.
Although the Tigers' record in
the orange britches was tarnished
in the early 90s, many of the Tigers
biggest victories of the last 23 years
have occurred while the Tigers
were wearing the orange britches,
including the 1981 Georgia game,
1981 Maryland game, the 1982

Com SHOW YOUR IlGW SPIRIT AHd JOIN C/IMPUS dlHtm M CoCA'CoLA M A

TIGER TAILGATE
on Wednesday, November 5th,
BEFORE JHi BIG GAME WITH f$(l!
Be sure to tell your friends about the great music, prizes and
special menu consisting of your tailgating favorites! This football
tradition will take place during dinner at both Harcombe & Schilletter.

!ENU AT HARCOMBE IICHHHTIB
BBQRibs

Bratwurst

Wing Bar

Giant Sub

Orange Bowl, the 1987 Georgia
game, the 1989 Carolina game and
the 2000 Carolina game.
The tiger paw is the most recognizable symbol of Clemson
University, seen on everything
from Clemson football helmets to
flags to the surfaces of the roads
leading into town. It is hard to
imagine Clemson without the paw.
Believe it or not, the tiger paw is
relatively young when considering
the University's history.
In 1970, Clemson President R.C.
Edwards (1958-1979) decided that
he wanted to find an emblem that
would set the University apart
from all the other schools with a
tiger for a mascot. Clemson hired a
Greenville advertising firm to contact other "Tiger" schools nationwide, asking them to send designs
of the emblems they used to represent their schools. None of the
patterns or drawings that the firm
received caught Clemson's eye,
so then the firm went in another
direction, contacting Chicago's
Museum of Natural History in
search of a print of a tiger paw.
The firm received a plaster cast
of a paw from the Museum
shortly thereafter, and Clemson
liked what they saw. Henderson
Advertising copyrighted the logo,
and the rest is history. The paw is
one of the nation's most used athletic emblems and is used by the
University of Missouri and other
schools all over the country.
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make tackles," Bowden said. "So
if we miss tackles against Wake
like we did against these guys, it
will be like the NC State game. In
the NC State game, Wake was up
30 points at halftime."
The Tigers struggled against
the Demon Deacons last season as
Wake Forest racked up 523 yards
of total offense, the most by any
opponent in a Clemson victory. If
not for five turnovers, Bowden's
Tigers would have lost the game.
"I remember that Wake Forest
dominated the football," Bowden
said.
"It seemed like they had the ball
the entire game."
The Deacons ran 83 total plays
to the Tigers' 67.
"That's the way their offense is
designed," Bowden said. "They
control the ball. They keep their
defense off the field and they tire
your defense out. That's why it's
going to be important for us to
tackle better."
Leake and defensive coordinator John Lovett also believe the
defense's performance against
the Demon Deacons' run-oriented attack will be the key to the
game.
"We've just got to play sound
football, get all our reads right,
get everybody lined up right and
everybody being disciplined and
getting where they need to be,"
Leake said.
"We didn't have an answer for
them last year," Lovett said. "No.
1, we didn't play well physically,
and No. 2, they did a nice job of
getting us out of position."
"They can run the reverse, run
bootlegs, or run an option series,"
Lovett said. "We've identified
what we need to zero in on and
hopefully we can make it simple
enough for our guys to execute."
Coach Bowden believes that the
defense will need to play one of its
best games of the season against
Wake Forest, definitely better than
it did against North Carolina.
"You have to play assignment
football against them," Bowden
said. "They can attack weak and
strong sides of the defense."
Clemson's game against Wake
Forest tomorrow could be very
important in determining this
team's bowl future. More missed
tackles could cost the team a
chance a New Year's Day bowl.
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WVU students may 1
punished for actions
University officials begin
discliplinary action for Va
Tech post-game activities.
LAUREN HOUGH

The Daily Athenaeum
(West Virginia University)
(U-WIRE) - West Virginia
University officials have begun the
first step in disciplining students
involved in what they deem irresponsible behavior following Wednesday's
football win over Virginia Tech
University.
Kim Mosby, assistant dean of student life, says the WVU administration is still in the information-gathering stage.
This step, which involves reviewing citations that were issued
Wednesday night as well as reviewing video footage, will help officials
determine who was involved in punishable behavior.
"I'll then meet with those students
individually and decide if they will
be sanctioned," Mosby says, referring
to Wednesday's post-game activities,
in which some WVU students were
sprayed with pepper spray after
allegedly charging law enforcement
officials. She is currently anticipating
to speak with 30 - 40 students.
Different measures of disciplinary
action will be taken based on the level
of involvement for each student that
is reviewed, she says. "It depends on
what the individuals are doing," says
Ken Gray, vice-president for student
affairs.
If a student is simply standing
around in the footage reviewed, they
will not be punished, Gray says.
The WVU Athletic Department
and the Department of Public Safety
have already reviewed the footage
from Mountaineer Field, he says.
Gray was one of many university
officials involved with the planning
of post-game control measures.
"We did a number of different
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It was pleasant to see the New "unprofessionalism,
childlike
York Yankees, supposedly the best selfishness, and jealously," both
team money could buy, fall to the are speaking of Kobe's leaving the
overachieving Florida Marlins in team. For the record, THIS season
just six games this past week in just started. Good luck with your
the Major League World Series. most difficult coaching challenge
That is a perfect example of ever, Phil Jackson.
teamwork. A 70-something "hasHey, Warren Sapp, who are
been"
manager
you kidding? You
directing a team
recently
called
full of misfits and
the NFL a "slave"
BRIAN
system, and that
20-somethings who
GARRISON
are still wet under
Staff the NFL offices
were the slavethe ears is poetic
Writer
master. You were
as it disproves the
fined $50,000 for
fact that you can
buy a championcontinually skipping through the
ship ... that means
you, George Steinbrenner. Now opposing teams warm-up area,
that the longest, most boring, and and then you intentionally ran
most meaningless season, Major into an official on the field. And
League Baseball, is over, bring because you were disciplined,
on the second longest and most the NFL is a slave system. Not
meaningless regular season in only were Sapp's comments ignosports with the NBA. It's a new rant, but they were also a double
rule this year that every rookie standard. A few weeks before,
must have at least one Nike com- an ESPN analyst was forced to
mercial shown of himself during resign based on a comment that
each of his regular season games. touched on racism. Now, not only
Also, no defense will be allowed is Sapp complaining about a fine
that should have been incurred,
until after the All-Star break.
Not only is LA Laker Kobe but he is also touching on racBryant mentioned at least every ism himself. Last time I checked,
10 minutes on any SportsCenter Warren, the unfortunate men and
showing for his court hearing women who actually were slaves
involving his alleged raping of in previous generations would
a young girl, but now he and hardly appreciate your comment
his good buddy, the Notorious comparing your poor situation to
S.H.A.Q., are using the power of that of a slave's, considering you
media, or vice versa, to air their are a multi-millionaire who plays
dirty laundry about whose team a game for a living. If you feel like
the Lakers is. Whose team it is? Is such a slave, try working a real job
there an "I" in team guys? Nope, like the remaining 99.9 percent of
and according to the player for Americans who see right through
that beer commercial ... "there your little tantrums.
It looks like Michael Vick's
ain't no WE either." Typical.
Multi-millionaires, who, if they little "stinger" is taking longer
played in harmony, would without that expected for the already
question be the most dominant dead Falcons, as they are now
duo to ever play the game. But 1-6, and 0-3 in the NFC South.
because of the two media darlings' Ironically, the pathetic Panthers

from Charlotte, (North) Carolina
have reciprocated the Dirty Birds
record with an astonishing record
of 6-1, and 3-0 in the NFC South.
Apparently the Panthers are
capable of doing what the Falcons
cannot ... win games without a
quarterback. Jake Delhomme is
no Mike Vick, but the Panthers
get it done with good coaching,
great defense, special teams, and
team unity. (For reference, see
Jack McKeon and the Florida
Marlins.)
In other Clemson news...
Clemson is one of five teams in
the ACC with two conference losses. Florida State is the ACC's lone
undefeated team in conference but
still has to play in Death Valley
against Clemson next week, and
then at home against NC State,
who is the only team appearing
to have FSU's number as of late.
Florida State is currently third in
the BCS Standings.
The purple jerseys have already
been on display once this season,
but many rumors are swirling on
message boards and through the
airways that more purple will be
worn by the Tigers this year ...
home and away. Senior middlelinebacker Leroy Hill leads the
nation in tackles for a loss with
18. Charlie Whitehurst is currently third in Clemson history for
the single-season passing yards
total with 2,138 for the season.
He needs 26 completions and 440
yards to break Woody Danztler's
record that was set in the year
2001.
Go Tigers!

Brian Garrison is a senior
majoring in graphic communication. E-mail comments to
sports@thetigernews.com.
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The fall season is the "non-traditional" season for the Tigers. This
time of year there are no team competitions, just singles and doubles
play. However, stellar play here will
raise the rankings of the team come
spring time when team play resumes.
Harris feels that if the fall is an indication of what is to come, her team
will be a force to be reckoned with.
"This tells the country that we're
going to be a significant factor in
competing for the national championship," said Harris.

CAROLINA FIRST
the fust and only full sennce bank on the campus of Clemson University
Free Checking Accomt • Free Checks • Check Satekeeprnj; • Check Ouaivuitee
Free ATM Usage • CashKev II Visa Check Can! * Telephone and Internet Banking

Hendri* Student Center. FirjtFloor
Banking Hours:
M. to 5 P.M. Monday through Thursday
9AM to 6P.M. Friday
Telephone: (864)653-3083

Member FDIC

We'll help you
every step of the way.
College can be a challenge, but sometimes you can find success
in different ways and at different places. Check out GreenvilleTech's
University Transfer program. Excel in small classes with expert instructors
who are on your side and ready to help you every step of the way!
Choose from four convenient campuses, and take advantage
of lottery funds. Engineering students, we have agreements with several
four-year colleges so that you can complete your first two years
at Greenville Tech. Get back on track with a quality education!

GREENVILLE TECH
College That Works
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Random sports thoughts...

things, asking fans to be good sports,"
he says, referring to messages sent to
students prior to Wednesday's game.
"Anything less than that would not be
tolerated. The same went for destruction of property."
The messages were sent to students
via the school's MIX e-mail and messaging system, as well as public service announcements on the radio.
Gray believes that those messages
got consumed by other information
regarding the game. He says that,
among other measures, the administration will ensure that similar messages sent to students in the future
will be made more clear.
"What we expected to happen was
everyone would be good sports,"
Gray says.
He adds that the university officials
prefer no one go onto the field, but
they do recognize that it is symbolic
of celebration, and can be unavoidable.
"It was really about safety," Gray
says.
Gray adds that such forceful measures taken by state police wouldn't
have been taken if students had continued to celebrate without charging
the troopers.
He also notes a similar upset that
occurred in the world of college
football over the weekend — that of
Bowling Green State University over
Northern Illinois University.
"The (BGSU) fans celebrated, but
peacefully," he says.
In the BGSU post-game commentary, a student was approached
and asked why he thought he and his
peers weren't trying to upset the goal
posts after such an important victory.
Gray says that the student responded with, "We're above that."
For now, Gray and other university
officials plan to work with students
and fans to develop a new plan for
keeping post-game celebrations just
that - celebrations.
"Working together, we'll come up
with a solution for this," Gray says.

COIN
year's ITA doubles championship
team, also took home the singles
crown from last year's ITA Southeast
Regional Championships.
"She's very talented and we're fortunate she chose to come here," said
head coach Nancy Harris. "She's
a champion person too. She really
sets a great example and is genuinely
interested in her teammates."
She also believes "without a
doubt" that Coin, a native of Amiens,
France, will leave Clemson as one of
its all-time greatest women's tennis
players, if not the best.
Brito has also had a strong showing so far, especially in the ITA
Southeast Regional Championships
in Winston-Salem, N.C. Despite
winning the doubles championship,
she advanced to the quarterfinals
in singles play. She started off her
tournament with a win over Ashlee
Davis of Wake Forest (7-6, 6-0) in
the opening round, and the knocked
off Aimee Smith, another Demon
Deacon, in the second round. In
the third round, she defeated Laura
Maurer of Kentucky before falling
to her teammate Aibika Kalsarieva in
the quarterfinals.
Also playing well for the Tigers
has been sophomore Daniela
Alvarez. She was ranked 88th going
into the ITA Women's All-American
tournament, but defeated the 47th
ranked Jenny Kuhn from Tulane
and the 31st ranked Aniela Mojzis of
North Carolina as well as 74th ranked
Susanna Lingman of Harvard before
withdrawing with a wrist injury.
"That was a great accomplishment
to beat all those great players ranked
ahead of her," said Harris.
In doubles play, the pair of freshmen Karen Rombouts and junior
Richele LeSaldo advanced to the
final 8 at the ITA Southeast Regional
championships, despite receiving a
low seed and having to battle past
some very tough opponents.
, ,
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"I try to give my students exactly the same academic preparation as they
would get at a four-year school. I believe it is my responsibility to prepare
my students for whatever challenges they face when they transfer."
Chirinjev Peterson, Economics instructor at Greenville Tech
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Men's and Women's Cross Country
at ACC Championship, Saturday, All Day
Swimming and Diving
vs. Virginia, Saturday, 1:00p.m.
Football
at Wake Forest, Saturday, 3:30p.m.
Women's Soccer
vs. Virginia, Saturday, 7:00p.m.

Moving
forward
Men's soccer presses forward
after stumbling in ACC play.
Page 16

North Carolina fumbles away upset of Tigers
Missed tackles haunt Tiger
defense as UNC's Dorian
Durant has monster day.
TONY BROERING
Staff Writer
Despite pulling out a 36-28
win against North Carolina last
Saturday, head football coach
Tommy Bowden expressed great
concern for one aspect of the
Tigers' performance.
Bowden

commented after the hard-fought
win that the defense missing tackles was the one aspect that stood
out as a negative from the game.
Numerous times throughout
the game, the Tarheels were able
to escape the grasp of Clemson
defenders, allowing them to rack
up 495 yards of total offense,
including 287 rushing yards, the
most by any team against the
Tigers this season. Entering the
game, Clemson had ranked No.
3 in the ACC and No. 22 in the

country in total defense.
Bowden believed that it wasn't
Clemson's gameplan that led to
the large amount of yardage given
up, but that the Tigers simply
didn't execute their tackles well.
"We had people in the right
places at the right time," Bowden
said. "The scheme was sound and I
thought we had a good game plan.
We didn't have a lot of missed
assignments. We just didn't make
the tackle when we should have.
Gosh, I couldn't tell you how

many tackles we missed. It was
a lot. We had more missed tackles
(against North Carolina) than any
other game this season."
Bowden was intent on fixing the
problems. Heading into the final
part of the season, most teams do
not hit and tackle as much in practice in order to prevent injuries to
key players, however Bowden said
the Tigers may need a refresher on
how to tackle properly in practice
this week.
"That's something we're defi-

MVH) KHUCphoto editor

OLE!: Clemson's DeJuan Polk (97) missed a sack in the fourth quarter against the Tarheels last Saturday in the Tigers' 36-28 victory over UNC.

nitely going to address this week
during practice. We're going to
work on our tackling. We've been
a pretty good tackling team up
until this game. It really hasn't
been a big problem for us."
Despite causing pressure often
against North Carolina quarterback Darian Durant, the Tigers
were unable to come up with any
sacks. The poor tackling can be
contributed to subpar performances by most of the Tigers' front
seven defensive players, most
notably linebackers John Leake
and Leroy Hill.
"That
was
disappointing
because they'd been one of our
strengths on defense all season,"
Bowden said. "Neither of them
played particularly well against
North Carolina."
Bowden did not put all the
blame on his linebackers however.
"The whole team kind of missed
tackles," Bowden said. "It wasn't
just one position."
The Tigers must tackle much
better this coming weekend in
order to be successful against
Wake Forest on Saturday.
The Demon Deacons' run a
very complex run-oriented offense
that relies much on misdirection,
something which the Tigers struggled with against the Heels.
"You've got to be very disciplined on defense and understand
your assignments," Bowden said.
"If you're not where you're supposed to be then your defense is
going to be on the field for a long
time. We've got to tackle better
this week. Just being in the right
place isn't going to be enough
against (Wake Forest)."
"They put their offensive guys
in open space where you have to
SEE UNC, PAGE 18

Coin, tennis team finish Women's soccer defeats No. 9 Blue Devils
Courtney Foster
well at regional tourney Freshman
delivers the match's only
Coin qualifies for ITA
National Indoor tourney in
singles and doubles.
DANIEL BLACKMON
Staff Writer
The women's tennis team may
be the best kept secret in Clemson.
They have had very impressive outings in two huge tennis tournaments
while quietly making history.
On Oct. 27, freshman Maria "Muro"
Brito and junior sensation Julie
Coin became the first Clemson
duo in the history of the school's
program to win the ITA Southeast
Regional Doubles Championship.
After receiving a bye in the opening round, the 29th ranked Brito and
Coin defeated Winthrop University's
Barreto and Takahashi by a score of
8-4. They then faced Bairos and
Long from the University of North
Carolina. This 8-5 victory allowed
them to advance into the quarterfinals, where they easily defeated
Kentucky's Foster and Kalsarieva,
8-0. They then defeated the 30th
ranked team of Kruse and Venter
from Middle Tennessee State, 8-3.
In the finals, they were victorious
over Karin Coatzee and Aimee
Smith of Wake Forest, 9-7.
This championship also allows
the duo to receive an automatic bid
to play in the ITA National Indoor
championships in Ann Arbor, MI.
This tournament will feature 32 of

the best singles and doubles teams
from around the country.
Coin will compete in both the
indoor and doubles tournaments in
Ann Arbor due to her impressive
showing at the 2003 Riviera / ITA
Women's All-American Tennis
Championships in Pacific Palisades,
Ca. Coin, who entered the tournament ranked 13th in singles play,
defeated three ranked players en
route to the semifinals. The most
impressive of those was Daria
Panova from the University of
Oregon, who was ranked 7th. Coin
also defeated the 14th ranked Jackie
Carleton of UCLA and the 59th
ranked Jennifer Magley from the
University of Florida. Coin lost to
the 3rd ranked player in the country
in California's Raquel Kops-Jones.
The final four players in the tournament were Coin, 11th ranked Erin
Burdette of Stanford, No. 1 ranked
Agata Ciorouch from Georgia and
the champion Kops-Jones.
Head coach Nancy Harris is
pleased to see one of her players in
such elite company.
"For us to be able to say
California, Stanford, Georgia and
Clemson is an outstanding accomplishment," said Harris.
This tournament was the first
leg of the collegiate "grand slam"
of tennis, while the ITA National
Indoor is the second.
Coin, who was a member of this
SEE COIN, PAGE 19

goal in a pivotal ACC game.
HEATH MILLS
Sports Editor
The Lady Tigers dominated
the visiting Duke Blue Devils for
the first ten minutes of the game
on Friday. Following that short
span, Duke took control of the
match but never the scoreboard
as Clemson's defense held strong
to give the Lady Tigers a huge 1 -0
ACC win.
The only score came in the
eighth minute of action when
Allison Graham sent a free kick
across the penalty box. Amanda
Garcia got a head on the ball
and sent it towards the far post
where true freshman Courtney
Foster was able to one-touch the
ball past Duke goalkeeper Thora
Helgadottir into the back of the
net.
The score turned out to be all
that the Clemson defense and goalkeeper Lauren Witt needed. Witt
recorded four saves and picked up
her seventh shutout of the season
as the Lady Tigers improved to 95-2 on the season and 3-3 in ACC
play. Duke dropped to 10-5-1 and
fell into a tie with the Lady Tigers
for fourth place in the Atlantic
Coast Conference at 3-3, one half
game behind Virginia.
"Tonight was the typical ACC
matchup between two great
teams," said head coach Todd

Bramble. "We really wanted to
get good pressure in the first 15
minutes, and we were able to get
a goal. After that, we were able to
defend well against some strong
Duke pressure and protect our
home field. I am very proud of
our team tonight."
The Blue Devils had three scoring opportunities at the end of the
first half, but each shot sailed wide
or high of the net and allowed the
Lady Tigers to keep their slim lead

into the locker rooms.
The second half was again
dominated by the Blue Devils,
but nothing Duke did was able to
produce results on the scoreboard.
In the 51st minute, a Blue Devil
corner kick was headed toward the
far post by forward Kate Seibert,
but the Lady Tiger defense came
through with one of its many big
stops as defender Kate Clifton
SEE

DUKE,

PAGE
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CROSS: Forward Lindsey Browne knocks the ball across the box.
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Big names rock coliseum

BY ALANNA JONES

Halloween is by far one of my
favorite holidays because you
can dress up and transform into
someone completely different.
For one night you can become
anyone that you want.
You can be sexy like Marilyn
Monroe or daring and adventurous like Batman. It brings
back that time of fantasy and
make-believe from when we
were children. But who says
that the fantasy has to stop at
Halloween?
Fantasy is a normal, healthy
part of life. Everyone enjoys
getting into a costume and
becoming a character, or daydreaming about being a rich,
powerful movie star. And it is
perfectly reasonable for these
fantasies to extend to your life
in the bedroom. Role-playing
and dressing up are fun ways
to spice up your life under the
covers and embrace the fantasy
of Halloween at anytime during
the year.
First, always be open and honest with your partner about your
fantasies. If there is something
you have been dying to try out
behind closed doors, strike up
a conversation about it. Talk to
your partner about both your
fantasies or role-playing ideas.
Figure out which fantasies you
are both comfortable with and
interested in trying. Don't just
go bursting into your partner's
bedroom dressed as Zorro if you
haven't given her fair warning.
Explain to him or her beforehand that you don't want to do
anything that isn't a turn on for
them or that will make them feel

uncomfortable. You
will find that honesty
always yields the best
results.
For those of you
who are interested
in dressing up or
role-playing
with
your partner there are
numerous costumes for
you to choose from. It's your
fantasy and you should wear
whatever you find to be a turn
on. However, some popular
costume and fantasy options
include cheerleaders, nurses,
police officers, firemen, French
maids, cowboys, cowgirls, and
soldiers. Role-playing doesn't
always have to involve costumes
though. You can always act out
scenarios that you and your partner find arousing.
One benefit to wearing a costume or playing a specific role
in the bedroom is that it can give
you the confidence to try things
you've always wanted to do.
Sometimes it feels too difficult
or embarrassing to tell your partner specific things that you may
want to try out in the bedroom.
When you are playing the part of
someone else it doesn't seem as
risky to make suggestions and
the fear of rejection subsides.
You also have to remember that
if your partner cares about you
enough to want to fulfill your
fantasies, they will most likely
be open to any ideas that will
enable them to please you. Your
partner may not be comfortable
with all of your sexual suggestions, but you will never know
unless you ask them.

ROBERT MAGUIRE

Staff Writer

Another way to add variety to
your love life is to dress up the
room, not just yourself. You'd
be amazed at how much just a
few lighted candles can add to
the atmosphere. For those of you
living on campus, technically
shouldn't be lighting candles.
Try draping colored scarves
over the lamps in your bedroom
to achieve your desired mood
lighting. Make sure that the
scarves are only touching the
lampshades and not the bulbs
because that is just as much a
fire hazard as the candles.
For those of you who find this
all a little too kinky for your
taste, role-playing and dressing
up don't always have to involve
costumes, props or elaborate
plots. It can also be very innocent and romantic. Role-playing
can entail just simply fulfilling a
romantic, not necessarily sexual,
fantasy that your partner has.
Role-playing and dressing up
is an exciting way to add some
spice to your love life. So, this
Halloween you may want to try
wearing your costume in the
bedroom. Trick-or-Treat!
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There are two enormous
musical occasions lined up for
Littlejohn Coliseum in the next
month. First, on November 4,
Omaha natives 311 will rock the
stage with Alien Ant Farm (otherwise known as 311 Jr. or "that
band that remade the Michael
Jackson song"). The other is the
appearance of Southern Rock icon
Lynyrd Skynyrd.
Alt-rock forerunner 311 is touring in support of their new album
"Evolver" that came out in July,
which is the seventh since 1993
(meaning, yes, they do have two
albums before "All Mixed Up"
came out). There is an undeniable intensity in 311's stage performances. Even though they are
known for their hits like "Down,"
"You Wouldn't Believe," and
"Don't Stay Home," watching
them play old-school classics like
"Do You Right" and "Nix Hex" can
be a rush. The reggae beats, heavy
bridges and ambient grooves that
are a hallmark of their songs get
the crowd moving, but at the same
time they have a calming, peaceful
quality that in a way cleanses your
mind of any frustration you may
have had when you came in.
If you have any doubts of how
intensely magnetic the band is live,
check out their live album, put out
in 1998. It is a good primer on 311
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FREEBIRD: Rockers bring big name shows to Littlejohn Coliseum, such as
Alien Ant Farm, 311 and .38 Special.
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through the years (and some very,
very good pre-"All Mixed Up"
material). If anything, this show
would be a good way to cap off a
bad day, a pick-me-up, if you will.
The next concert will probably
be of more import to the Clemson
constituency. Find anyone wearing
a camouflage Ducks Unlimited
hat, duck boots and dirty jeans
and ask them who will be at the
Littlejohn Coliseum on the 14.
"Why, brother, quite possibly the
greatest southern boys to walk the
earth," they'll tell you, with a look
of complete sincerity.
Skynyrd has seen more trouble
in the last thirty years than most
of Eastern Europe has in the last
century. Plane crashes, automobile accidents and, most recently,
the death of bassist Leon Wilkeson
in 2001 nearly rendered them
helpless, but they always seem to
bounce back. With only two original members remaining, they still
manage to pack auditoriums.
At a Lynyrd Skynyrd concert
you are guaranteed to hear all
of your favorite songs, mostly
because no one has ever heard
anything that they've written since
the late 80s, aside from the most
devout "nyrds" there. I mean, this
is the band that's responsible for
the last three decades of people
yelling "Freebird!" at concerts.
They owe it to the concert goers to
play that, "Sweet Home Alabama"
and "Gimme Three Steps." -k
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GET YOUR FLU SHOT AT FIKE
November 5 & 6
4 pm - 7 pm
$10
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Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,
accurate...
and it only takes
4 minutes.
No appointment
needed.

WE CARE . . .WE CAN HELP

Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1-800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)
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£) £) \> check out "THE BIG GAME" at BLOCKBUSTER®and
this month compete to be the BEST GAMER IN THE CAROLINAS!
P P ^ log on to www.blockbusterbiggame.com for more
information about tournament dates, times and locations.
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CoRNERE Mock Turtle Soup

BETH WESTEREN

Staff Writein the fall of 2002, Clemson
students Katie Jones and Bryan
Buckley, decided that something
vital was missing from campus
and they set about to make a
change — and Mock Turtle Soup
(MTS) was born.
The name of the organization
might not make improvisational
comedy pop straight into your
mind, unless you have seen one of
their shows.
The genre of improv comedy
has been popularized by such TV
shows as "Whose Line Is It
Anyway" and groups like the
Upright Citizens' Brigade out of
New York. It has recently found a
new home here at Clemson in the
not-ready-for-primetime players
of MTS.
When the idea for MTS was
first formed, anyone who was
interested in being part of an
improv group was invited to
attend the meetings. After an
attendance policy weeded out
those who couldn't commit, Katie
and Bryan were left with nine
dedicated "turtles" with whom
they began to rehearse. The next
semester they had new members
join, and faced the challenge of
teaching improv techniques to
two levels of actors. They refined
their selection process and held
auditions; those who were more
advanced were invited to join
the performing group straight
away, while the others attended
meetings and learned a little bit
more before getting up on stage.
This year MTS has grown to 15
turtles.

A typical meeting of the group
usually focuses
on rehearsal.
They work on
basic
scene
skills, such as
how to start a
scene and how
to use connections to make it
flow smoothly.
They
also
practice different games so
it becomes like
second-nature
during a real
performance.
Lighting
and
sound are also
integral parts of
the show, so these
are rehearsed during
this time as well. The
group also comes up
with different ways they
can expose the Clemson
community to more improv.
Some ideas for the future
include a show of all long-forms,
which are sketches that are about
30 minutes and are not seen on
TV. They are also trying to put
together a daytime soap opera
that would run once a week at
lunchtime.
Most of the games MTS plays
rely upon audience suggestions
and participation. One, called "A
Day in the Life ..." consists of
interviewing an audience member, then acting out a scene from
their day.
For their Halloween show,
however, there will be a twist; the
skit will be called "Nightmare,"

PHOTO COURTESY OF MOCK TURTLE SOUP

MOCK, YEAH, ING, YEAH: This season's Mock Turtle Soup poses between one
of their side splitting comedy shows.

Pick of the Week
Album: De-loused in the
Comatorium
Artist: Mars Volta
Label: Universal Records
Release Date: Out Now
By Brandon Bilinski

and will be acted out accordingly.
There are also over 30 other shortform games to choose from.
They also do a long-form
improv called "The Harold,"
which is based upon a game done
by the Upright Citizens' Brigade.
It consists of a 30-minute piece
all starting from a single audience
suggestion.
For their upcoming show, the
title of their long-form is "The
Bat," which will be like "The
Harold" but done completely in
the dark.
It promises to be a fabulous
show, and it all depends on the
audience.
If you are interested in seeing one of Mock Turtle Soup's
unique and entertaining shows,
come to their special Halloween
show tonight at 6 p.m. in the Lee
Hall auditorium (111). If you wear
your costume you'll get $1 off the
admission price, but even if you
don't you'll still get your money's
worth. The members of MTS
work hard to put on a professional
show that cannot be matched by
any other group in the Clemson
area.
Improv comedy is not easy, but
these turtles sure make it look that
way.
If you can't make the show
tonight, or you fancy yourself
an improvisational genius and
are interested in being a turtle,
too, check out their website at
www.mockturtlesoup.org. it

Sometimes extraordinary works
pass under the public's radar. It's truly
a shame that people are deprived of
these due to lack of advertising or
media press. The Mars Volta's "Deloused in the Comatorium" is one
such work. This CD was released
in late June on Universal's label,
and it was produced by Rick Rubin,
whose resume includes Red Hot
Chili Pepper's "Blood, Sugar, Sex
Magik," Slayer's "Reign in Blood"
and many Johnny Cash recordings.
All were fantastic albums and were
widely known for their particular
genre. Yet, here is an album that,
dare I say, surpasses all of the albums
previously mentioned, and it goes on
sale for $6.99 at Best Buy with only
five copies selling in the first week.
I purchased two of these five copies
because of the two different covers
and the fact that it instantly became
my favorite CD of the year.
I listened to the CD from track
1 through 10 on my way to work,
during work and on my way home
from work. The CD had become the
soundtrack of my summer. The Mars
Volta is a side project from Omar and
Cedric, the two front men of At the
Drive-In, but this album is superior
to any of these albums.
It is nearly impossible to force
"De-loused in the Comatorium" into
a specific genre. It is mostly progressive rock, but as Cedric puts it, that

FREE TICKETS!
FROM TIMEOUT
In Space, no one can hear you scream.
On stage, well they can hear you
scream, so if you win tickets to SITI
Company's performance of "War of the
Worlds" Thursday, Nov. 6 at the Peace
Center for the Performing Arts the
actors on stage will hear you. So come
prepared for a fright, but also, be prepared for a world class theatre presentation of a very famous 1983 radio play.
Go to www. The Tiger News.com to
register to win.

THIRSTY?

Are you a master at Super
Mario Brothers?

CALL THE WATERBOY!

Spring, Distilled, &
Fluoridated water
5 gal. & case delivery
Cooler rentals & sales
No Deposits, No Contracts!
Perfect for your home,
apartment, or office!

FREE HOME & OFFICE DELIVERY!

882 - 0732

doesn't mean the keyboard player
is going to wear a cape and dance
around for Mars Volta on Ice. It has
elements of Spanish drums, Led
Zeppelin-esque riffs, Rush-like highpitched vocals, jazzy rhythms and a
world of sampling done so perfectly
that you don't mind the electronic
ambience.
"De-loused" is a concept album
about one of their friends who died
after being in a coma. It tracks his
descent into the dreamlike state of
the coma through his early death.
The lyrics, however, are so off-thewall and original, that the concept
album doesn't sound contrived or
forced. Every song has elements that
are constantly interweaving with one
another to create a unique listening
experience. On top of all of this, the
CD is fun, making the listener want
to get up and play with the band.
The 10 track LP doesn't feel like an
album that is artsy for art's sake, and
it doesn't feel like an overproduced
album made for the mainstream. In
the hundreds of times I've played
this album, I never get bored with
any of the songs. The band constantly renews my interest with musical
twists and lyrical explosions. There
isn't a single bad track on this album,
and it is one of the few albums that
can be listened to from song one
to song 10 while enjoying every
moment. The Mars Volta succeeds
in differentating themselves, yet they
still have elements of hundreds of
bands that have come before them.
After informing everyone of
a similar musical taste that "Deloused" was the best album of 2003
back in June, I see no sign of any
other album usurping its rightful
throne. Do yourself, the public and
The Mars Volta a favor and buy "Deloused in the Comatorium." Then,
proceed to play it as loud as possible in your car or room to spread
the word about this amazing record.
Maybe you will show others just
what MTV and major radio stations
are missing, -k

taps Yearbook Portraits
Cowe get shot for a chance to win!
November WMW4
9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Hehdrix Center
Multipurpose Room
Seniors need to wake an appomtot at
www.wcgrathstodios.com
school password: taps

Wanna tell
people how you
feel about it?
Review video
games for
TimeOut, live
the dream.

315 Hendrix Center,
864^56-8277'
taps@clemson.edu

Call Bruce at
656-0986.
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Radio drama sparks hysteria

Sell Trips, Earn Cash,
Go Free! New Hiring
Call for group dis«ounts

BRUCE MORRISON

Assistant TimeOut Editor
In 1938, America and the world
went to war with Mars. At least
that is what some radio listeners
who tuned into H. G. Wells' radio
play "War of the Worlds" thought.
The famous radio play features
Martians invading and destroying
Earth until they die off because of
bacterial infections from humans.
Many people were confused and
thought they were listening to a
real life broadcast.
Thousands fled their homes
and rioted. Towns attacked water
towers for fear they were Martian
machines.
On Thursday, Nov. 6, the SITI
Company will be performing a
staged reading of this 1938 radio
play.
The radio play, directed by
Anne Bogart and Darron L. West,
features seven actors playing out
the chilling play with professional
accuracy. The performance is as
chilling now as it was in 1938,
and will leave audiences scared,
yet relieved that there is no invasion.
The SITI Company was formed
in 1992 by Anne Bogart and
Tadashi Suzuki to bring cultures
into contemporary theatre in
America.
The company embraces all
cultures and art, such as dance,
music, art and performance experience to create masterpieces on
the stage.
Their latest masterpiece perfor-

mance, "The War of the Worlds,"
will be held at the Peace Center for
the Performing Arts in Greenville
on Thursday, Nov. 6.
Tickets
are
$36
and
can be ordered online at
www.peacecenter.org or by phone
at 800-888-7768. The "War of
the Worlds" performance will be
a staged reading and will have
the actors on stage set up much
like the original radio broadcast
with microphones from them into
which they deliver their lines.
Audiences will use their minds
to invision the horrific details
— much like original audiences
glued to their radios in the past.
The SITI Company has performed many famous works,
from "Alice's Adventures" based
on "Alice in Wonderland" to an
upcoming series based on the
words and life of Virginia Wolfe.
The SITI Company is from New
York and features both a full time
company and a summer workshop.
The company travels all over
America performing for captivated audiences. One can visit
their web page at www.siti.org
and check out their tour dates
and a link to their performance
at The Kennedy Center where
one can download the entire
performance and watch it with
Real Player. In addition, look in
this issue of TimeOut for a free
giveaway of two tickets to "War
of the Worlds." One can also order
from the Peace Center box-office
before they sell out. *

1-800-648-4849 / www.ststravel.com

Tickets are now on sale for
the following shows and concerts: "Disney on Ice presents:
Monsters,
Inc."
December
19-21 at the Bi-Lo Center in
Greenville. Tickets go on sale
today and range in price from
$17 to $25. For more information
go to www.bilocenter.com. The
Trans-Siberian Orchestra will
be at the Township Auditorium
in Columbia on December 2,
2003. Tickets are $29.50 and
$29.50 and can be purchased
online at www.ticketmaster.com
or by calling (803) 783-2222. Don
McLean will be at the Newberry
Opera House in Newberry, S.C.
on December 14 for two shows.
Tickets are $37.50 and can be purchased by calling the box office at
(803) 276-6264 or going online at
www.newberryoperahouse.com.

Have you ever wanted to be one
of the entertainers or fun technicians at Paramount's Carowinds
in Charlotte, N.C.? Now is your
chance. Paramount's Carowinds
is having auditions for singers,
dancers, actors, show characters,
variety and performing artists,
escorts, technicians and stage
managers on Tuesday, Nov. 11 at
the University of South Carolina
and on Saturday, Nov. 15 and
Sunday, Nov. 16 at Paramount's
Carowinds. For more information
call the Paramount's Carowinds
Entertainment Department at
(704) 588-2600, ext. 2383.
Go to the movie store on
November 4 to grab these new

releases out on DVD and video:
"Adam Sandler's Eight Crazy
Nights," "Coldplay Live 2003,"
"Finding Nemo," "From the
Grave" and "Steve-0 Video
Volume 3: Out on Bail."
Take a date to dinner and a
movie Friday night when these
new movies hit theaters: "Alien:
Director's Cut," the version the
studio didn't want you to see; Liz
Garbus' documentary "Girlhood;"
the drama starring Anthony
Hopkins, Nicole Kidman, Gary
Sinise and Ed Harris "The Human
Stain;" "Die, Mommie, Die;" and
the psychological thriller starring
Meg Ryan and Kevin Bacon " In
the Cut." -k

Get dressed up in your favorite
costume and head out to hear your
favorite music this week: Barney's
Jive Band will be at Backstreet's
Pub & Deli tonight. The Celtic
band Selkie will be at the Walhalla
Civic Auditorium on Saturday,
Nov. 1. For more information visit
www.walhallacivicauditorium.co
in. Maynard Ferguson and his
Big Bop Noveau Band will be
at the Handlebar in Greenville on
Nov 5 at 8 p.m. For ticket information call (864) 233-6173. On
Nov 6 Backstreet's will feature the
I'M CRAZY PICKLE FOR A MUSTACHE MAN: Adam Sandier s animated debut,
Chris McCarty Band.
"Eight Crazy Nights, " comes out on VHS and DVD for the holidays.
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3 rd Annual J.T. Barton. Jr.
Ethics Essay Competition
presented by the Robert J. Rutland Center for Ethics
First Prize: $1500 S
Second Prize:
Third Prize: $500

Winners will be notified in the spring semester, 2004

Should applicants from poor families be given extra consideration in
University admissions?
Essays must be typed (double-spaced) using a twelve-point font. The title page should include the author's name and contact information (telephone, email
and postal address). Essays must not exceed 1,500 words (a word count should be included on the title page).
Winners will be notified in the spring semester, 2004.
Essays should be submitted in hard copy AND electronic form on a diskette. The hard copy AND diskette should be delivered to the Department of Philosophy
and Religion, 126 Hardin Hall, no later than 11:00 a.m. Friday, December 12,2003. .
This information, as well as guidelines/instructions for the competition and suggested sources are provided in a document
that is available at the Rutland Center website
http://www.clcmson.edu/caah/rutland/bartonessays.html
For additional information send email queries to djonesl@Clemson.edu

Open to all Clemson University undergraduate students
^
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Get spooked in the Upstate at local haunted houses
BRUCE MORRISON

Assistant TimeOui Editor
It is Halloween night and you just won't
feel complete until you scare the costume
pants off of yourself, but where do you go?
To a haunted house of course! This year,
the upstate has produced main spine-chilling haunted houses to frighten and delight
everyone. Here is just a small portion of the
frights around the Upstate.
One of the biggest haunts this Halloween
is the classic "SCarowinds" where the
Carowinds theme park has been transformed
into a haunted theme park. Ride all of the
rides including the rollercoasters under a
pitch black sky and \ isit the brand new frights
such as ""Nightmare Manor," "Alien Crypt
in 3D," "The Dead End," Psycho Swamp"
and "CastlEscape." All of these attractions
are onlj available on Halloween so take
advantage of the hauntingly late park times,
open until midnight. Experience Carowinds
like you have never seen it before, at night.
Check out www.carrowwinds.com for more

information.
Alternatively, the House of Terror, located
oiY of 1-85 in Spartanburg, will have a
full Halloween festival until dawn featuring food, live bands and. of course, the
haunted House of Terror. Make your way
through the horror movie inspired house,
then stick around for the festivities. There
will be prizes awarded throughout the night,
as you have a fun Halloween time and
scare yourself — TO DEATH! Be sure to
\isit www.houseofterror.com for complete
details.
The Campground Massacre, located in
Charlotte, is a haunted experience of blood
and gore. The Campground Massacre places
you in the action of a live horror movie running from the classic movie villians. "This
isn't kid stuff." the owner Mina has said.
Full of Hollywood props and professional
pneumatics. The Campground Massacre will
shock and frighten even the most seasoned
haunted house veteran. Get all of the grisly
details at www.themassacre.com.
To staj more local, visit the Wompus

Woods. 3 miles off of 1-85. The Wompus
lives in South Carolina, but when the weather turns cold he travels back to Louisiana.
The legend dales back to the early 1900s
and is a descendant lo another beast from
English folklore dating back to the 1400s.
Take a walk through the famed woods where
the Wompus has been spotted from time to
time, but don't dare go alone. The monster
may not always be seen, and the owners
of the woods hope for your own sake you
never do see the monster. Visit them online
at www.vvompuswoods.com for directions
and times.
Finally for a reoccurring treat, visit Haunt
Fest, just down the street off of highway 76
in Anderson. Experience all of their haunted
and frightening events this Halloween.
There will be plenty of thrills and chills,
along with pizza and drinks. Easily the
more economical of all the haunted houses,
its also the closest, not requiring a longer
road trip. It will definitely be worth your
time and money to check out this haunted BOO: Haunted houses
attraction, -k
frighten and entertain

mm

Costumes go from rags to witches with a little creativity
BRITTANY WALKER

StaffWriter
Goblins and ghosts and ghouls — oh my! From dressing up as Dorothy from the "Wizard of Oz," to the traditional clown or scarecrow that almost everyone has
been for Halloween during their younger days, there has
always been a fascination with dressing up for Halloween.
Although you are now a college student, you probably
still want to have a little bit of fun on Halloween night.
Why leave all of the fun to your little brother or sister
at home? Sure, finding a costume to wear, let alone at a
reasonable price, is a bit harder these days when most of
us are "cashless" college students, but if you are looking
for a great costume that is sure to scare the daylights out
of anyone, look no further. Cheap and easy is the way to
go when you're looking for an original costume. By simply looking through your junk in your dorm or apartment
you can find plenty of items to make the perfect costume.
Check out the following ideas to get you started:
For an American Tourist look, guys can wear a bright
and colorful Hawaiian shirt and shorts (if weather permits) and a large straw hat. Gals should wear a bright loud
dress, flats, a big sun hat and carry a straw bag. Don't
forget to have a camera, maps hanging out of your pockets
and that look on your face of being lost. Guys can use a
typical tourist bag from a travel agent and gals can use the
straw bag for their treats.
Or you could even go back in time with a 1960s hippie
costume. This one is hard, after all it's all back in style!
Wear tie-die clothing, a long wig, sandals, headband or
anything with fringes on it, such as vests or purses, and
light colored sunglasses. Don't forget those platform
shoes either.
You can also do it retro style with bright colors, bell
bottoms, afro wigs and flashy accessories. Be the ultimate
disco diva and you will be the life of the party.
And don't forget the 80s — one of the easiest and
tackiest ways to get by with a costume. All you need is
some lace, tight clothes, off the shoulder shirts, a few TRICK OR CHEAP: Look good this Halloween without dropping
wrist bands or other bright , fun clothes. When thinking a lot of green.
about what to wear, refer to Madonna's style in her early
years.
any dress shirt, men's flannel hat and a walking cane.
You could also be an an old man or an old woman for Gray the hair with any of the commercial temporary colHalloween. Guys can sport dark pants (cuffed), a jacket, ors or simply dust with a little flour. For an elderly woman

look, girls can wear old-style dresses, just below knee,
knee-high stockings rolled down a little, Oxfords and a
large black purse (You may have to steal some of these
things from your grandparents' closet.)
Also, today can be your chance to be a real nerd. Slick
back the hair and grab some pants that are too short. Also
put on a white shirt, white socks, penny loafers or lace-up
Oxfords, a pocket protector with lots of pens, dark rim
glasses with the corner-taped or paper-clipped and carry a
briefcase or backpack for a treat bag.
Ever wondered how it felt to be your favorite soda can?
Okay, maybe this is exaggerating it a little, but you could
dress up as your favorite soda pop can. Use a round barrel
and cut a hole in the bottom. Also, cut holes for arms and
your head. Paint the barrel with colors of your favorite
soda.
Everyone is familiar with static cling. For this one,
wear anything. Although a solid color is best, like all
white or all black. With safety pins, pin anything to yourself. For example, socks, underwear, bounce sheets, etc.
You can also spray your hair straight up in the air for a
static effect.
A mummy would be an easy costume to tackle for
Halloween by wrapping yourself in white bandages (white
gauze) or toilet paper and tape. Use splotches of green
paint for "mold" and white make-up on your face with
"age lines" drawn on. The stiff-legged gait works great.
No money to buy costume make-up? Here's a solution
... make your own! You will need 2 tablespoons of soft
shortening, 4 tablespoons of cornstarch and food coloring.
Mix the shortening and cornstarch together. Separate the
mixture into different cups and add food coloring. Wash
your face and any area that you will be applying makeup
to and then dry thoroughly. Apply a thin coat of cold
cream to the entire face. Using a cotton ball, gently pat
the cornstarch over the cold cream.
Keep your eyes closed and apply make-up with fingers
tips. Then you will have great make-up for a fraction of
the cost.
This Halloween don't even think about wasting money
on a costume that will only be worn for only one night.
These costumes are sure to catch the eyes of candy-givers.
Just be sure to say "Trick-or-Treat!" •
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Virtual frights and delights throughout video game history
BRUCE MORRISON

Assistant TimeOut Editor
When the inventors of "Pong" came
up with their revolutionary idea of "videogames," they had no idea videogames

genre more advanced. When the game was
popular, though, "Shadowgate" was ahead
of them all and could scare the pants off
anyone.
Next on the list is the first of another
award winning series "Alone in the Dark."
Originally out for PC and Macintosh,

BRAINS!: Zombies from the "Resident Evil ' series thwart players at every turn in the award
winning games.
would one day be scaring the pants off of
players all over the world. Before we dive
into the top five scariest videogames, we
need to first establish what makes a scary
videogame. A game that is disturbing is
not necessarily a scary game. However,
a scary game can be disturbing. Take,
for instance, the Super Nintendo game,
"Zombies Ate My Neighbors." It was disturbing in the violence and bloodshed, but
it was by no means scary. Also take a look
at the award winning "Grand Theft Auto."
It has disturbing scenes of violence, but
it's not scary. Also, it should be noted
that a game based off of a scary movie
is not necessarily scary. For instance, the
Nintendo game "Friday the 13th" lacked
any horror and was just an average side
roller. With that out of the way, let's dive
into the haunting list of scary games.
First on the list is the classic game
"Shadowgate," released by Kemco for
Nintendo. There are two other games like
"Shadowgate": "Uninvited" and "Deja
Vu." These games were instantly different from other Nintendo games, because
they were in first person perspective and
featured real death. Unlike other Nintendo
games, when you die in "Shadowgate"
you fall to your death, break your neck, or
burn to death, with your flesh dripping off
your body. It is very realistic. The game
does suffer from bad controls, but that's
mostly due to the Nintendo's maximum 8
buttons on a controller. In "Shadowgate"
you must enter castle Shadowgate and stop
the evil Warlock who plans on unleashing
the Behemoth upon mankind. You do not
fight much in the game, but you do have to
attack monsters that look fantastic. All of
the animations and designs are very high
quality and can leave you in suspense.
Eventually, later games such as "Myst"
came along and made the point-and-click

"Alone in the Dark" was a new type of
game, so the developers coined a new
genre, "ambient survival horror." Drop the
"ambient" and you have one of the most
frightening genres to date: "survival horror." If you play this game today, you will
notice that it's just like "Resident Evil."
Take note of the year it was released
though — 1992 — well before "Resident
Evil." So yes, "Alone in the Dark" is the
first survival horror game. Instead of using
Zombies and viruses, "Alone in the Dark"
uses the mythos of H. P. Lovecraft to create a supernatural world that frightens
and chills. Players attempt to escape from
Derce to Mansion. Using one of two characters, you must fight monsters that claw
and attack and appear out of nowhere. The
environments are pre-rendered and look
amazingly sharp on these older systems.
You can fight at any time, be it unarmed
or with a shotgun, and fight you must.
"Alone in the Dark" was the first game to
set up jumpy moments that would cause
the gamer to jump and be frightened. The
series also spawned many sequels with six
different games spanning many different
systems.
Fresh on the heels of "Alone in the
Dark" came one of the most successful
and scary series, Capcom's "Resident
Evil." Mimicking the "Alone in the
Dark" setup, "Resident Evil" was many
players' first experiences with "survival
horror." Released in 1996 for the new
Sony PlayStation, "Resident Evil" was a
shocking zombie-packed horror game that
shocked and frightened gamers. Using
pre-rendered backgrounds, the game had
amazing graphics. The voice acting, while
not great, helped create a twisting plot
of double crossing and human genetic
experimentation. Zombie creatures lurked
in every corner of the mansion owned by

Umbrella Corporation. Sadly the very bad
"Resident Evil" movie has cast a bad light
on this series. But with 12 other game
titles, "Resident Evil" is far from stopping.
Their next installment will be "Resident
Evil: Online" for the PlayStation 2.
"Resident Evil" isn't a new or unique
idea, but it is the most popular and widely
played survival horror game and seems to
be continuing in the same direction.
On a more obscure note, Trilobyte's
"The 7th Guest" places players in the
first person point-and-click series again.
Themost notable, is that this is the first
game to come out on a CD. It also pioneered the way for full motion video clips
in a videogame. Released for PC and
Macintosh, "The 7th Guest" features a
chilling story about a toy maker, who was
loved by a small town until all the children started to die. The madman toymaker
then invited six guests to his mansion for
a dinner party and they were never heard
from again. You are the 7th guest and must
unravel the mystery as well as free the
town from the plague that is killing off the
children. Using fully rendered 3D scenes,
the game allows you to move about the
mansion solving puzzles. The puzzles are
variations of real board games, in which
you are not told the rules and must figure
out by trial and error. You make your way
through the mansion watching horrifying
video clips of the guests, and experiencing very creepy and horrifying events.
Everything in the game makes your skin
crawl, and stare in wonder at the disturbing graphic nature. Unlike some games,
you cannot die, but you can become stuck
at puzzles.
Last on this list is probably the greatest scary game to ever grace videogames,
Konami's "Silent Hill." In many ways
"Silent Hill" plays like Resident Evil,

and long, but it involves the rebirth of an
ancient god through human sacrifice. The
protagonist, Harry Mason must save his
daughter from the sacrifice. Once in the
town of Silent Hill, your darkest fears
come true, transforming the town into a
hellish nightmare world. The game creates visuals that are so disturbing they can
haunt you well after you turn the game off.
Instead of simply having a monster jump
through a window, "Silent Hill" places you
in a run down school where the sounds of
children playing can be heard on top of
screams and demonic voices. Scattered
papers and blood cover everything. These
events will make players turn the lights on
and beg others to play with them, easily
making "Silent Hill" one of the scariest
games ever.
There are many games not mentioned
here that are also scary such as "Fatal
Frame," "Doom," "Marathon: Evil,"
Eternal Darkness" and "Clock Tower."
These scary games continue the tradition
of horror inspired games.
Looking to the future, there are several
games on the way gaurenteed to scare gamers and encourage them to keep the lights
on. Konami has made plans for another
"Silent Hill" game and videogame giant
Capcom continues their plans for several
more "Resident Evil" games (and another
movie) and the upcoming Rockstar game
"Manhunt" already has gamers proclaiming "game of the year" before its release.
The game "Manhunt" places you as a serial killer in a snuff film where you must kill
other criminals for the perverse pleasure of
a sadistic madman. You must stay in the
darkness keeping to the shadows to avoid
being seen, all the time plotting the grisley
and violent death of others, all captured
on video. You must avoid rival gangs who
want to do nothing but skin you alive. *

PHOTO COURTESY Of ROCKSTAR CAHE5

HUNTER BECOMES HUNTED: RockStar's upcoming "Manhunt' will provide gamers with the
suspense and chills they desperately cry out for.
but instead of using pre-rendered backgrounds, "Silent Hill" is in true 3D. What
makes it stand out is "Silent Hill's'" story.
Instead of shocking players with jumpy
events, "Silent Hill" creeps the player
out. The story of "Silent Hill" is complex

Cover photo by
David Kalk, photo editor
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Massacre makes for ripping good time in theaters
% & & &
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE
New Line Cinema
Released: Out Now

ALANNA JONES

Staff Writer
In a year that has been packed
full of sequels, a remake of Tobe
Hooper's cult horror classic "The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre" stands
out. Director Marcus Nispel manages to sufficiently grasp the general atmosphere of the first film,
but diehard fans of the original
may consider this to be more of an
alteration than a remake.
Just as the original the movie
in 1973, and the newest release

introduces us to five teenagers in a
van who are driving through rural
Texas on their way to a Skynyrd
concert: Kemper (Eric Balfour),
Erin (Jessica Biel), Pepper (Erica
Leerhsen), Andy (Mike Vogel)
and Morgan (Jonathan Tuckerthe).
Their lives quickly become forever changed after stopping to
help a very distraught girl who
was wandering aimlessly down the
middle of the road. During Erin's
desperate attempt to find out what
was troubling the hysterical hitchhiker the young girl pulls out a gun
and blows her own head off. If you
have trouble making it through this
moment of the film you may want
to get up and leave at this point
because the gore only gets worse.
Nipsel uses a very graphic camera
shot that follows the bullet out of
the gun and through the gaping

Ckmoris 2004 M Celebration Trip
THE BIRTHPLACE OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
What:
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Where:
When:
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2004 MLK Celebration Trip
Montgomery/Selma/Tuskegee, Alabama
Depart at 6 pm on Thursday, January 15
Return by 7 pm on Sunday, January 18

How much?.

Your $35 registration fee includes
transportation, 3 nights at a hotel, and
admission to sites (meals are on your own).
Register now at the University Union
Information Desk.

TENTATIVE Strc VISITS SCHEDUIED FOR

Montgomery
Dexter King Ave. Manorial fiapfisf Owen, Rosa krh Museum,
Civil Rights Memorial
Selma

Slomy and Civil War Museum, Notional Voting Rigk Museum
Tuskegee
George Washington Carver Mmm, Hie OaJts Home of Booker I Washington,
lusltegeelnsfifufe campus

hole in the girl's head.
The terrified teens quickly drive
to the nearest place with a phone
to report the suicide. They are told
to meet the sheriff at an old mill.
After waiting for an unusually
long time, Erin and Kemper leave
to try to contact the sheriff. Soon
after they leave, the extremely
creepy sheriff, played by R. Lee
Ermey (who "Full Metal Jacket"
fans will recognize), finally arrives
on the scene. Meanwhile, Erin and
Kemper attempt to get help at
a rundown house that happens
to be inhabited by Leatherface
and his bizarre extended family.
Kemper is the first to be attacked
by Leatherface's revving chainsaw. From this point on the teens'
goal of getting rid of the dead girl
in their van and getting to the
Skynyrd concert rapidly changes
to escaping this insane town alive.
Even though the plot strays
greatly from the original film
and many extra characters are
added, Nipsel definitely manages to portray Leatherface and
his severely disturbed family in a
way that would make even Hooper
(the original Director) proud. The
remainder of the film is packed full
of enough blood, gore, body parts
and suspenseful chases to make
any horror film enthusiast feel like
they got their money worth.
Something that may disappoint
audiences is that "The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre" is just a
fabrication of a true story. The
character of Leatherface is based
on serial killer Ed Gein, a farmer
who was convicted of necrophilia,
cannibalism and murder. Gein has
been the inspiration for some of
the greatest villains in the horror
film genre, such as Norman Bates
from "Psycho" and the demented
murderer, Buffalo Bill, from
"Silence of the Lambs".
This remake will have you jumping out of your seat and watching
through partly opened fingers. The
gore may be a little excessive, but
this horror flick will definitely
not disappoint moviegoers who
are looking for a good scare this
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2004 MLK Celebration Trip

'

Montgomery/Selma/Tuskegee
January 15-18,2004
Registration and Trip Information available at
Ihe University Union Info Desk
for more information,
contort CbristtM fifti (kknst@defnsoa.edu) or Jamie Williams (janwill@doiitsM.edu)
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HERE'S JOHNNY: Leatherface, from the latest incarnation of "The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre, " taunts his victims from the top of the stairs.

Where Tigers
Eat...
Where Tigers
Meet

Look for free
tickets
somewhere in
this issue.

654-2274

We're too lazy
to look up the
page number,
so you'll have
to do it
yourself.

Spoce is limited to 70 students! Registration ends Friday, November 14.
Mandatory trip orientation meeting on Thursday, November 20,7 pm, Brocket! 213.

film comes out on video and not
even think about going down to
Texas anytime soon.
A special thanks goes to UPAC
for so graciously bringing the
"Texas Chainsaw Massacre" to
McKissick Theater for a sneak preview and for providing TimeOut
with the best seats in the house. *

Halloween. If you plan on seeing
this in the theater you should be
prepared for enthusiastic audience members to yell at the movie
screen, hoping that this time she
really won't "go in there." If you
are the type of person who likes to
enjoy a movie in peace and quiet,
you may want to wait until this

• Appetizers • Great Sandwiches
• Soups & Salads • Gourmet Burgers
• Chicken, Steaks, & Seafood
Over 200 Micro-Brewed & Imported Beers
14 Beers on Tap
Join our Around the World Beer Club
Happy Hour: Mon-Fri 4pm-7pm
Business Hours: Mon-Sat 11:15-Midnight
Sunday - Closed

P.S. Did we
mention
they're free?
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RADIO
Columbia Pictures
Released: Out Now

ADAM THOMPSON

Staff Writer
If movies were radios, then
"Radio" would be a Fisher-Price:
it's lightweight and glossy, with no
sharp edges, a little stale sounding,
but still able to relay some sort of
message.
Cuba Gooding, Jr. and Ed
Harris star in the film based
loosely on the real-life story of
James Robert "Radio" Kennedy,
a mentally disabled man who has
inspired the residents of Anderson,
South Carolina for 30 years.
Unfortunately, while the film tugs
earnestly at the heartstrings of its
audience, it doesn't really succeed
in raising much of anything (i.e.
thoughts, issues, questions, bars
of any kind).
The story follows T.L. Hanna
High School football coach Harold
Jones (Harris) as he befriends the
lonely, sheltered Radio (Gooding,
Jr.), slowly bringing him out of
his shell.
Coach Jones gives Radio a spot
helping the team in practices and
at games. He becomes obsessed
with Radio's progress, and after
football season, he helps Radio
find a more permanent place at
the school.
Though most in the community
come to embrace Radio's unstoppable good nature, there are
some who consider his presence
a distraction for the Hanna sports
teams, and these people become
more vocal as the story unfolds.
The coach's devotion and Radio's
inevitable triumph over his detractors is meant to highlight all that is
right with the world and humanity,
but the conflict in the film is so
contrived that all its victories fall
a little flat.
The only real question of Coach
Jones' motives comes from the
sports boosters who are worried
that Radio's antics are causing
their boys to lose games. Even
their protests hardly seem threatening, however, as Coach Jones
pushes everyone aside in order
to keep Radio involved. Scenes
where a social worker inquires
about Radio at the school and
where the principal wonders
whether Radio is being made into
a glorified mascot are barely given
three minutes each in the movie.
Coach Jones' family begins to feel
neglected when he spends more
time with Radio than with his own
daughter, but before any of these
problems actually reach a crucial
stage, Coach Jones is able to head
them off in one magnanimous act
by saving Radio's position at T.L.
Hanna, regaining his family's trust
and restoring his reputation in the
community.
Overall, "Radio" feels a little
too squeaky clean, right down to
Radio's sanitized shack along a
poor rural highway.
There is no cynicism to be
found in this movie, but while
that is largely by design, by consequence, there's nothing to make
it resonate. Important themes are
given only surface treatments
— themes like whether the Coach
is merely trying to make up for
guilt he feels from an incident in
his past, or why the boosters are
so consumed by high school sports

Local movie lacks emotion of real life story
that they can't realize the coach is
doing a good thing for another
human being.
Director Michael Tollin and
writer Mike Rich have crammed
the life of James Kennedy into the
prefabricated structure of a feelgood movie.
The true story is certainly an
uplifting one that would inspire
anyone, but they chose to ignore
reality in order to rustle a few
cheap laughs at Radio falling
down or saying a curse word
repeatedly.
Personally, the most emotional
moments of the movie come as the
credits roll, when the real James
Kennedy is shown entertaining
a crowd and interacting with the
real Harold Jones. That's when
the movie is finally able to convey
just how much Radio affects the
people whose lives he touches.
This is the point in which the
audience realizes the true meaning
of Radio's story.

PHOTO BY MICHAEL TKXETT

NUMBER ONE SUPPORTER: Coach Harold Jones (Ed Harris) and Radio (Cuba Gooding, Jr.) work together to build
their strengths not only on the football field but in life as well.
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Ono's remix series soars with "Will I / Fly"
$ * * $
WILL I/FLY
Mo Ono
Released: Out Now

JESSICA KEATON

Staff Writer
Yoko Ono has been known for
decades for her unique, uninhibited approach to music. Her commitment to her work has led her
in a variety of inspirational directions, the most recent influence
being dance and house remixes.
The five-song CD "Will I / Fly"
is the latest release in her successful remix series, with well-known
house remixers creatively reinterpreting her music and introducing
her work to a new generation of
music-lovers.
The CD begins with an interpretation of the reflective "Will
I." Producers and remixers John
Creamer and Stephane K. contributed two versions of this work,

one dark and pulsating, the other
haunting and ambient.
The first remix opens with two
minutes of dance-worthy synthesized rhythms before the first
of the introspective vocals are
heard. Ono's lyrics are kept in
the same form as in the original
work, but Creamer and K added
digital effects — including "rolling" and "stuttering" Ono's voice
on some words — to prevent the
remix from relying too heavily on
the beat.
The second version of "Will I"
lacks the animated beat of the first,
relying instead on a slow, mellow
rhythm that complements the pensive lyrics and gives the remix a
softer feel.
Sandwiched between the two
versions of "Will I" is "Fly,"
Ono's reflection of her role as a
woman during the time she was
with John Lennon. Remixer Rob
Rives intersperses spoken-word
vocals among eerie, high-pitched
screams, moans and electronic
music.
Actually a combination of

Tigers Making A Difference
Student Affairs proudly presents this new section of The Tiger newspaper. It was
designed to celebrate student accomplishments, awards, and wiity service, Many
positive contributions and achievements go unnoticed and/or mentioned; therefore, Is
section gives us the opportunity to recognize and thank these students and organizations
for all the positive contributions they make on behalf of the Clemson community. •

two songs, "Fly" and "I Learned
to Stutter," the remix is a dark
and intense portrayal of Ono's
thoughts on the 1970s view of
women: "I was living as an artist and had relative freedom as a
woman and was considered a bitch
in this society," she says bluntly.
"Since I met John, I was upgraded
into a witch, and I think that that's
very flattering."
With its jazz-inspired rhythm,
"O'Oh" moves away from the
house music featured in the first
three tracks. Instead of relying
entirely on synthesized effects,
remixer Nuspirit Helsinki uses live
percussion and brass instruments
to produce a unique reconstruction
of Ono's work. This brilliant, sultry interpretation of Ono's tribute
to New York City is one of the
finest works on the CD, taking her
remix series to a level far beyond
the simple addition of a pulsating
beat and a few electronic enhancements.
At the end of "Will I / Fly"
comes an interpretation by
Porcupine Tree of "Death of
Samantha." This slow, acoustic ballad has been compared
with works by Pink Floyd and
Radiohead because of its haunting,
melancholy tune. With her breathy
voice, Ono reflects on the need to
mask her feelings with a brave
front: "When I'm with people, I
thank God / I can talk hip when
I'm crying inside," she sings.
"When I'm with friends, I thank
God /1 can light a cigarette when
I'm choking inside." Like "O'Oh,"
this track stands out because of its
avoidance of electronic effects and
its flawless construction.
With "Will I / Fly," Ono has
produced a solid remix album

that fits seamlessly into the house
music scene.
These reinterpretations of her
work broaden the ever-expanding
range of her music, bringing Ono's
unique sounds to the dance floor
and introducing her work to a new
audience. #

PHOTO COURTESY OF MARK C. OTIAHERTV

I BELIEVE I CAN FLY: Yoko Ono's latest CD is a successful remix for a new
generation of fans to experience her music all over again.

OIL HASN'T BEEN CHANGED LATELY?
SCARY.

If you would le to have an individual student or your student orgization recognized in
an upcoming issue, please contact lusty Gil at i-ii or e-mail at
emsselclemson,edu or Robin Paee at npttiodu,
Alpha Delta Pi would le to congratulate Kristina Crowder who was accepted into ODL
The 2001 pledge class made a visit to the sorority's philanthropy, the Ronald McDonald
HOE in Greenvil e to decorate for Halloween. A sit-down dinner for Parents' Wend
to honor parents was held on Friday night it i guests attending,
Lambda Chi Alpha won 2nd place for their homecoming float which everyone woriced
very hard on. Currently they are conducting their national North American Food Drive
and their proceeds wil be given to Clonson Community Care. So far over 6,000 cans of
food have been collected from their philanthropy Greek Bowl event which involved the
sororities. The food drive wiD last througji the end of October. Please contact Chaas
Gantt if you would like to make any food donations. Their national goal is 3 mil ion cans.

Remember, students and employees from Clemson University always receive
a 10% discount on any service by simply showing their Clemson University ID.

»JFA $5 OFF 0*Q $10 OFF
IfaAw/fne.
Ife/voffne.
Full-Service Oil Change

Radiator Flush

iiiiifaiilAiiilitaiMdl including oil filter, kibe and complete maintenance eked
Offer valid at: 550 Old Greenville Highway, Clemson - 864-654-1775
Mon.-Fri. 8am-6pm, Sat. 8am-5pm

Offer valid at: 550 Old Greenville Highway, Clemson- 864-654-1775
Mon.-Fri. 8am-6pm, Sat. 8am-5pm

Offer good only at partiapoting locutions. Otter not void with any other coupons or accounts.
Up to 5 quarts. Expire! 12/31/03 Code GGKV

Otter good only ot partapnting locutions. Otter not raid with any other coupons or discounts.
Expirei 12/31/03 Code GGKW

CARS. WE KNOW 'EM. WE LOVE 'EM:
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YOUR INSIDE GUIDE TO ENTERTAINMENT

Outbound Train
So, uh, are you Willy Wonka?
\

Grrrr...ahem, No.

by Garrett Holt
My costume is that of William
Cutting, better known as Bill
the Butcher from Scorsese's
movie Gangs of New York.
Hmmmmm...

Well, you LOOK like Wonka.
Not a gang leader.
\
Have it your way.
~* Gang, ATTACK!!!!!!

AAAACCKKK!!!!! HELP!!!!
OOMPAH! LOOMPAH!
DOOBITY DO!
//

Horrorscopes

Captain T-Shirt

by Ty Mowt

by Miss Lucky Charms

Capricorn (December 22 - January 19): Take up that invitation to the masquerade party. Even with the mysteriousness of the
party, you will finally meet the person who has had a secret crush
on you for the past year.
Aquarius (January 20- February 18): Look out! The calls are
coming from inside the house! Get out now!
Pisces (February 19 - March 20): There are only a few more
weeks until Thanksgiving break and then Christmas break. Make
the most of the time that you have left to study and to make the
grade that you deserve. Hang in there. It will all be over soon.
Aries (March 21 - April 19): Be wary of haunted houses this
weekend. They may be scarier than your frail body can handle.
Do you really want to go in there? Be certain that you are up to
the challenge before you decide to take it head on.
Taurus (April 20- May 20): You see dead people.
Gemini (May 21 - June 21): Why not go with your date to your
friend's Halloween costume dressed as a pair? You could be salt
and pepper, a devil and angel, Superman and Wonder Woman, an
Almond Joy (male) and a Mound (female) and Hugh Heffner and
a Playboy bunny. The list goes on and on. Be creative with your
costumes.
Cancer (June 22 - July 22): Keep your friends close and your
enemies closer this weekend. There are some unusual tensions
building up among the people around you. Be especially wary
while out in public with your friends.
Leo (July 23 - August 22): Don't worry about that significant
other of yours. Everything will work out between you two because
you were meant to be together. If you allow the pressures of other
people around you telling you how you should live your life sink
in, you will never be able to get to what you really want.
Virgo (August 23 - September 22): Be careful, I know the killer
looks dead, but he's not, its just an act. If you bend over him, he's
going to grab you.
Libra (September 23 - October 22): You are sick and you have
gone long enough dealing with this illness. Don't worry. I still
know what you did last summer.
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21): As a December graduate
maybe you should start thinking about what in the world you will
be doing once the New Year hits. Graduation will be here before
you know it. What would be greater than having a job you love
and making wads of cash to go with it?
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21): Since you will be
at home this weekend anyway, why don't you do your parents a
favor and help take your little brothers and sisters trick-or-treating. It will be early in the night and afterwards you can go out
with your friends and party with other Halloween revelers your
own age.

On Tap
Friday, Oct. 31,8 p.m.
Death in the Valley
Trick-or-treat at the President's House
Wear a costume, and get a treat from Jim and Marcia Barker.
Sponsored by UPAC.
Haunted Trail, President's Park
Clemson students ages 17 and up only. Sponsored by UPAC.
Saturday, Nov. 1, 6:30 p.m.
Diwali -The Festival of Lights
Tillman Hall auditorium
Clemson Indian Students Association presents this cultural show
and Indian Dinner. Of all the festivals celebrated in India, Diwali
is the most glamorous and important. Tickets: members $7, nonmembers $15. Tickets are limited. Membership is open to all
Clemson students/faculty/staff and families.

:an opener,
FEAR MY POWER!

Monday, Nov. 3, 7 p.m.
"Growing Up on the Prairie"
Brooks Center for the Performing Arts
Laura Ingalls Wilder is an American treasure whose books
continue to bring joy to new generations of readers throughout
much of the world. Tickets: $6 adults, $2 students.

Tuesday, Nov. 4, 6 p.m.
Tiger Cup Speech Competition Semifinals
Strom Thurmond Auditorium
The Tiger Cup is an oratory competition among students who are
sponsored by campus organizations. The semifinal round is open
to the public and will feature the top 16 contestants debating:
"The next big thing in Clemson's enduring history is...."

YOUR INSIDE GUIDE TO ENTERTAINMENT

TIMEOUT na

Book lists highs of prescription pot
$ $ $
PRESCRIPTION POT
George McMahon & Christopher Largen
Released: Out Now

ELIZABETH M. JAMISON

Staff Writer
In "Prescription Pot: A Leading Advocate's
Heroic Battle to Legalize Medical Marijuana,"
George McMahon and Christopher Largen provide an informative and intriguing book about
the medical benefits of marijuana. McMahon,
a long time sufferer of Nail Patella Syndrome
and one of six patients legally allowed to
use marijuana, takes the reader on his road
to becoming a patient legally using medical
marijuana.
It is legal to prescribe marijuana in nine
states, yet it is illegal by Federal law for anyone not in the Compassionate Investigational
New Drug Program to use marijuana. There
are only six people in the Compassionate IND
Program. By increasing public awareness of
these problems and the medical uses of marijuana, McMahon and Largen hope to one day
give patients what McMahon and five other
people in the United States have - the ability to
legally use marijuana for its health benefits.
McMahon easily keeps the reader's attention
with his anecdotes about his months in the hospital, the discovery of the benefits of marijuana, the numerous encounters he has had with
law enforcement officials and his activism
across the country to educate people on the
medical benefits of marijuana. These anecdotes are set to the background of McMahon
traveling across the country educating the
public, as well as government officials, about
the benefits of marijuana as medicine and how
marijuana has helped him. Interspersed among

the anecdotes of McMahon's life is information about the medical benefits of marijuana
that McMahon has come across and researched
in his quest to educate people on marijuana as
medicine.
The anecdotes are not only highly interesting, but also informative.
Through
McMahon's interaction with doctors, law
enforcement officials
and patients illegally
using marijuana for its
medical benefits, the
reader learns about the
conflicts created by an
indecisive government
and society. Doctors
are afraid of prescribing patients marijuana
in the nine states in
which it is legal, due
to medical marijuana
still being considered
illegal by the federal
government. Doctors
in the other forty-one
states can, obviously,
lose
their
license
for suggesting that a
patient use marijuana,
yet some find the benGEORGE MCMAHON &
efits of marijuana for
their patients outweigh
the risk.
McMahon's experience with the police has
been mixed. The anecdotes he tells show the
problems and challenges he often faces due to
misunderstandings regarding his legal medical
marijuana. Law enforcement officials are often
unaware of the Compassionate Investigational
New Drug Program through which McMahon
receives his marijuana. While McMahon does
try to inform the law enforcement in the area
prior to his visit, misunderstandings still often

arise.
While the simple, common language makes
this book easily read and understood by a
large audience, the relaxed language runs the
risk of readers dismissing the book as being
trivial and makes the book difficult to take
seriously.
Language,
such as referring to the
farm where government
marijuana is grown as
"Uncle Sam's marijuana garden," gives the
reader the impression
that "Prescription Pot"
takes a more flippant
attitude towards the
medical use of marijuana. As is evident by
the content of the book,
McMahon and Largen
are extremely serious about legalizing
marijuana as medicine.
The frequent reference
to marijuana as "pot"
also makes the book
appear less scholarly.
The laid back attitude
of "Prescription Pot"
does, however, make
it more accessible to
the
general public. And
CHRISTOPHER LARGEN
for those seeking the
jargon of medical texts
and studies, you are in luck. The last fifty-five
pages are appendixes that cover a study on the
effects of marijuana on long time users and the
legal aspects of medical marijuana.
"Prescription Pot" is a must read for anyone
interested in the medical marijuana debate. It
provides an interesting, personal perspective
while informing readers on basic issues surrounding this debate. ■&

Author rallies for political change in Executive branch
$ * $
STOP BUSH IN 2004: HOW EVERY
CITIZEN CAN HELP
Michael John Dobbins
Released: Out Now
ELIZABETH M. JAMISON

Staff Writer
Prompted by the Bush administration's actions during the last
two years and the war against
Iraq, Michael John Dobbins has
written the book "Stop Bush in
2004: How Every Citizen Can
Help." Due to the down-to-earth
manner in which the book is written, even an avid Bush supporter
will get something out of this
book. Dobbins outlines the basics
of activism regarding an election
and gives more specific ways to
effect the Bush and Democratic
campaign, as well as a basic,
easy-to-read overview of the Bush
administration's track record.
While Dobbins is obviously
against the Bush administration,
"Stop Bush in 2004" is pleasantly
not about Bush bashing. Dobbins
remains focused on emphasizing
the importance of a campaigner
being optimistic, informed and
courteous, all of which he himself
lives up to. As far as pointless,
blind and childish Bush bashing,
Dobbins feels that it is not only
an ineffective way to protest Bush
and his administration, but also
can be harmful to Bush's oppo-

nents' campaign.
Dobbins, however, is far from
being, a mere spectator. Civil disobedience is recommended in his
book, as are some unconventional
campaigning methods. In his interview, Dobbins
stressed
the
importance of
the communication between
the participators in civil disobedience and
the media. He
also
stressed
the importance
of
organization in civil
disobedience
to
minimize
negative media
coverage.
The media
has a tremendous
effect
on undecided
voters, so it is
crucial that it
remains unbiased. Dobbins devotes an entire
chapter in his book to media
activism: how citizens need to be
the watchdog of biased media and
to create and encourage unbiased
media. It is also important that
citizens make sure the media is
covering all aspects of an event,
such as protesters. Protesters
are often, according to Dobbins,
placed far away from the main
action so that the media often

ignores and fails to mention them.
While Dobbins believes "there
will never be a perfect media"
he does believe people have the
power to affect the media and how
news is covered.
Diversity of
sources is the
best
method
of educating
yourself
on
the
election,
Dobbins feels.
Dobbins advises to read from,
listen to and
watch a diversity of sources,
but
always
go back and
check up on
things, is what.
Occasionally
people
will
change
their
ideology,
or
their
actions
will reflect an
ideology that
conflicts with
their words.
Growing up politically aware,
it was his friends and discussions
with them that pushed Dobbins to
become politically active. These
friends and their discussions also
affected and formed Dobbins
political views.
In high school and throughout
college Dobbins became politically active. Dobbins previously
was a third party voter, before he

recognized that voting for a third
party was causing Democrats to
lose elections. Dobbins feels that
is possible for third parties to gain
prominence in national elections
by focusing on local elections and
moving up.
Many aspects of this book can
be applied to help campaign for
any candidate. However, Dobbins
says he is not worried about a
Bush proponent using his ideas
to promote Bush. Dobbins points
out that a fair amount of the
material covered in his book is
to the Democratic supporter specific. Nevertheless, he encourages
everyone to read his book because
he feels anyone can learn from the
information regarding Bush and
his administration. This is especially shown in the final chapter
which provide an overview of
Bush's political actions.
While "Stop Bush in 2004" is
obviously written for Democratic
supporters, it is a good read for
anyone, regardless of political
affiliation. The book is well organized, only 63 pages and easy to
read. It offers a multitude of additional readings and interesting
websites to visit for more information. You can visit Dobbins' website at www.stopbushin2004.com.
Even if you are a loyal Bush
supporter, due to personal nature
of the book, it is an easy way of
getting an opposition's view of the
election. If nothing else, you will
at least have some new, creative
campaigning ideas. *
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Poly"fun"
$ $ *
THE BEGINNING STAGES OF..
Polyphonic Spree
Released: Out Now
ERIN RIDGEWAY

Staff Writer
The Polyphonic Spree labels
itself "a choral symphonic pop
band." One might call their sound
nostalgic, smacking of hippiesque
love-and-sunshine. It is, of course,
a bit of a throwback, but the music
is so full of brightness and sunshine
that it ceases to matter. The music
carries hints of the Flaming Lips, the
Beach Boys and the Beatles at their
most blissful stage. As the days get
shorter and the weather chills, "The
Beginning Stages of ..." is a light,
joyful disc that spills summer out of
the speakers.
The most recognizable track on
this album, "Light & Day/Reach
for the Sun," appears on the
Volkswagen Beetle/iPod commercial that seemingly always shows up
on primetime television. That particular song is representative of the
entire album. Most of the tracks on
"The Beginning Stages of ..." have
that same shiny, happy, upbeat quality, but somehow, the disc manages
to steer clear of becoming cloying.
Perhaps that comes as a result of
the very limited subject matter: running through fields in the sun, being
warmed by the sun, seeing beautiful
rainbows and other things of that
nature. The more likely explanation
is that when the album teeters on the
brink of saccharine, strong musicianship and clear, clean harmony
balances out the sound.
It's tempting to condemn the
Spree for having a simplistic worldview, or for ignoring conflict and
unhappiness in favor of writing
happy-shmappy ditties about fluffybunny clouds, but part of the charm
of this album is that the band seems
to understand that cynicism is overdone and that music, and indeed the
world, needs to occasionally find its
inner optimist and take pleasure in
the little joys that transcend sorrow.
Having said that, this is not an
entirely glowing review. There are
problems on this album, mainly the
final track, the appropriately-titled
"A Long Day." This 36-minute long
train wreck literally takes up half
the album, and it hurts. Perhaps the
band is making a comment about
how humanity must endure pain and
suffering to truly experience joy,
but this half-hour of aural torture
seems like a high price to pay for a
metaphor. One wouldn't expect such
a happy band to be capable of this
kind of cruel assault. They seem like
such nice people.
Despite certain small (read:
half-hour long) problems, The
Polyphonic Spree is a band to keep
an eye on. Given the very short
time span in recording this album,
the multilayered harmonies, complex orchestral arrangements and
careful attention to songwriting are
especially impressive. Although
the disc was recorded in such a
short time, it doesn't feel thrown
together or slapdash in the slightest. This isn't a brilliant album, nor
is it particularly original, but it is a
harbinger of great things to come.
Effervescent and euphonic, the
Polyphonic Spree is a sunny trip to
a warmer place than this; a perfect
record to brighten up the coming
dreary winter months. *

